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AbstnlC1

This reports documents work performed for the NRCRES Accident Management Guidance Program to evaluate pos-
sible strategies for rmitgating the consequences of PWR severe accidents. The selection and evaluation of strategies
was hmited to the in vesset phne of the severe accident,i.c_,af ter the initiation of core degradation and prior ta RPV
failure A partilet project at BNL has been considering stiategics applicable to the ex-vessel phase of PWR sesetc
accidents.
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Executive Summary

The objectises of this report were twofold: first, to determine the current understanding and practice in the Prewur-
i/cd Water Reactor (PWR) Emergency Ptocedure Guidelincs (EPGs),as it may relate to sescre accident management,
and second, to identify and evaluate strategies for mitigating the effects of sescre acudents dunng the inacssci phase
of the accident,which is defined as being after the initiation of core degradation and prior to the ladute of the reactor
vessel. It is well-known that the EPGs are success-oriented, and they indeed provide succcu paths to deal with many of
the critical accident sequences discussed in the report. In addition, many of the preventise (i c., tending to present the
initiation of core racit) strategies identified in NUREGiCR-5474 hase been impicmented.cither entirely or partially,
in the EPGs. However, the EPGs are not designed to provide guidance to the operators in response to the sescre core
damage accidcnts in which nothing works (or not enough things work) and core damage mitiates. The functional
operatmg guidelmes deahng with inadequate core cooling and containment mtegnty do of fer some guidance th.it
,sould be usefoi during the in-vessel phase of a severe accident.

The vendor EPGs provide minimal guidance for the evaluation of human factors issues that willimpact the abiht) of
control room operators and in plant operations and mamtenance personnel to carry out the actions required under
accident conditions; c.g., high temperatures, motsture, anu radiation lesels, with possibly impaircd sisibibty. The
Westinghouse ERGS do note some of the points at which utilities may have difficult decisions as to the capabihty of
non-control-room staff to implement m-plant actions.

, The fact that an accident has progressed to initiation of core damage implies some or all of the tollowmg plant
conditions:

1. Several major plant front line or support systems are unavailable or degraded.

2. Emironmental conditions in cer,tainment are degraded, implying ddficulty in carrying out some teured plant sys-
L tem mampulations.

1

3. Quality of the operator's Knowledge of plant status, and particularly core status is derettoratmp

4. The core may still be critical. ~

5. AC power may be unavatble,with DC power degrading.

6. The situation in the control room my be chaotic,with personnel present who are nat normally m the control
room, and plant (onditions that han been experienced only during training sessions it at all

.

7. Deci.sien making respor sibihty and authonty rney not be vie.triv defined

Esen with these deteriorating conditions,there Arc -lear aciioris that opetators can take to present or nutipate further
phnt degradation. First and foremost, get the reactor suberitical,if it isn't altrady. Second, get water into !he sessel by
any means possible (although there is a hierarchy of preferred means). Third,it posuble, rnamtam the set ondary syv
tem as a ha.1 smk for the primary system, Fourth,if electncal power is degraded or unasadable, do escrWaing possible
to restote it. Fifth.it the core is truly endangered, the operators should be prepared to sacnhcc any other plart sys-
tems to the.goalof minimizing the camage to the coie and the threat to contamment. Sisth, a number ot telatively
randcM preventive and tuinpative efforts;n:ay hne a ugnifiuint impact on phnt nsh These mclude the 11cubday to
use port @le AC }cwer generators and poru:ble self-powered pumps to supply water or power concal equipment.

sti Nt 'RE (i CRM 6
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A!n included is the use of feed and biced flow in the service water sptem to maintain coohng of the centrifugal charg-
ing pumps, hence maintaining RCP ser.1 injection andfor RCP seal cooling

The argument! upporting RCS depressurization prior to sessel breach are persuasive. Early depressurization gets the
plant ch>ser to the accident conditions it was designed for, but may accclerate core degradation by comparison with
remaining at high pressure. The analpis of Hanson et al. (WA1) strongly suggests that late depressuritation is prefer-
able to early depressurization. Early or late depressuritation should significantly reduce the risk associated wi h hight
pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating.

Improved knowls:dge of the status of a degrading core might improse the quality of accident nunagement. Dis
improved knowledge will require calculational tools that can integrate plant data with knowledge of the plant design to
choose those descriptions of plant status that are consistent with the data and the time history of the accident -- and do
it a!!in real time.

Flooding the reactor casity to the top of the RVP lower head may improve heat ternoval from the outer surface of the
lower head enough to prevent creep-rupture failure of the lower head after relocation of part of the molten corium to
the lower pler.um.

Continuing to operate RCPs and maintain forced now through the sessel(under conditions titat put the RCPs at risk)
may prevent or miticate core damage or may buy time for actions to retover or protect containment or protect the
pubhc. For some LOCAs, this choice may increase the rate of inventory loss from the break, thus requiring increascJ
makeup now.

Thus, this work has identified several strategies, w hich extend beyond the EPGs into the severe accident regime, that
will mitigate the seriousness of events and their consequences during the in 4cssel phase of sescre accidents. Further
work in this area can be expected to better define the feasibility, ef fectneness, and potential disadvantages of these
strategies in the context of apphcation to specific plants.

-
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1 Introduction -

)

J

This report presents the results of work performed by Task i requited the identification of critical accident !

the Pacific Northwest laboratory (PNL) in support of sequences and the extent to which sitategks already ex _ [
the Accident Management Research Program (NRC ist to prevent them or mitigate their consequences in the _ .|
1989) developed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com. EPGs of all three PWR owners groups. For purposes of ;

mission Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (NRC/ - comparison, a similar review of the EPGs is also made
RES). De Accident Managemen! Rescarch Program is for the 20,largely preventive, strategies that were iden
intended to improve " understanding of the physical tified and evaluated during Fiscai Year (FY) 1989 by
progression of severe core damage accidents * and to use BNL and PNL, with that work having been reported in ;

that improved understanding to " provide insights for NUREG/CR-5474, A nessmeru c/ Camiiday Accident '

accident management, particularly in the area of limit. !.fanagemeni Strmcgies.
.

ing potential radioactive releases and stabilizing condi-
,

tions should the reactor vessel be breached." Further, We understand that the purpose of the EPGs and Emer- !

gency Operating Pnwedures (EOfs) is to address pre-
"[rjescarch activitics will center on assessing the vention of and recovely from inadequate core cooling .

feasibility of various strategies that might be imple. (ICC) and not necessarily to proside definitive guidance |
mented by utilities to prevent or mitigate severe for recovery from scvere core damage accidents. At var-
accidents, and on identifying those which should be tous points in this report it la concluded that guidance
considered for inclusion in utility accident manage- for coping with certain severe accident conditions is- '

ment plant In all cases, the design and opera- incomplete or nonexistent. This is not intended an a crl-
tional requirements for strategy execution will be ticism of the EPGs,since their purpose is not to address
evaluated, but emphasis will also be gisen to ex- severe accidents. This conclusion is simph a recognition
amining po ential circumstances under which cer. that coping with severe actidents should properly be ad.
tain operator actions could worsen accident con- dressed in the context of accident management. In ;
sequences or adversely impact the ability to achieve certain other cases guidance may esist for ICC recovery

'

a long-term, stable state (NRC 1989) which might be appropriate to considet during a severe
,

accident in those cases, this guidance is identified and
Specific:dly, this report documents Tasks L 2, and 3 of may be assessed as a severe accident management strat-
work performed for NRC/RES by PNL in FY 1991 sup- egy in future tasks.
porting the Accident Management Research Program.
The objectives of this report were twofold: first, to Critical accident requences were defined to be those sat-
determine the current understanding and practice in the sfpng one of the criteria:
Pressuriied Water Reactor (PWR) Emergency Proce-,

i dure G uidelines t EPGs), as it may relate to severe 1. Sequences that contributoignificantly to the risk of -

accident management; and sectmd, to identify and evalu- core me!L -

ate strategies for mitigating the effects of severe acci-
dents during the in-vessel phase of the accident, which is 2. Sequences that contribute significamly to risk char-
defined as being after the initiation of cure degriidatior' acterized by other risk measures. For purposes of
and prior to the failure of the reactor vessel. Mitigating this report, the only 'other risk measure" we have
strategies for the ex-vessel phase of PWR severe acci- used is risk to the public;with early risk and latent

; dents have been considered by a parallel Accident (cancer) risk lumped together,
Management Guidance Program project conducted at
Bnokhasen National 12boratory (BNL). 3. Sequences that represent significant challenges to- '

safety functions
.

:t

'.

*
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4. Sequences that represent sigruhcant challenges to Emercency Response Guidehnes (FRGq (High-
safety systems. Pressure Versmn) apply to boih Zion and Sequoyah.

Figure 1.1 shows a top-levellogic tree of salet) purpne, While the report includes sequen es representing early
safety objectnes, and safety functions challenges to containment systems,it does not attempt

to enumerate sequences threatening containmeA during
'the critical acrident sequeme identification is based on the ex-vessel phase of a sesete accident. In this report,
plant-specific information, princtpally information f rom we use the terms * core melt risk" and " core melt fie-
plant probat+ilistic risk av,essments (PRAs), for four quenenterthangeably. This common usage can be
rpecific PWRs: justified by noting that the risk et a, event is usually de-

Imed as being the probability of the ment times the con-
Ziort OWstinghouse PWR wth 16 ge, dry sequences of the cunt. The probabinty of a core melt is

*

containment) equal (to a very good approximation) to the core meh -

frequemy and the conscquence of a core melt is taken to
Sequoyah (Westinghouse PWR with ne condenser be 1 (i e., one core melt). Thus the coi; melt risk and*

c<mtainment) the core melt fu quency are numerically equal-

Calvett Cliffs (Combustion Eneincermg PWR with %sks 2 and 3 called for the identification of a hst of can-
-

-

large, dry contammem) didate strategies for management of the in vessel phase f
of sesere accidents and the evaluation of tho" strategies

Oconee (Babecck & Wilcox PWR with 134ge, dry according to Ihe enteiia of feasibihty, cilectaeness, and*

containment) possible adverse elfccts. The idemihcation is to be
based o1 a review of the existing literature on severe

'ikse particular plants were chosen because of reason accidents The list should include strategies to prevent
abiy good reailability of design and operational informa. or mitigate nigh risk consequences or high core damage
tion and because each was the subject of a recent proh- frequency; strategies that can increase the availability of
abilistic risk assessment (PRA). Zion is the subject of pressurized water reactor f PWR) safety functions by
the Zion Probabihstic Safety Study (Pickard, Lowe A using existmg equipment and water resources (perhap.s
Garrick 1982) and the NUREG-1150 supportmg reput in ways not intended by the plant designers), and rel-
that rebaselined that study for NUREG-1150 purposes evant strategies on the list (the "B" hst) provided to PNL
(Wheeler 1956). Calveti Cliffs is the subject of an In- with the Statement of Work. The T stiategies referred
terim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) PRA con. to abm e ate hsted in Bble 1.1. -

ducted for the NRC (Payne et al.19S4). The Sequcyah
PRA is documented in NUREG-1150 supporting re- Two additional critena for the strategy selectian v ere
ports iBenjamin et al 1987; Bertucio et al.1957). impened: 1) They should not require major plant modif-
Oconec is the subject of a PRA jointly conducted by acatient, and 2) ther should act currently be imple-
Duke Power arH the Nuclear Safety Analpis Cento mented in the emergcncy procedures guidelines (EPGs).
(NSAC 1984). These PRAs were used to determine Since presentive strategies have been previously consid-
sesere accident sequences and the associated risks; addi. ered in somc detail (Luckas et al.1W)), the primary
tionally, they provide succinct information on piant sys- focus in thn report is on strategies intended to mitiple
tems and splem interactions in the context of these a severt accidcnt in progress (that is, an accident with
sescre accident scquences. core degradation) rather than strategies in' ended to prt-

vent the imtiation of core deg:adation it should be
Since all of the plants arc PWRs and the two Westing- noted, however, that prevention and mitigation can
house planta are very similar, except for the coniamment merlap Strategies which mitigate core degradation may
type, some of the information m this report is necessar- act to prevent breach the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
ily rcpetitive. Similarly, the EPGs were developed by aad thus might be considered presentive strategies for
the seridors and the owr.ct's groups under common en- the ex4cssel phese of the severe accident _
teria provided by the NRC, and the same Westinghouse

NURf G/CR-5856 12
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Introduction,

Table 1.1 'll" strategies relesunt to the in $essel phase of I'WR sesere uccidents |

|
i

|

Strategy Sechons of this Report |

1

Procedures and hardware changes,if necessarv, to inject water into the reactor to 3.0, 4.0,9.0 :

' terminate the core melt prior to sessel failure (e.g., primary feed and bleed).

Procedures and hardware changes,if necessary, for secondary side injection to prevent or 4.0. 9.0
terminate the core melt (e.g., secondary feed and 1leed).

,

~

-Procedutes to continue the use of vessel injection a ter vessel rupture. 3.0r

-- Procedures and modilications, as necessary, to cross-conduct corresponding safety 3.0,60
injection systems between the units in multiple unit plants

Pwoh F) *epressurize the reactor system usmg power operated relief vahes 4.0. 9.0
(PORVs).cn .y relief valves (SRVst and/or the high point vents.

- Procedures to depressurize the primary system using the steam generator, by opening 4.0, 9.0
atmospheric dump valves and providing make up with existingor alternate w:ter sources
(i e., secondary feed and bleed).

Procedures and hardware changes,if necessary, to inject additional borated water from 3.0
'

alternate scue(s) to maintain subcriticality.

!
-

7The strategics proposed are evaluated on the basis of The report is organized primarily according to candidate |.

. theoretical and analytical models described in the litera- sts,stegies, with subheadings providing descriptions of,

ture,on repo, s of experimental results,and on design tbc strategies, discussing any related phenomenological
and operationa.1information on same four PWRs: Zion, or systems issues, and providing generic and plant-

.

Sequoyah, Calvert Cliffs, and Oconeef Figure 1.2 shows specific evaluations of the candidate strategies. De -
. how the strategics proposed relate to the safety objec- strategies discussed ir.clude the *B* List sttalegics (see
fives and the safety functions;. The reader will note that Table 1.1 for coverage of the "b" strategies in this re-
most of the strategies are " integral'in the sense that port) and the follawing strategies:

. they impact several different safety functions
Water Addition to the Reactor Picssure Vessel*

(Section 3.0)
1.1 Organization of This Report.-

Depressuri/alion of the Primary System -+

Section 2.0 of this report dhcusses the methodology (SC'liO" 4 0)'

B , , Dased to determine the critical r,cquences Appendices A
ihrough D document the determination of critical Flooding the Reactor Cavity to Cover RPV Lower*

gsequ'ences for Zion 1, Sequoyah 1, Cahert Cliffs 1, and Flead (Section 5.0)
i ~

0conce 3 in that order,alongwith an evaluation ofven-
. dor EPG coverage; Reestablishment of AC Power (Section 6.0)

*

, ,
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'. Provision of Portable Pumping Capability Some strategies are not discussed in detail because they _
*

:

(Section 6.0) _ are already the subject of extensive resear_ch under the
Severe Accident Research Program or they scem to be ,

Prmntion and Atitigation of Reactor Coolant' adequately covered by the sendor EPGs and plant emer-
*

;

Pump (RCP) Seal Failures (Section 7.0) ' gency operatit ' nrocedures (EOPs) < ..

'

.

Maintaining Forced Circulation through the Core The report identities situ'ations where phenomena are
*

-.(Section C.0) not well understood, but where a better understanding
.

_
of the phenomena is not likely to have any impact on

Secondary Feed and Bleed (Section 9.0) decisions made by operators or 'Ibehnical Support
*

Center staff during a severe accident. It will also
-. Primary Feed and Biced (Section 9.0) consider generic human factors issues, including the *

training of operat6rs end athers with severe accident
t

' Creation of a Core Damage Assessment Capability management responsibilities, personnel performance
*

r

. (Section 10.0)
'

under severe accident conditions, and the ability of the .;
operating crew to carry out in-plant actions undet severe *

Section 11.0 contalos a discussion of generic human fac- accident conditions. '

tors issues which itnpact the implementation of all of.

-the t.trategies discussed and evaluated in the repm t.
.

,
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SAFETY PURPOSE PREVENT /HINIMIZE

RADIONUCLIDE RELEASES

,
-

1 I
1

SAFETY OBJECTIVES KEEP CORE HATERIAL KEEP CORE MATERIAll ~~MlNIMlZE

IN RPV IN CONTAINMENT RELEASE $

| ~

I I i
'

[ I

SAFETY FUNCTIONS REACTIVITY LOWER HEAD CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT

CONTROL INTEGRITY INTEGRITY COOLING

1 .1 L 1

SAFETY FO.iCTIONS RCS INVEMICRY CORE ilEAT RCS HEAT RCS PRESSURE

(CONTINUED)
CONTR01 REMOVAL ! REMOVAL CONTROL

FIGURE 1.1. Reactor Safety Top Level togic Tree
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B SAFEiY KEEP CORE'HATERIAL s-:'
? OBJECTIVE IN RPV

.
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SAFETY REACTIV11Y RCS INVENIORY CORE ilEAT RCS HEAT RCS PRES 5URE LOWER HEAD

FUNCTIONS CONTROL CONTR08 REMOVAL REMOVAL CONTROL INIEGRITY

|

| Water Addition - Depress. - Depress. - Depress. - flooding
1 - Dry Boron

Bios (3) c (3) (4) (4) (4) Reactor-
Cavity (5)

- Depre:s. Maintain - Secondary - Maintain
(4) forced feed and forced - Water

Circulation Bleed (9) Circulation Addition
j

(8) (8) (3)

Primary - feed and - Maintain - feed andr

6 Feed and Bleed (9) forced Bleed (9) '

Bleed (9) Circulation
,

l- (8)

- Prevent RCP - Reatore AC
seal LOCA (7) (6)

- Restore AC - Portable
(6) Pump; (6)

- Portable
Pumps (6)

flGURE 1.2. Classification of Proposed Strategies
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2. Critical Severe Accident Sequences and EPG Coverage

2.1 Methodology and luformation 2.2 Description of Plants

Resources'

ne four plants (by three undors) are similar in many
ways. This secthm will note some of the differences bc-

His report is based upes availabic documentation of tween the plants that have an impact on the selection of
generic research on severe accident phcnomenoh y, critica! accident equences atsd on the extent to u hich at

available documentation of design and cperational de-
partientar strateg might be implemented successfully at

tails of the four specific plants considered in evaluating a ghen pbnt.
the proposed accident management strategics, and the
operations and plant systems experience of the authors Zion is a Westinthouse "high pressure" plant with a
and some of their colleaeues. Information sources spec,

I rge dry containment. He term 'high pressure" rneans
- ifically relied upon inclu'.!c that it has a fully quhtified, safety-related charging sys

tem. De charging system is designed to provide rela-
NUREG-1150 and its supporting reports, partic, tively small amounts of coolant makeup Dow to the

*

ulat iy those directly relevant to Zion and Sequoyah, reactor coolant system (RCS) during normal operation.
With a safety-related charging system, Zion can take

the punt-specific PRAs described in ihe previous credit for the ability of the charging system to supply
-

section,
makeup Dow to the RCS during small break loss of
coolant accidents (LOCAs) proceedmg at pressures

initialsubmittals of the FinalSafety Analysis Re,
hygher than the shutoff head of the high presure injec-

-*

potts (f SARs)Inr the four plants, including consid- tion system (HPSI). At the time of performance of the
eration oflater amendments for some of the plants, Zion PRAs, Zion was unusually sensitive to the effects

of common cause failures in the Service Water (SW)
+ vendor emergency procedures guidelines, and Component Cooling Water (CCW) system, with al.

mo<t 80% of the core melt risk being related to failures

dures for the four plants, ' gencv Op rating Proce.
portions of the plant Emer of the CCW system.

-
'

The Sequoyah plant is also a Westinghouse "high pres-
* ' - many of the papers on the nice Mac Island, Unit 2 . sure" plant, but one with an ice condenser containment.

(TM'l-2) accident in special Volume 87 of duckar Dese containments are smaller than the large, dry con-
Technokg, Accust October, Novernber,and tainment rid have a lower design pressure. They de-
December 198E, andI

pend on a large collection of baskets ofite to ctmdense
steam released from a LOCA, thus protecting the um-

* other open literature papers and reports on severe tainmera from the full eUcci of the LOCA blowdown. ,

.

accident phenomenology, accident management his is a premre suppresson containment, simHar in
policy, and plant systems responses to specificI

$tecidents.
ntent to the BWR pressure suppression pool contain-

~

~

ments. Ice condenser containments are genendly con-

sidered to more vulnerabic to containment failure in a
This was a lot of material for the time and resources v riety of accident sequences than large, dry contain-

''- availabic for this project; the authors v(ould appreciate ments. Since this report is dealing with the in vessci
being informed of any omissions or errors in the
descriptions, evidench and cottctusiota in this report. P

'c of severe accidents, that vulnerability doesn't ht,vc

much ernpact on our work.

11 NUREG/CR-M56 -
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Critical Sequence

The Calvert Chth plant is a Combustion Engineering thermal inertia provided by larger mass of water in the
PWR with a large, dty comainment. It has a non-salety. SG shell, O'1SGs allow less time for opcrator response
related charging system; one effect of this is that the to accident sequences insolving loss of feedwater. On
Calvert Chlf IREP PRA (Pay ne IW4) did not give any the other h and, Oconce has a more robust emergency
riedit for the ability of the charging system to provide clectrical power system than most plants and has a
high pressure makeup flow during small-break LOCAs Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) which provides a com-
and similar accident sequences. In addition, the shutoff pletely redundant and independent means of injecting
head of the high pressure injection pumps is lower than coolant into both the steam generators and the core.
usual for PWRs (1275 psi sersus INill psi) and the pres-
surization of the au umulators is also lower than usua!
(2R) psi versus NU psit The net eftcct of these desien 2.3 Identificatiott of Critical Sequences
featutes and the lack of credit for the charging system is
that the Cabert Chifs PRA is dominated by accident

identification ot entical accident sequences was af fected
sequences remaining at so high a pressme that no make-
up coolant can be provided, leading to eventual ui" by both plant differences and difjering assumptions and

bhodolocies used in periormance of the PRAs. Tbccoscry of the core and core melt. Cahert Cliffs was ah"
Z.on PRA'was performed by Pdard, Lowe, & Garricksensittse to Vital DC bus f ailures, with these failutes

5tuall Fault Tree methodol-causing a plant trip, a deraand for safety system func- ogy[g the Large Event Tree
usm

tioning,and at the same time degrading several of the The resultint; accident sequentes base a somewhat

sa'ety systems (makir; them more vulnerable to addi- dilferent tlasor than the sequences from the other three
PRAs, pectormed using the Small Esent Tree /Larcetional independent failures)'
Fault Tree methodology. Each methodology has a'dvan.

The Oconce p! ant is a Babcock & Wilcox PWR with a tapes and disadvantages; in theory, although the des.
cription of accident sequences will be dif ferent, the

large, dry containment and a non-safety.related charging
system. By contrast with the other two vendors, B&W bottom-hne assessments resulting should be equivalent.

Tables 2.1,2.2,2.3, and 2 4 summarize the entical
uses once-through steam generators (OTSGs),which i

have a significantly smaller inventory of water on the atcident sequences identified for the four plants Full

shell sicie (secondary side) of the steam generator than descriptions of the sequences,of the EPG coverage of

the U-tube steam pencrators (SGs) used by Westing- the sequences,and of the EPG coserage of the "N list

house and combustion Engineering. Without the sequences f rom NUREG/CR-5474 are provided in
Appendices A, B, C, and D.

_ ,*b
,,

,
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Critical $equence

Table 2.1 Summary table of cmerageof Zion critical accident sequences by
Westinghouse Emergency Responw Guidelines

Full Partial No

$equerne ikwription Cove ra ge' * * Can e rage * Co*erage Comment.

Z-1 less of CCW; mduced RCP seat i OCA X AOPs probaN) ciner Ims of CCW

Z-2 Small-break LOCA; fa:1ure of high prenure X
tecirculatwn core coohng

Z-3 12rge-break LOCA: fadute of km pressur! X
etarculation

Z-4 Same as 2 3 with medsum-break I OCA maiaior X

l.-5 Degraded AC power, ABV fai'ure, failure of primary X
feed and bleed, AC reccwcry <4 hr

Z4 Large-break i OCA. fadure of LPI X

Z-7 Same as Z-5 but 4 br < AC recc=<ery < R hr X

74 Degraded AC power, he of CCW and SW until AC X
recmered between I hr and 4 hrs

Z9 Satr.e as Z 8 but with unrecourable failure of SW X

Z-10 Degraded AC power; Loss of CCW and SW; nn AC X
power recmcry in 8 hr; fatture of contunment systems

Z-Il Same as Z-8 but unh AC recau;v between 4 hrs X
arrd 8 brK cautainment systems succeed

Z 12 Degraded AC power, Loss of SW; RCP scal LOCA X

Z-13 Same as 7.-12 but fan coolers fait directly due X
to loss of AC Power

Z-14 Interfacing Sptem 1 OCA X

Z-15 Loss c41,C bcs 112 c using kas of ucondary heat X
sink arut failure of pnmary feed and Need

Z-1 o Same as Z 11 with the SW svstem common-cause X AOPs probaN) cowr law of SW
~

portion cd Z-12

Z-17 Degraded AC prucr which fa",a CCW and induces AOPs probaNy etw-cr 1.ws of CCW
RCP scai LOCA; amlaNe AC anows SW and
containment systems to suuced

Z-15 Pressurized therrnal shock X

Z 19 Anucipated transtents mthoat SC RAM X

Z-20 Steam Generator Tube Rupture X

(a) Ic genera (if the ERG steps prtmded succeed, tbc wquence will not prcx ecd to enre melt.
(b) The accident sequence is considered la the t RG, tst the guidan(e prosided may rtot prevent ccre degradauen

2.3 NUREG!CR M%
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Critical Sequence

!

!
Table 2.2 Summary tabk of coserage of Sequoyah critical accident sequences by;

'

Westinghouse Emergency Response Guidelines

Full I*artial So
sequeue ikwription Cow e rage * *) Cme rage * Cescrage Comments

S1 Smambreak LOCA; fadare of retircubuon ph,ne X
core uchng

S-2 Lm of CCW, mduced RCP scal 1.OCA failcre of X AOPs probabh cover hss
LCC and cents'.nrncnt spny of CCW

5 -3 Sn.til-break I OCA lanure of recucubiton phase X
core cmbni; (due to LP pump tadures)

5 -4 Sequerac 5 3 with aJJoor,al f a.luir of X
contantwnt spra)

55 station Nackc ut, induccJ RCP scal 1 OCA t'o l'.CC X
or containtne.>t systems a.adstle

S4 Inte-methate Lreak LOCA kws of 1(P recuct.!ahon X
pha c core ctang

S-7 Lms of DC tsus 1. indytrdent fadure of Al% X AOPs pnicably cover hws

failure of leed and bleed (dut: to DC bus k ss) of %tal DC

S4 Loss of CC ha 11. the rest idenntal to S 7 X AOPs probaMy emer h,ss
of Otal DC

S9 Intermed ate or brge break i DCA fadure of xe X
condemer; ceniamment fadure, then cote snett

5 10 interta- mg system LOCA. aJdaioral fadures X
leadmg to core mcit

_

S4I SGTR. ad.tnioral ta'. form kading to enre incit X

5 12 RPV n.erpressurcatm,n at cold shu:Jown X

S-13 RC5 oserconimg transwn! at parr X

S 14 i ou 4 secondary heat sir.k X

S-15 Picssemu fl w ahng X

Sm Anneip ued irannenn webout SCR AM X

S i? L ou ot' SW system, tausmg esenta il Lws ta M W. X AOPs pn Aibly cmcr kus
CCW and conta:nmem spray ni SW

[a) In peacrd d the Ekte s:cp pr:raded suured, tre sequence w;!! n.it proceed to wrt melt.
(b) The acadern ux4ucra t a corsa,cred in the IRG, bat the guubnce pnxtded mas not [. resent unre degradanon.

NUTEG|CR 5856 2A
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Critical Sequence

Table 2.3 Summary table otrowruge of Cabert Clifk critical accident sequences by
Combustion Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines CEN-152

l ull PartiaJ No

Seqwine Deuription Oc erage'** Cove r age * Co*erarc Comnwnt.

C-1 Annopstea .sansient withcu.t SCRAM cauung X

immediate RCS f uture and carty weiamment fanu;c

C-2 las <4 DC bus 11 de;;rades sc(ord3*) he.it s4nk and X AOPs ptobaMy caer he

safety spleim; sutwequent AF N failure Icads to wre of DC bus

melt

C-3 Sciall-smau LOCA fadure of Ilf rearculauen phase X

core conhng _ _ _

C4 Sequence C-3 with adda oral f.nla.c of comamm. ia X-

sprays m rearc rnode

C-5 less of seccadary heat smk, fanure of pnman X
feed and ; sired

C t- ATM with boration faitw e or stak open PORV X

C7 1ransnt foamed t3 km of wror.dary be n sm). X

C4 Las of offsite ,tmer, transent andwed LO(.A; X PLnt 6p ubc pudance cceded

fiPSI anJ containmert systems fad for LOSP

C9 Lem of ofNic pcwer. AFW !adt,re X Ptmt ycibc guidance needed
forI D SP

C-10 Stanon bWkout, RCS bodoff causes nw e melt X AOPs may powide Stuinn
bladout gmdan(c

3

C-11 'tratant reqmrmg prusure rehef km af X
secondary beat smk

C-12 $ mall smab L OCA, has of ilPSI:iccondary hot smk X

C-13 1nss 01 N!we poncr; fm!ure of AFW and X Plant sim6c gmdance nerded
tar i USPcor.tammret systems

C 14 Interf acing 9sems 1 OCA. additoral fadures X No oution apunu imnaung

resulung a cnte meu r0 at coohng wben IDCA u
outude contamment

C 15 SGTR; addinonal f ailures reudtmp m corc mett X

C-16 6erpres -ration at enid shutdowa X

C-17 RCS w.acimg tranuent at power X

C-18 Prmvn:c: Gar.img X

C-19 Inss of SW tram 12 inps pbs dcp adu 3.deiy syuem X i\ Ors pn,NNy anrr Ims of $W

C 20 1.ms et Satt Water system dep ades CCW. SW and X AOPs probaNy uner hiu of

ECC pump room cookr3 of 54 Water Spem

(a) in general,if the EPG steps proudet wcord, the sequence wit: not prmecd ta cor e mch
-

(b) 1he acadent sequence is conudered in the i RG but the pndaner pronMeJ mw not prnent mre Jcpa<fa:ntn

<

. . !')'

*t

I
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Critical Sequence

Thble 2.4 Summary table of emerage of Oconce critical accident sequences by
liabcock & Wilcos Abnormal Tramient Operating Guidelines

l utt Partial %
5equerne Dev ription Co*erage * Coserage * Coverage Couunents

01 14e.s of If Scruce Water; degrades llPi purn}w X
ar.d CC%; induced llCP el L.OCA

O2 large t reak LOCA, ladure to transfer to LP X
recwelaten phaw core crebnr

O3 Alvs fo!! owed b immedate LOCA and failure X
to texh long-term stable conhng mule

0 -4 Small break i OCA, depict n n of PWYI tal! nard X Partut guidance (m need to ,

by fadure to transfer to rturc uuhng prnene BWST imentory

04 large FW or Condensate Lne bxak causes loss of X ,

sccendar) 1, cat unt; feed and bleed fads; emergeng
TV from Standby Shuldawn fracihty fads

04 Inss of Inutumer. *ir caue partial kws cf X
sewn 6ry he,it sir (; . .Pi arid Emergency F% are
not mettated

00 SOTit fonowed by llPI fadute X

04 loss of rr.ain FW; fadure of 11% operators fatl to X,

mittaic pritaary teed and t>leed or reciwer EIW

O9 5GTR with stuck cocn 50 rebet vane, BWST X Partal gmdance on neeJ to
imentory is not camiained prnerve BW ST imentorv

0-10 RPV rupture pr.:tiades core rentuhr.g X

O 11 Intertacmg system LOCA X No citar guntance on idcnte
tvmg and resprmdmg to -

mterfacing system I OCAs
O-12 5 tit:on bbckout- failure steam-drr.'en E f3V pump X

nuckepen rthcf vahe

(a) h> 4cnern if the ATOG ceps premded suceced, the sequence wall not proceed to core melt.
(t<) The acaJc.t sequence is ccnadered m the FRO, but the gmdance provided may not prevetit core dqradation

NUREG|CR-5856 2.6
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3 Water A(I(lition to the Reactor Pressure Vessel

3.1 Description of the Strategy 3.2 Core Fragmentation and Ilydrogen
Generation

At almost all stages of almost all conceivable severe
accidents, addition of water to the core is beneficial. In If the core has been uncovered, has dried out, and por-
a few accident sequences, however, particularly w hen the i ons ofit heated up to more than 1700 K, then addinon
capability of adding water to the core is regained atter a 01 water may, as it did at TMI-2 (startmg at minute 174
period of zirconium burning and other core degradation of the accident),cause massive tirconium burning,
processes, the negative effects of water addition hydrogen generation, and the creation of a large porous
(massive hydrogen generation and structural degrada' rubble bed (Broughton et al 1989; Kuan et al.1989).
tion of the core) may be substantial. Howeser, the This is one of the situations in which the rate of water
operators will rarely hase enough information about the addition can altect the course of the accidem. Small
state of the core to identify those execptional situations. amounts of water will cause only hmited zirconi im
On balance, the operators should always add as much burning, since the process will be steam-starvcd.1 arge
water as powible to a degrading core whenever they can, amounts may limit the amount 01 rirconium burntne by
as the likely benefits outweigh the mote speculative quenchmc the hot addmg and reducing its temperb '
possible disadvantages. For operators to choose not to ture below 1200 K. in bctween amounts el watm offer
add water because of potential negative impact,is to the wotst of all possibilities,enouch steam to burn all of
give up the opportunity to terminate the core degrada- the available rirconium, but not enough water to quench
tion processes of an ongoing accident.The i.ssue of ho" the reaction (Kuan and Hamon 19H). As before,
the operators can know the status of a degrading core is og.raton, will have difficulty identifying this condition
discussed in rnore detail in Section 10 0. and dctermining that a given amount of water addition

in that pruation is tao much or too little. On balance,
There are situations, particularly early in an acculent, the appropriate operational decision in this situanon is
when the operators may want to throttle or terminate to add as much as possible.
containment spray in order to preserve inventory in the
refueling water storage tank for injection into the core. The resuliing fragmentation of fue: rods and fuel pellets
This will postpone the need to swnch over to recircula- is likely to create a rubble bed, as in the TMI-2 accident,

'
*

tion mode coolmg of the core and containment. These sitting atop a consolidated pool of molten corium
situations are casier to identify;if the containment (corium is a molten or previously molten mixture of
environment can be maintained in the acceptable range steel, control rod materials, rirconium, uranium, and
with the containment fan coolers alone or with the fan oxides of all of these materials). Depending on the size
coolers and throttled spray flow, then it is desirable to and porosity of the rubble bed and dcpending on the
do so. Operators may also need to throttle or terminate availabilits of water, the rubble bed may or may not be
water addition to the core in the event of overtooling or egg;3pge, 'If not, then it will grad'ially melt, enlarging
overfilling of the RCS. The controlitng concern is the the underivine corium twt This process may be termi-
presention 01 pressunzed thermal Shock (PTS), which nated bv one br more relocations of molten conum to
may threaten the integrity of the RPV. If PT5 is a con' the lower plenum of the vessel
cern, then the operators have at least managed to cool
the core and maintain RCS imentory.

3.3 Recriticality issuesOther issues related to water addition are discussed m.
Sections 4.0,6.0,8.0, and 9.0.

In the situation descnbed in Section 3.2, control rod
material 3 will base becn removed from the rubble bed

3.1 N UREG CR 3S56
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-Water Addition i

!
..

. 4
, - by melting and rehication, leading to incorporation of ' solving the solid teron, soluble boron will be added to

:
these materials into the consolidated pool or the corium Ihe recirculating coolant. !- crust supporting the molten corium pool, if the water j; added to the vessel percolates through the rubble bed, Finally, the energetics of a recriticality need to be con- {providing moderation, then recriticality may be an issue sidered. Recriticality transients in a degrading core

"

(Cokinus and Diamond 1979). On the other hand, an would be uncomtrained, that is, subject to more er less -
_

untnoderated recriticality of the molten, consolidated free expansion as the transient deposits energy in the
,

;

portion of a d:irading core cannot occur at U-235 critical array. This expansion and Doppler feedback will ,

enrichments characteristic of a PWR. . introduce negative reactivity and terminate the tr;m- I
'sient. The total energy deposited by the transient is n

- Just as with an anticipated transient without scram ' function of the rate of positive reactivity addition that~
',(ATWSfsequence (in which control rod material is also initiates the transient. Recriticalities in fuel or waste,

missing from the cure region), if sufficiently bora ted . process plants are typically unconstrained and initiated
- water is added, the rubble bed can be maintained sub- by the addition of material to a vessel or by gravitation-

,

critical; Problems might arise if the operators find it : assembly of a critical maa Neither process produces i
necessary to add unborated water directly to the RCS or very high rates of positive reactivity input; such criti.
if, during recirculation phase core cooling, borated calities have typically been limited to between 10"and

~

water in the containment sump has been diluted by the 10" total fissions, released in one or a series of pulses.
addition cf unborated water. At present, there appears This is a relatively modest amount of energy,10 ' fis-
to be no consensus as to whether operators should add 8~ ions is equivalent to 320 MJaules (i.e.,3.2 x .10 Joules)s

water to a degrading core if thF only source of water , of energy,which is 700 times smaller than the
for that purpose is unborated or borated but diluted to . 200 GJoules (2.0 x 10 Jcules) of energy deposited in11

lower than desired boron concentrations. Ilow might - fuelin the first Chernobyl reactivity transient, Approti-
borated water in the containment sump become diluted? mately a second later 1000 GJoules (10 ) was deposited ;

12

.The phpical process ofloss of RCS water from a break in the second Chernobyl transient Lucas, et al. (1987d) J
with flashing of some or all of the RCS coolant lost estimate 473 MJoules and (62 MJoules as the 5% and

+

;

followed by condensation of the resulting steam on con- 95% confidence limits for the steam exphnion energy
tainment structures or containment spray droplets is release required to fail the upper head bolts of a U.S. '

*

equivalent to distillation of the RCS coolant. The vendar PWR reactor vesscL The Checnobyl accident
boron and other chemicals in the RCS coolant may be - (which was a reactivity-driven accident,as opp (ned to
partially removed from the RCS coolant by this process - the decay-heat removal-driven TMI-2 accident) inspires -

g Land precipitated out somewherein containment, Unicss caution,in that the first pulse was shut down by
| the boron is re-entrained by containment spray flow on . introduction of negative reactivity feedback (mainly

its way to the sump, the net result may be gradual Doppler), but as the power dropped, a combination of
removal of boron from the r: circulatmg coolant. Once cooling of fuel fragments by rapid transfer of heat to.

precipitated out, the boron is difficult to put back in . nactor coolant together with expulsion of coolant pro-
- solution. Keeping it in solution in the borated water .duced a large positive reactivity insertion that led to the -

storage tanks requires heating, larger (fise times larger) second power spike. Similar. .

two-stage processes seem possible in the context of .

In the event that it was necessary to add unborated severeaccident recriticalities. A modest recriticality *

g water to containment during the recirculation phase of transient might disperse corium exposing the corium
L core cooling or that recirculating coolant has became : array to coolant and leading to positive reactivity inser- '

diluted by flashing and condensation, a possible miti- | tions due to improved moderation and Doppler effect
gating strategy would be the pre-emplacernent of open - (i.e., cooling fuel fragments reduces the Dotipier broad-

.

. bins of dry borated chemicals in the neighborhood of the ening of uranium neutron absorption resonances) fit *

containment sump. As water levels around thesump'- appears this por,sibility has not been investigated in any :,

flood the bins during recirculation-phase coolit'g, dis- detail.
.

i
s'

'
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Water Addition

3M Plant-Sp0Cific lulpteriieritatioii cooiant rume (Rce) scat iniection. The sceni fum eool
enn be used as a sucucu source of makeup yuter if the

normal makeup spiem is not avadable. Thcre is suf-
Plant-specific details impact the implementation of this ficient borated water availaNe in the spent Iuct pool to
strategy primarily in determming the ability to re anow the SSF to maictain hot shutdow n conditions for
pritnaty leed and bleed cooling and the atGity m depte- au thrw units for approximately three days. 'The spent' surite the RCS. Ibr instance, at Calvert CFffs, the low

fuel p ol water lesel would be drawn down to approxi.
shutoff head of the hich pressure injection punips mahiy I foot above the top of the spent fuel ra;ks aher
(1275 psi) and the low pressuritation (200 psi) af the this 3 day period. The RCVCS components are pro-
plant's safety injection tanks (i.e, accumulators) make it sided motive and control pow er via an independent
somewhat more difficult to add water to the core m hieh deuical power sptein, wluch um a edicated 6,c3el
pressure accident sequences than at other plants.

genes ator.

At Zion,if the plant can be depressurued below N)0 psi,
water can be added to the sessel from the accumulators,

3.5 Daltlation of the Strategy
using the blanket gas to provide the drr ing pressure.
Zion has four accumulators with a capscity of approw
mately 10,000 gallons cacit in addition, the RWST cm As indicated above, adding w. ster to tu sewel as soon,

ptovide water by gravity leed and has a capacity of ns of ten, and in as great a quantity as possible should be

approximately 389,000 gals. Procedures now esist that the operator's priman strategy for responding to sescre

allow the operators to refill the RWST from outside accidents. Feasibihty of the sttategy is an issue; with the
exception of some ATWS sequences, inability to addwater sources
water to the cote at some critical juncture is what turns,

Bmh of these water soutces can be tre_ted with houc a transient or a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) into a
<

acid through the Make-up \%ter Sptem. There are sesere accident Many of the other strategies discusseo

thace boric acid tanks each with a capacity of approw in this report and most of the strategies discussed in

mately 11,000 gallons. The bone acio is translerred via Luckas et al (lvM) represent attempts to prevent the

two boric acid tunsfer pumps cach with a capaat) of loss of RCS msentory or to find some functiorung

75 gpm. These pumps can be diesel-dtnen. If the plant makeup water source and delisery sptem that can

emergency diesel generators were not working, the trans- rc place last RCS inventon.

fer pump could be driven by a relatively small portab!c
generator if the proper interiace v.cre availabic. Ettectiveness of the strategy will depend on when and

*
how the water 13 added and on the previous course of

M Oconce, unit cro* connections can base both pow the accident. In a degrading core, when the pool of

tive and negative impacts. The abihty to cbtain emer- molten co ium reaches a certain mass,its sue and the

gency feedwater, service water, and electnc power f rom sunoundmg crust of frozen curium und metal will

other units provides valuable opporturuties for recover- render it cffcctively unpervious to quenching and cool-

ing vel safety tu:1cuons (there do not appear to be any down by water added to the core region. Howeser, the

umt interconnections for safety injection). Ilowcver, water added to the vessel at this juncture can still have

sharing turbine and ausiha:y buildmps could allow an benehcial eliccts; slowing the core melt progression,

internally initiated flood of one unit to affect another scrubbing fission products, and pcthaps mitigating the
focl<oohnt interaction (FCl) at the time of relocanonunit.
of ihe molten conum to the RPV tower plenum.

The Standby Shutdow n Facility (SSF) at Oconec does Finally, presence of water at the time et core relocation
to RPV lower plenum may permit quenching of aptovide a umque and mdependent capabdity i .t o -

sufhuently porous rubble of fragmented wrium, astain su!!icient inventory in the reactor coolant :m

(RCS) ta austain natural circulation, The SSF rt stor appears to hase happened at TMl-2

coolant volume control sptem (RCVU) is designed to
provide makeup water to the RCS and provide reactor

k; NURIhCRMM
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As indicated above, the potuitial adverse effects of amount or wrong kind of water) w111 cxacerbate the acci.
, water addition are speculative, in addition, the operator dent sequence. Consequently,whenever possible, water
h-- - v.ould seldo'm have sufficient information on the status . should be added to the vessel, at soon and as rapidly as

of core degradation to identify those precisc situatians . possible.-
- in which water addition (or addition of the wrong !
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4 Depressurization of the l'rimary Systera

4.1 Description of the Strategy direct containmeni heating. Early depressurization ac-
cclerated the time of core melting and RPV lailure,

Depressurization of the primary system dyring a de- because of cather core uncosery and the indr ctnenesse

graded cere accident or a potentials degraded core oflow pressure steam as a heat transfer agent (see the
~

accident carries four major potential benefits: note in Sec' ion 43h Because the RCS was essentially
full at the time of depressurization, the depressuriution

1. During the depressurization transient, flashing of trandent took longer and cladding got hot enough at the
water to steam in the core region will cool fuel, cbd- time of accumulator mjection to cause significant zir-
diug, and core internals, conium burning, hydrogen generation, and relocation of

clad and fuel. For late depressurization, the RCS in-

2. depressurization may permit addition of water to ventory at the time depressurizatiott begins is much
s aller. leading to a shorter transient and lower cladthe core using low pressure water sources, ,

temperaturess at the time of accumulator ir'jection. As a
4. depresstrization should reduce tbc threat of in- result, accumulator injection quenches the core, delay-

,

duced LOCAs or steam generator tube ruptures due inpore degradation and minimizing hydrogen produc-
to natural circulation w4 thin the RCS of high pres- tion. On the basis of their analysis,Ilanson et al. recom
sure, superheated steam, mcud late dcpressurization.

3. and it may prevent or mitigate direct heating of the Licensmg authorities in the Federal Republic of (,

containment atmosphere up(m melt-tbrough of the Germany have adopted depressurization as a sesete ac-
RPV. cident management tool, basing their decision partly on

the domination of cere damage rak by high pressure

Depressurization aho hr. two major potential disadvan, core ancit and vessel failure sequences (4S'1 of 1he core

tages: after the flashing transient is compicte, core de- damage risk, as determined in PRAs). In addition, the

gradation will proceed essentially adiabatically (see tte: high pres 3ute sequences are cimsidered to increase the

note in Section 43 below) and hence more rapidly. De. risk of early containment failure (Kersting 144th. A re-

pressurization may also significantiv inuease the prob _ m of PRAs for the Sequryah, Zion, Calvert C1 ills, and
'

ability of att energetic FCI (at the time of relocation of Oconce plants suggests a similar,if not as overwhelra-

molten curium to the IJwer head of the RPV). ing, preponderance of risk.significant high pressure -

vessel breach sequences (Payne et al.1484; Benjamin

Depressurization as an accident mitigation strategy is et al.1987; Wheeler 1986; NSAC 1984).

being extensively investigated at the Idaho National Etr
gineering Laboratory as part of the NRC Severe Acci-
dent Research Program (Chambers et al.1989, Golden 4.2 Use in Steam Generator'Ihhe Rup-
et al.1989; Hanson et al.1990). Hanson et al. (1990) tnre and interfacing system LOCAs
considered (i.e., by modeiling the events using SCDAP/
RELAP5) two different depressurization strategies ap.

Certain types of severe accidents essentially require de-plied to the Surry TMLB' accident (station blackout
pressuriz' tion. For steam cenerator tube rupturesa >

with AFW failure). The first strategy required (early) k(SGTRs) and interfacing sy , tem LOCAs (Esent V)
depresserization at the time of SG dryout. The second

which threaten to proceed to core degradation, depres-
required (late) depressurizatton aftei core dryout and surization is a major strateg~y for redt$cing the leakage
heatup (operators latch open the PORVs when core exit

from the primary system to the secondary system (durine
tempernturciindicate 922 K). Both strategies success' an SGTR)or to the auuhary buihimg (during Event V)
fully depressurized the RCS to around 1 MPascal (ap- by reducing the pressure diffeience drivme tlic leakace.
proximately 150 psi), consi lered low e 300gh to prevent Indeed, foian SGTR, primary system pressure may be

11 NUREG G d h
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|
' reduced below secondary system _ pressure in order to 1 it emends the cote heatup transient by transportmg i
backfin the primity system from the secondary; this ar.o heat from the core to structures high in the RPV

'

stops theleakage from primary to secondary,with the smd (perhaps) to piping high in the RCS;
disadvantap ofintroducing u.. borated water into the

,

primary system. 4. it leads to creep rupture failureof the pressuri/er
surge line or one of the hot legs prior to RPV
failure;

43 Natural Circulatien-Induced Fail- '

nre of the RCS 5. the RCS deprusurization induced by surge line or
hot leg failure leads to accum ulator injection which

Rt sesere accidents proceeding at high pressure suchg

as srnall-break LOCAs or transient-induced accidentb From the acciden* management viewpoim, the impor-
the vosometricenthalpyof steam is high enough that tance of the high pressure superheated steam naturalsignificant amounts of kat can be remosed from the j

circulation phenomenon is that even if the operators >

core by natural circulation of steam. [ Note: As pressere wanted to implement a strategy of maintaining high
increases, steam density, thermal conductivity, Reynolds

RCS pressure (say,with the goal of preventing a steam
numben and Prandtl number allincrease,swampmg explosion when the molten core relocates to the lower
small decreases in dynamic viscosity and mass-specific plenum),it might not be possible.
enthalpy, The net effect is an approximately 85-fold in. j

t

ercase in the effectiveness of steam as a heat transfer
medium as pressure increases flam I bar (appror one 4.4 'I,rade-OfTs Hetween FCI and DCH
atmosphere) to l50 bais (E14Wkil 1971, p.244)]. la this
2 vent, natural circulation loops may transfer enor.gh j

heat to the high^r elevation portions of the pnmary syn Direct contanment heating (DCH) is postulated to

tem to cause a breach of the prirnary system (probably at ccur when a teactor vessel fails while the primary sys-

the pressurizer surge line) large enough to depressurize tem is at high pressure. De high delta.p driving the

the primary system. This scenarjo is speculatise,but has How of molten emium through the broach causes it to

been supported by small-scale experiments and detailed fragment mio an aerosol. The large surface area of the
,

code arialyses (Cin et al.19&, Bayless 1988; NRC aerosol enhances heat transfer to the containment at-

1987). Cha et al. investigated the sensitivity of natural mosphereand (exothermic) oxidation of the metallic

circulation flows in a high presscre degrading core CNDPODCT'Is of the corium. An obvious mitigating strat-

accident in order to try to understand why the TMI-2 egy is to depressurize the core to reduce the pressure

- accident showed little evidence of this phenomenon. driving the dispersal and fragmentation of the corium.

Their models suggested that pressure vaTiations and - -

evaporation rates during the course of the accident had On the other hand, some researchers believe that ener.

.no impact on the natural circulation Dows predicted by getic fuel. cool:mt interactions (FCl) are significantly

- the codes,while higher water levels tended to reduce the more hkely at low pressure than at high pressure

strength of the now;but not eliminate it entiteiv. (Berman 19M). The partial core relocation at TMl-2
'

occurred at high pressure and produced only a mild FCl.

Analysis of a Surry TMLB' accident sequence (station Nr the imel phase of a severe accident, this is
' '

blackout with loss of AFW) by Bayless (19M) using rnainly an issue at the time of relocation of molten

SCDAP!RELAP5 support the conclusions: cmmm to the lower p!cnum. De concertiis that an ,

energetic FCI could fail the RPV in such a way as to

1. Natural circulation of superheated stcam is likely to create a missile that directly penetrates the containment,

occur in ihe TMLB' sequence;
*

caudag a large radiation release. This scenario, called
alpha.failum of containment, and fuel-coolant interac-

2 its occurrence is relatise insensitise to modelling tion in general, hase been extensively studied for a var-

uncertainties;
'

iety of fuels and coolants, both experimentally and -'

,
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Depressurization

theoretically. Papers by Theofa nous et al. (Theofanous sorr,c problems with this scenario. Natural circulatien
et at 1987; Abolfadt and Heofanous 19Sh of superheated ateam may depressurire the primary sys-
Amarasooriya and Theofanous 1987; Lucas et at 1987) tem independently of the operator's intent. Esen if un-
review the esidence for and against creation of a suf- intendcJ depressurization doesn't occur, the operator
ficiently energetic missite, reaching the conclusion that may not hase enough information about the state of the
the probability of alpha-failure is acceptably low. Nu- degrading core to know what actions to take and when.
merous letters to the Editor responding to the Finally, esen if'he operator could identify the moment
Theofanous et al papers (Berman 198R Marshall 198S; of wre relocation, there might not be suihcient time to
Corradini 1988; Hopenfdd 1989; Fletcher and depressurize the RCS prior to vessel failure. These
Thyagaraja 1989, Corradini 1989; Young 1989) and problems seriously compromise this 'idear strategy.
Theofanous et at responses to those letters
(Theofanous 198Sa; Theofanous 1988b, Theofanous There is a lot of information available to Ihe operators
198Sc; Theofanoas 1989a; The "anous and during a severe accident; the problem is that i'S not

. _ _

Amarascoriya 1989; Theofanous 1989b; Theofa nous necessarily the information the operator really needs.
1989e) suggest that scientific consen: us has no' yet been However, the information is tied together by the fact
reached on these issues. that all of the measurements are of a sysicm of 1.nown

dimensions and compositions undergoing a more or less
!! should be noted that Theofanous et at limit Iheir underswd evolution subject to the laws of physics and
consideration to single FCI events and consider only the chemistry. The appropriate calculational toch would
probability of alpha-failure of contciament, Thus, they permit the comparison of plant data against predictions
do not consider the possibility that a small FCI might calculated from possible plant damage configurations
disperse the remaining molten corium. providing the and significantly improve the eperators' understanding
mechanism for both significant premixing and the trig- of the seseie accident progression. These questions are
gering of a second and larger FCL Also, their calcula- considered in more detailin Section 10.0.
tion of the probability of alpha failure invokes steadily
decreasing quantities of FCI energy available to be
directed upward in the vessel to cause fadure of the 4(3 Pjant.Specj[jc jgup ementatiOUj
upper head, and to invest the upper head with sufficient
upward directed kinetic energy to fail containment. The potential toob for depressurizing the RCS are
Finally left out of consideration is the possibihty that an 1) hent remosal through the steam pencrators,2) emer-
FCI sufficiently energetic to fail the lower and 'or upper gency core cooling sysicm (ECCS) flows,3) PORVs,
heads may also disperse molten corium into contain- 4) letdown flow,5) RPV head sents,(9 chargine pumps, _

ment as fine aerosolwith the potential to cause direct and 7) ntesstirizer spray. The ditliculty is that tithe
containment heating- operators are considering depressurization of the RCS

during a severe accident (with the core degrading), most
likely the plant reached this state because of the unasail-

4.3 IHfornlation Needs abihty or ineffectiseness or some or an of inese ioots

An "idear strategy for dealing with a degraded core Depressuri72tiort u:ing normal pressurizer spray uli
might be to maintain the primary system at high pres- only be ettective if water in the cold leg is subceoh d and
sure while the core degraded, somehow avoid a natural there is a sufficient pressure difference between the cold
circulation-induced failure high in the priman system leg and pressurizer dome to drive the flow in the spray
(which would quickly depressurae the RCS), identify hne (i e., the RCP in that h>op is running). If not, there
when the core had reh>cated to the lower plenum, and will be an auxihary spray flow path, most hkely from the
then depressurize prior to breach of the lower head so as charging pump discharge header,which may be able to
to mitigate DCH. By pping the core into the lower supply sub-cooled water to the spray vahes. The reactor
plenum while the RC5 is at aigh pressure, the probabit- head sents are quite small, intended only for bleeding
ity of an energetic FCI is minimized. However, t here are non condensible gases from the RCS. The normal

U NUREGCR-5S%
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charging and letdown flows are also rclatively small, but if it is decided that depressurirition is necessary and all
can be increased several-fold by starting additional of the tools discussed above are unavailable or have
charging pumps or opening the letdown flow control been unable to effect depressurization, then operators
velves The letdown flow reduces both mass and en- can attempt to create a hole in the primary system pres-
thalpy in the RCS, thus tending to depressurize the sys- sure boundary, A speculative posubility,if AC power is
tem. The chargmg pumps add water to the RCS,in- available, would be to attempt to run an RCP to de-
creasing the inventory in the RCS. However. the water struction, tht.s creating a seal LOCA or some other div
added is significantly subcooled, thus tending to lower ruption of the pretsure boundary near the RCP. The
the average enthalpy. The ECCS systems can add signif. actual or potential disadvantages of this action include

] icant amounts of subcooled water to the RCS, combin- the destruction of a valuable piece of equipment,crea-
ing the benefits of depressurization, makeup of RCS in- tion of a LOCA or other damage to the RCS, and possi-
ventory, and quenching of hot components. De bly providing an ignition source for hydrogen in contain.
PORVs remove watet mass and enthalpy from the RCS, ment. As such, this action would be taken,if at all, Only
thus depressurizing the RCS, but also tending to un- after careful consideration by the emergency staff in the
cover or further uncover the core because of the reduc- Technical Support Center.
tion in RCS inventory. Hanson et al. (1990) note a rela-
tively high probability (on the ordes of p=03) that a For the Zion plant, the procedure recommended in the

,

PORV block valve will be closed, because of problem EOP to depressurize the RCS is to use normal pressur-
leakage through the PORV. In the event of a station izer spray. If pressurtzer spray is not available then the
blac' 7ut, such closed PORV block valves cannot be RCS should be depressurized using a PORV. If no
opencd, preventing use of that PORV as a rehef and de- PORV is working, pressure can be reduced using auxil-
pressurization pathway. In addition, Hanson et al. note iary spray, combined with letdown to prevent overfilling
that their late depressurization strategy might require the RCS. Since procedures for refilling the RWST are
air system modifications to support the frequent cycling in place at Zion, normal or auxiliary spray should be
of the PORVs prior to initiation of depressurization. available. Note that the RCS cinnot be depressurized

quickly using the pressurizer spray alone, since it only
If available, the steam generators are the preferred tool gradually reduces the average enthalpy of primary sys-
for depressurizing the primary system. The steam gen- tem inve ntory.
erators and the secondary system are designed to re-
move enthalpy from the primary system; this can be For the Oconee plant, decisions on operatot actions to
done without some of the disadvantages of dumping deal with inadequate core cooling, including depressuti.
large quantities of primary system mass and enthalpy to zation, are based up(m fuel claddmg temperature, as ,

containment (through PORVs and head vents) or measured by the core exit thermocouples. If the tem-
through the letdown flow. perature of the cladding (Tu), based on the average of

the five highest reading core exit thermocouple tem-
The Calvert Clitts IREP PRA assumes throughout that, peratures,is greater than 1800"F, the operator is dir-
in transient-initiatcd and small break LOCA accidents, ected to depressurize the once-through steam genera-
the PORVs are not capable oflowering the RCS pres- tors (OTSGs) as quickly as possible and to depressurize
sure below the shutoff head of the high pressure safety the RCS using the PORV until low pressure injection
injection / recirculation (HPSI/R) pumps (1275 psi) soon (LPI) is able to restore core cooling and the cure exit
enough to prevent core damage. For this reason, most thermocouple temperatures indicate a return to satura.
of the core melt risk-significant accident sequences are tion temperature.
high-pressure sequences involving the inabihty to imple-
ment primary feed and Diced cooiing. Since the time If a Tctad greater than 1400"F but less than ISL&F is
window for action is wider, the Calvert Cliffs PORVs indicated by the core exit thermocouple temperatures
should be adequate to depressurize the RCS during core and primary to secondary heat transfer has not been es-
degradation. tabbshed, direction is given to open the pressurizer
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Depresunization of the RCS usingPORVs whiledegrade conditions
the mre u degrading is hkely to

* m-

in contai ament, which will increase pre ssure, te
ssure

PORV and depressurize the RCS until the high preperature, hydrogen content, and radionuchde con-
CETs)

injection (HPI), LPI, and core fhied tanks (return the core exit thermocouple temper atures
eratingstaffto sat-

tamination. This tnay prevent the opdary heat

uration temperature. If primary to seconto maintain thisfrom cntering containment.

transt'er is established, direction is given
d

If containment integrity has been compromise ,RCS depressurization may also degrade condit ons
PORY to

heat transfer mode by cycling the pressurifer ithe OTSG

Keep the RCS pressure 25 60 psi greater than
*

s to the
in the Auxiliary Building or cause release

pressme
be lowered by adjust- envinmment.

" Die OTSG shell side pressure can intaining

ing the turbine bypass valves (TBVs),while maSG level, until secondary T, is 40 to 60"F lowcrture. If primary to-and potential advantages:than
ECCS

Depressuttration below the shutoff head ofthe core exit thermocouple tempera putaps or below the nitrogen pressure m the accu-
li hed,the

secondary heat transfer cannot be estab s RPV*
ondary

mt:lators may allow addition of water to the
OTSGs can be further depressutized until the sect is 90 to ll(FF lower than the core cxit thermo-us:ng ihese sources

couple temperature. Depret suri/ation will reduce the ther mal and pres-
For an SOTR with the . cps runnmg,Ihe RCS is de-sare challenges to the RCP seals.

*

R ld n is
pressurized using the pressurher sprays Coo ow

n

accomplishedusingtheTDVs. Straming s ny pressure is belowDeprewutization will reduce the low of RCS inve .i i itiated on
CS pressure

tory out any breaches in the Rd

the f:4uhed OTSO until the secon arWOO psig and the OTSG level is below 95% If stea
*

ming

i d to the boundary.

is nct possible, the faulted OTSO can be dra ne
s

Depressuritation rnay prevent or mitigate high pre -
m

CS is also depre

condenser to avoid overfi!!ing. The Rminimi/c the DCI1. This can be
sure melt ejection (llPME) andsurized,while maintaining subcooling, to

i*

particulatly important at plants with lower conta n.h (ice con-
tubeleak rate driving force. ment designs pressures.such as Sequoya

denser centainment).
4.7 Evaluation of the Strategy

hal-

Depressuritation will reduce the structural clenge to an RPV weakened by high temperaturel po.

Reactor Coolant System depressuritation invo ves
*

creep, potentially amiding RPV breach,i ties:
tentialdisadvantaces and uncerta nf f h ghly

Decause steam at low pressures is a much less e .On balance,the potentialfor early failure o a ih hkelihood and
"

contaminated containment,due to t efective heat transfer roedium than high-pressure l ngly

potential consequences of flPME and DCi ,stro
*

d core

steam,depresurization wdl cause uncovereheat up to proceed cuentially adiabatic:div.
Im inNga

remmmena deprenmilanon as a urategyin cases'

ing a degrading core. This is particularly trueto' injected
where depressurizanon will allow water

y

Available evidence suryests depressuritation maam ei
increase the probability of" triggering" a stemto the reador vesel

* i

plosion (energetic FCl) (Derman 192) at the t meduce

of molten core rehication. although it may red h nce,the siie of
the amount of" pre mixing" an . eTheof anous 1901
the resulting FCI (Abolfadt and
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Depreuurintion

i
.

PORV and depressurire the RCS ur'til the high prcuure Depresurization of the RCS using PORVs while :
*

; injection (IIPl), LPI, and core flood tanks (Cirn) the core is degrading is likely to degrade coddlions [
return the core exit thermocouple ten.peratures to sat- in containment, w hich willincrease pleuure, tch
uration temperature, if primary to secondary heet pcratute, hydtogen content and radionudide con-

:

transfer is citablished, dricction !s given to mainta';. this tamination. This may prevent the opc1ating staff
heat transfer mode by cycling the pressuriier PORV to from entering containtaent. !
keep the RCS preuure 25-60 psi greater than the 013r ;

!! containment integtity has becit cornpromised,picMure. *

RCS depreuurintion inay also degrade conditl6ns j
The 0150 shellalde preuure can be lowered by adjusi. In the Avtilltry lluilding or cause releases to tt.c *

ing the utbine bypass valves (TBVs), while maintaining' crnironment.
50 level, unt21 secondary T is 40 to 60"F lower ihan fm
the core edt thermocouple ternperature. If primary to- and potentialadvantages:
secondary heat transfer cannot be established, the4

0130$ can be futther depressurlied until the secondary Dep4cnutization tvlow the shutoff head of ECCS*

' T is 90 to 110" Flower t.\an the core exit two. pumps or below the nitrogen preuure in the occu. j
couple temperature. mulators may allow addition of water to the RPV

;
using these sources. |-

Foran SGTR with the RCPr, running, the RC5 u & "

preautired using the prenuriter spsys. Cooldown is Depressurizations will reduce the thermal and pres.*
1

- accomplished using thc 111Vs. Stearning is initiated on Aure challenges to the RCP seals. '|the faulted 0150 until the secon6try pressure is below ;

1000 psig and the OTSO level is below 95% lf steaming
'

Depressuritation will reduce the to..s of RCS inven- [
*

is not possible, the faulted OTSG Lau be drained to the tory but any breaches in the RCS pressurc
, . condenser to avoid overfilling, The RCS is aho depres. boundary. i

sarized, while maintaining subuWing, to minimize the
tube leak rate driving force. Depcessurization may preved or mitigate hy's pres. ;*

sure melt ejection (ilFME) and DCit 1his can bc ;

particularly important at plants with lowcr cantain- |
*I.7 EValUHi|0H Of the Stralepy ment designs prenuici, such as Sequcyah (ke con- !

denser containtnent).
Reactor Coolant Sptem depressurintion invoNes po-
tential disadvantages and uncertaintics DcFicasurization will nduce the structural chal. ;

*

lenge to an RPV weakened by high temp .mture

Because steam a: Iow pressuto is a much las ef- cicep, potentially avoiding RPV breach.r *- ,

fective heat transfer medium than high pressurc '

s tean. depressurin tion will cause uncovered core On balance, the potentia! for early failuie of a highly

hea1-up to proceed essentially adiabatically. contaminated containment, due to the hkclihood and
potential conscquences of1iPME and DCll, strongly

Available evidence suggests deprenurization may recommends d(pressurization as a strategy for mitigat- |*

increase the probability of' triggering" a ricam ex, ing a degrading core. Thh is particularly true in cases

plusion (energetic Fcl)(Berman 1988) at the time where depreuurization will allow water to be injec'ed r

of molten core reh> cation [11though it rue redure into the reactor vessel,

the amount of * pre-mixing * and, hence, the site of
the resulting FCI (Abolfadi and Theofanous 1987). _"

L

t
i
;
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5 Flooding Reactor Cavity to Cover RPV Imer ilead

,

5,1. Description of ihe Strategy The amount of quenching and fragmentation of the*

c9 tium when it tekicales and the resulting porosity
of the nused moltenfrotcu corium mass.

Fholing the Icactor cavini up to the icvel of the top of"

4hc RPV lower head might prevent breach of the RPV The thermal conductivity of the molten wrium,* ,

siter relocatiori of the molten corium to the lower froren cottum, and RPV metal. |plenum. Faillo gthat, this stategy might mitigate DCH i

by qtienching and scrubbing the sclease of moheti The heat transfer mode (nucleate boiling, film boil.*

corium to the c.ivity.
ing, etc.) at the oetside RPV surface and the tesult ,

ing surface heat transfer coelhcient.
This strttegy would work to preverit RPV bred. if it
worked,by changing the outside surface of the NV Access of water in the flomled teactor cavity to the

'

*
- finm an adiabatic boundary to one with boiling and nat.

susface of the RPV and pathways for removalof the
utal convection heat tcrnoval. With an adiabatic boun. steam generated at the RPV sur face (i c., how light
dery (due to the reflective metalinsulation on the oug.

is the RPV imulathm7). jside of the vessel), heat will accumulate in the metal of
the lower head, raising its temperature and h>wering its

Abihty of the operators to successiutly flood the; * ,

j strength. 9 '.h heat remove' he outside surface,a
reactor cavity to the level of the lower head of the

| froicn corium crust should tad to grow at the vessel,
REV

| corium interfaw. This corium crust will tend to insulate "

the vessel from the high temperatures of the moltenI

For the Z. ion plant, the best way to flood the cavity is to
corium mass.

use ctmtainment spray drawing water from the RWST
tant This method can supply water over an extended

If the lower head f aikd anyway, th.* rns of water in the
period of time since the RWSTcan be rehlled. One cf

cavity would tend to quench the corium ejected through
the containment spray pumps is driven by its own dicsci ;

the breach.' The phenomenology is complex, however.
driven pump. As of 1986,it was still dependent on AC i

High pressure melt ejection into a pool of water may re- for SWS cooling of the diesel and for conti01. The NRC
'

suit in an energetic fuci-cool. ant interaction combined
has recommended that the system be imidified to make

with substantial generation of hydrogen from oxidation
the dicsci and pump independent of AC power. If theof metals in the corium,
RWST has been refilled with unborated water,it can t a

',

borated through the make up water system from three

5.2 Plant Speelfic Inlplementation b"'i' ''id '^"'5"i^ b"'i' *'id """''?r pumps. This sp-
tem is AC dependent. This strairgy is relatively simpic

"' "' "'

Some of the factors allecting the feasibility of this strat-
cryin preventing RPV breach are:2..

5.3 Evaltatitlori of tlie Strategy : ,

. The amount of crusion of the vessel by a jet of moi.*
t

ten coriurn impinging on the lower head as the mol- Nthough the factors described in the pictiour scuon
? ten rottum rebcates to the lower plenum.

are complex, they should be amenabic to quantutive

' The heat tramfer coeffickni t.ctween the molten
analysis. Henry et al. (1991a,1991b) have performed

* '

smping experiments using small scale vasels of two dif.
pool, the inside surface of the RPV, and the tractor ferent s'ickness, both with and without reflective incial
vesselinternals.

.

I

'
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| c.looding Reactor ( auty

insulation. to awen some of the phenomenolopcal low ty radiation to the upper regions of the teatter ses.
iunes. The ht." wune was molten iron theinute sci and the ur. wetted portions of the senellow hcad.
diopf ed into the booom of the sewel.1 or their esper. Theywntluded ! hat: 1) melting of Ihe unwetted portion
imcatal atup, heat remov tl at the outside sewel t urfag of sewel wall is predicted for venel wall emiwivities
proceeded by nucleate boihng and there was a sulhcient greater than 0.2 (howeser, the melting is not expccted to
supply of water infiltrating through thc insulation seams p.oporate further than half the vruct tincknew)and
that the heat flux was Irmited by thernal conduction 2) for a range of parameters studied, floodmg of the
through the scuct wall.md not by the t=nhng heat trano uuty inay provide an cifccine means of retaining the
fer pn ct sses on the ouaide surf ace of the sessel. core in the .cuel.
M. Saito ct al. (1990) dev(loped a malhematical model
for the melt 1 rec /c phenomena occurring w hen a stream The twuc of whether ejection of the rnolten corium into --

of molten metal f alls onto a stcel plate and compared a pool of watcr in the tca(tor cavity would base un-
the predictions of their inodct with experimental results. acceptable consequences sharer the compleuty of FCI
They comparcd predictions awuming 1) melting of the tuucs in general. A potential dnadvantage of the stral-
steel plate combined with trust formation as the tuolien egy,if it succeeded it preventing failure of the lower
metal froze against it and 2) the rnodel awuming no head of the RPV is that maintenance of the molten cor-
crust formation. Expenmental resula were better pte- withm the RPV might lead to late f ailures of steam gen-
dicted by the (rust formation ruedet. The crust will form crator tubes,with wncommitant wntamination of the
an insulating layer tending to retard melting of the plate. seconda ry system.
'ihey calculated a threshold temperature for the molten
metal alue which no crust would form, imp!)ing more Ilooding the f eat, tor casity to some depth (perhaps icw
rapid melt attack on the plate. For a molten UO, jet, a t han the level of the lower head) is wid(ly cited as a po-
temperatorc well above #01 K was required to inhitut tential or settled strategy for the mitigation of liPME
crust formation. A recent UCIA preptml(Park and and DCH (Hanson et al.19Ah Kastenberg et al. IVR
Dhir 1991) describes two-dimensional transient and Kersting 19% Espefalt 1989, lxhne; et al.1988).
steady-state analyses of this strategy, including the heat

o
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i 6 Itestoration of AC INmer and l'rovlsion of l'ortable l' umping Capacity

6.1 llestoratitm of AC INmer wh smatici pebte renetators woula impabic 01
supporting entual task % sudi as maintaining DC power
to the auxiliary feedwates purnp and tutbine or insin.For station blatkout accideres, and to a lesser estent fut
taining rcactor wolant pump se alinjection and (ooling.

loss of AC pmer transients that base proceeded to core
degradation, almm t all potentially bcneficial strategin I'mally, commercially avai able uninter ruptible po..cr
require electrical p<mer. Thin, stralegics to restone
either olisite AC power of emergency AC pner (or in syyttms (UPSs) and power conddioning vptems,could

hdp the essential plant systems ride out short outages
the lo.s of of fsite AC power transient, protecting agamst and bus failures. Essential AC power systems which uses

wquent loss of the emergeng dinct gencrutors irnerters to produce AC power from Ewe.tial DC
[EDGs|)are of the highest urgen. powcr bussc% serve the same function. Some critical

equipment and instrumentation rnight be proiccted
Strategies to restore AC powei willdepcod on the na, using mmmerually embble UPSs, which can prote(t
tute of the originai tramient and the estimated tim ( to

against both electricalline transients and short outages.
recovery (taking into account the umtrtainties in ti.ne
to rec 0very), it h itnportant to reece.nire that each fad

'lhe prottetion against ime transients is important;

ute reduces safety margin and raisci hs. cor ditional
without it, operators may restore AC power and dn.

t
coser that coti~al plant equipraent was damaged by the

probabihty that additional f ailuies will cause core dam imtiating electrical transient and is still unavailable,
age, core meh, and/oi containment failure.1 hts nicans ncn though AC power has been veston.d An cumple
that a plant sulfering a loss of of fsite AC power wuh of criticalinstrumr.ntation deservmgof such protection
successful start md operation of the emergeng diesel are the steans generator levd sensors. In a station
genetaton.may want to arrange for dehury of backup bladout, af tcr depletion of the batteries,it should stdl
generating capacity as insurance against subs : uent fail. k wible to rnanuall) operate the tutbine-dinenJute of the dicsci ger,erators. The npected du, , ton of

auxihary feedwater ( AITV) pump, but knowledge of the
the loss of offsite AC power would ot'vimly figure in

steam generator levelwdl be required to manuallythis decision,
control that leul usmg the surbme-driven AITV pump

A utihty with multiple nudcar units wuld purchase a lb assure the feasibility of such backup generation, a
shigle, centrally h>cated skid- Tr truck mounted diesel cr utihty would nerd to imentory available portable
gas turbine generator to provide last-resort AC pmer backup generation, this would include the souter
backup to all of in piants. This generatoi should be able described in the pseuous paragraph.,as well as sM
to reach any plant in the system witWn a couple of auA and nailer mounted generators uwd by induw
hours. Single unit utilities might join wird neighboring Diah commere al, an't institutional organizations in the
nuclear utilities to cooperatively purchase sush emer. utiht/s sersice area. A udhty might nen ottet ncen.
gency generators. At least one company (in the Chicago *

um to organizatiom that genetatt part os aH of theu
area) maintains sitcable inventories of diesci generators, ow n cleenicity to use portabic generators that would be
gas turbine generators,and package boilers. 'Ihese are mbble to the utilh) m an emergeng. Additionally,
hvailable on a 24-hour basis for tent,with dehvery by

the utility would need to plan how to tie such capacity
timk or air freight. With appropriate planning this im. into the plant's AC distribuuon system,induding pimi-
pin availability at any plant in the East withm 12 hoars uons for bypassing failed switchyard equipment or faded
and at any plant on the West Coast within 16 hours. A

buwes in the plant, if the accident has re+ulted in (or
recent call to this company estabhshed availabdity of IX

may result in) releases to the envuonment, the wntm.
rental gas turbine generators light enough for ankfting,

gency phnning should permit operation of the emer-
ranging in power from 900 LW to 3250 kW, and 9 dicsd

fChCV fenerator at some Stand-otr distante from thegenerators, from 500 kW to 2500 kW. phnt.
s

'
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Ilestoration of AC Power -

i

!

!

*6.2 PIlllli-SpeeIIIe IHipiemeniation The primary emergeng AC pmcr source at Oconte n
the two hydroclettric units rather than by diesel genera- |

For the Zion plant, the operators will first attempt to tot sets. These hydroclectne unin are more reliable j
load the emergency AC bus to the EDOs from the con. than diesel generators. More importantly, their large

,

trol room. !!the EDOs statI but the cinergency AC bus capacity makes it posiible to provide emergency pmer i

cannot be loaded frorn the control rooni, pctsonnel to virtually any load. Thus, load shedding n much more |

would attempt to load the bus locally. If Ihe EDGs do limited an.1 load sequencing is unnecessary. 'Ibe rek. *

not start automatically, interlocks rnust be defeated and ability of the emergency AC pmer sptem is further en-

the diescis started manually, if the diescis do not statt, hanced by the availabill:y of the two lec Steam Station

the operators would attempt to pmcr the cmcipency combustion turbine generators dedicated to Oconce,
,

AC bus from any available and appropriate AC power with separate supply lines to a separaic star:dby ;

supply. transforrner. ;

i
'The DC pmcr systems of the three Oconee units are
linked through an isolating diode artangement so that 6,3 EVuluilt|Oll Ofihe Sirategy |
cach unit provides a DC power backun for the other

,

units. The DC power systems supply instrumentation hking action to increase the flexibihty and reliabihty of I

and comtrol pmer through an inverter and are backcJ clectrical piwcr supply sources h tlcarly leasible. The '

for essentialloads by the 120-V AC regulated powt'r sp- decision on w heiher and how to implement it in a spec-
tem. The availabihty of DC pmer aids in the recmcry ific case will need to balance bringing in badup general- ;
of AC power. The wider variety and higher reliability of ing capacity from out of town at great expense agaira! :
AC power sources at the Oconce plant render station the downside risk of continuing to operate with de _{
blackout accidents signific;mtly lesi, likely than at other graded electrical power supply. The probatiility of addi.
plants, tional failures or slow secoscry of the lost offsite power ,'

!rnay be quite sma|| but the downside consequences are
At Oconte, emergency AC power can be furnished from gaite large. There are no obvious disadvantages,other

;
several sources, including: than cost, to this strategy,althcugh procedural modifica.

tior:s and additional haining would be needed toimple- *

for certain loss ofload transients, turbine runback ment the strategy effectively.*

will 1110w the Octmec plant's ow n generator to con-
tinue 10 supply plant auxiliary loads, l'or the Zion plant, the restoration of AC power has a ,

majownpact on a number of recovery sequences, as de.
sit 230.kV transmission lines serving Oconec from scribed m the Zion PR A rebaschning report (Wheelcr*

three directions, 1986). The impact of testoration is highly time depen-
dent Ihr examplc,in one scenano, loss of offsile powcr :

either of the other two nuclear umts, followed by loss of Auxiliary Fredwater results in loss of*

secondary cooling, which is followed by an independcm
IMkV transmission line from the two combustion loss of feed and bleed capability due to human error, '*

turbine generators at the Lee Steam Station. The restoration of AC pmer within four hours results
in the successiut fuhetioning of the containment sp.

DXkV underground line from a quitk starting on- tems. Restoration later than four hours results in de-+

tite Keowee liydroelectric 87,WLkVA Generating graded performance of containment spicms and higher
Unit, and probability of ccmtainment failure. Timely restoration

of AC power in certain SJenarios increases the probabil- !

230.kV overhead line from another Keowcc Ilydro- ity of containment success by two orders of magnitude,*

electric Generatirig Unit.

I

i

h
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Restoration of AC Power

6M l'r0VIS|Olt Ofl'Orlable 18tilltj)|ng This strategy will tend to provide only low pressure
*"""b''""d

CaIiabillt)-
P"'"Pi"8 '"P '"Y' "*"''"'Y 'h" P"*P'. "I ligher pres-the pressure litnits of the flexible hoses

, .
Sures and highet flowwould imply biffer pumps, bigger

Another potenti.d approach to atigation of station drners, and pre.jultioned hara piping. Rus, utilira.
blackout and loss of offsite AC power arc dents is the tion of this strategy will primatily address supportingg
use of portable pumps that are not powered from the systems. It would tend to sequire depressurintion of the
plant electrical busses. hese pumps could pump water HCS or the steam generators. Nevestheless,even in
from plant water sourtes or from offsile water sources high pf caure scenarios, these portable low pressure
(i.e., lakes, rivers,etc.). Hers is no shortage of portable pumps could be used to Ichlt water tar ks and to provide
pumps at or near most nucicar plant sites,so what is coohng to ECCS equipment and RCP seal injection
needed is pre-planning of access to the pumps and con- flow, etc. |
tingent connections to plant piping systems.

.. .

|For accidents, such as loss of ofIsite AC, station black- ,: eC IC enH* On%.

_

out, loss of main and auxillary feedwater,what has been '

If hist is not access to watet but pumping capability. Pro-
vision of portable, independently powered, pum' ping ! " ' P" M U N *nplemented some s.pects of ~

D* DE l gg W wth extemive prmismin
l capacity can prevent or mitigate sescre accident scc- ,

natios arising from these initiators it is necessary to: I0f" " t houwtiorn between the iwo ,

units, there m two fire systir< com.cctions The first is
'

1. ensure that the needed motive for(c is available-.
a hard. piped vanectica between the Fire Protection
@ system a id fhe crocrgenty dicsci generato ;nketcien under rotation blackout conditions, and
water owding system. Up m he of scrvice Water. rhis

-

backup system can be valved in from the amtrol room. |2. pre-stage the equipment necessary to allow pre- he second I'P system crossomitect allows FP system - ;

viously analyzed cross.amnections to be unple.
Dow to the centrifugal charging pump coolmg system.

mented quickly enough to be usetulin an emer.
This scamd appikation uses pre-staged lire hose and

penty, and connectors and is incorporated into Ihe Abnormal Op.
cratieg Procedures (AOP-4.1, Rev. 3,7/31M1). Ample

1 implement appropriate changes to procedures and
quantities of water are available and the ability to refill ,

training the RWST makes this stratery very attractive at Zion.
*

4. anure that the connection of these pumps does not
This <,trategy can be very usef ul esen if only a limited

siolate omtainment at a time of puential core
,

; pumping capability is provided. For example, portable
'

L degradation.
pumps might be used to provide cooling for the dicsci

[ generators andA)r the diesel powered umtainment spray
|- Equipment needed includest *

pump. The ability to keep the diesels operating might
make it possible to restore the service water system |

i Aping Fire hoses or equivalent (mostly pre. stared
(SWS) or continue contamment spray.

at the required kwations) i

i

Ibmps - Fire trucks (pumpes trucks) or pre 4taged ,

6,6 [Walttalio 1 of the Strategy ;
,

portable pumps .

- Connrcrors - Manifolds or " spiders' on apprepriate - Pre 4tage ponabic pumping capacity with judiciously ;
r

! tanks, pump suction headers, or at natural bodies of planned croswonnections between plant sysicms and |

water, with connectors appropriately matched to the water Sources icsult in: |

IMses and purnps to be und.

f-

+

|
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Restoration of AC Power I

!

1. A relatively inctpernise upgrade of plant safety and Other Ihan the pressure limitations, there are no ob.
?

fictibility,
vlous disadvantages to implementing this strategy.11

,

should tv possiNe to use existing piping with fully qual. i
2. = Putnpiug power that is indeptadent of offsite AC ified c4mtainment penetra! ions as the pathway for de-

and emergeng AC liveting water to the target systems inside mniainment.
'ne piping connections needed to anure quick connec- i

3. Increased flexiNiity,which could mitigate other off- tion of the portable pumps are relatisely snodest. Cet- !

' normal plant condific.m:
tainly any such changes increase the complexity of the
plant and would require changes in procedures and ad.

* - spent fud poollevellow ditional training. In addition,cach added connection to
|

plant piping systems and cach new crewconnettkm be- t

refueling cavity seal kiss
twccn plant spfems may intrmf uce possible plant evolu-

*

tions with un.analped safety impactL *lhese potential
outage and maintenance activitics that require prob! cms can be minimlied by assuring that these crou.

*
*

unusual splem isolations . connects will be used only under ricarly identified and
specified circumstances, which can include severe acci.

increme redundancy for existing safety systems dents in which the potential consequences of the
*

'

(e g., jacket water cooling, for the EDOs) - accident swamp the uncertaintics involved in using the .

cross connect. 6

,

t

s

i
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7 Prevention umi Mitigation ofitCP Seal Failures

7*1 Description of the Strateg) shen veni sabe and the int conimun to the saiinu,
-

cmcitemy loads, par ncularly the t harring pumps

Thn section describes some strategies from a paper in
Cheng (19W) for preventing RCP scal failures subsef H thne n not a CCW punip awalablo or d the CCPde

quent to hiss of Component Cooling Water (CCW)or gin to osubcat, then the operator sinmid ny to niabbsh
'

loss of service water. If sealinjection is still availaide ahunate suunn for unding watn to the Cm At

(i.e., the centr tural charging pumps are still avadabic), Wmdan, watn from a dcminnahicd water storarc

feed and bleed operation of the CCW may maintain suf- tank (l@ can be hned up by hose to supply t cohng

haent coohng of the centrifugal c harr,ing pumps (CCPs) watn to the !!CCS purups and the mntainment splay

to protect the scah. Il not, alternate coohng water for pumps.11 operation of the CCPs un be mamtained, no

the CCP3 nced to be estabhshed. If neither of the seal LOCA is expected and the operator un procccd to
a natural cuculation cooldown.above k powibic, then an cmergency coo down of ther

failure.' ptem will mitipre the ellects of RCP seal H the CC15 fait (cally or eventually), then the operatos
pr unary s

should inniate depressuriration and moldow n of the
RCS, either a normal natural cutulation moldown or an

* * " E'" W *"'d"* "' " *'*" ' E "" ' ' " E ' '' " "7.2 Plant Specific implementation
down, the oper ators can ntabhsh alter nate n eoling of
the RliR pumps from the DST and alicinate RCP seal

Cheng's paper describes analysis of preventive and miu- injc(tion using the hydrotest pump. The allernate scal
gauve strategics implemented for the'!hiwanese injection may prevent or mitigate development of the
Maanshan plant,a 3-loop Westinghouse PWR. The seal LOCA. Alternate cooling to the RlIR pumps inay
methods described should be generally applicable to allow makeup to the RCS (after the deprewuritation)
other Westinghouse plants and to other PWRs' cven il the scal 1.OCA des clopt

Cheng notes that experiments and analpes by Westing' the anahsis of core damage frequeng in the Zion PR A
house. the Energy Technology lingineering Center, rebasclin'ing (Wheeler 1986) awumes that a 3(O ppm
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, and Electricite de leak will develop pcs pump one hour after low of servu e
France all suggest that RCP seal failures under loss of water moling to the scah. Orac this seal LOCA ou urs
seal injection or seal cooling will occur later and snuit it is assumed that the core will tic uncovered in one
in lowcr LOCA flow rate . than generally assumed in hour.
safety analyscs and PRAs. lie aho dkcusses potential
remvery actions discovered while performmg a Level 1 Reduction of RCS ptessure wdl tedure the leakarc
PRA on the Maarahan plant, through the seah and reduction of ternperat ure will rc.

duce the thermaldegtadations of matct:ak The use 01
If the initiating event n loss of service water (i c., CCW feed and biced of CCW to protect 'hc ch;uging pumps
pumps are still avadable), causmg low of shcIl side heat can in turn protect the RCP scal * lhat protection un
removal in the CCW sptem heat cubangers then feed aho extend to the capabdity to p ilotm pomny h al
and biced operation of the CCW rnay remove enough and biced toohng. At Zion, the 550 rpm t harging
heat to keep the CCPs operating, hence maintaining pumps have a maxitnum discharge hcad of 2670 psig
RCP scalinjection flow. This is accomplished by feed. Smte the hit setting for the safety telief vahes b
ing cold water frorn the mndensate stomge tank into the N35 p4g. the feed and biced capatuhty mists even 11 no
CCW surge tank, where it rnnes with the hot CCW sp' POR W are nadable. Procedures for lecd and lilced
tem inventory. The mned water is pumped through the operations ate in place at Zion
heat enhancer where some is draincT off through the

7.1 N URIlG/CR '5h4
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;
RCP Seas Failures '

jf AC power is restored af ter hving been lost, flow to IM1,MX1 gallon cicvated storage taak can provide a
the scah should be tr$tored slowly to prevent thermal backup water supply.1hc operator recovery m tions to
shock to the scab, bearings and pump shafts.1he op- provide bxkup flow to LPSW require localinanual op-
erntors should delcal the automatic loadmg of the crations of(ross-connection and/or isolation vah es.

,

charging pumps ento the AC bunn, so that flow to the
RCP r.cals an be controlled by the operators. In addUion, the Standby Shutdown Facility (55F) can bc |

usal to prmide RCP seal coolingindependent of t! t
'The Oconec PRA awumed that sealleakage could scach above systemt 1he spent iuci pool can be used as a sue-
approxima'cly 100 rprn per RCP within about an hour if tion source for RCP sealinjection and RCS makeup.
the RCPs continue to operate without seal injection and
either the seal return hne h isolated or component mob Li CU piants. CCW provides noting to the RCP mec h.
Ing fails. If the RCPs were tripped within 15 minutes, anical seals, but not seal injection.
seal icakage h estimated to be substantially less, no
more than 15 gpm per RCP after about an hour. *

Low ptenurc sersice watcr (LPSW) provides motor 7.3 Evaluation of tiie Strategy '

'

cooling to the RCPs, CCW cook the RCP therrnal bar*
tiers,and llP1 cools the RCP scalt LPSW also prmides 'lhe strategin dhcuned in this section arc mostly pre.

cooling for the llPI pump rnotors and the CCW heat ex^ venthe t,trategies, aimed at preventing or rniticatine

changers. In the event of LPSW failure, backup coolinS RCP seal LOCA5 in accident sequences involEing I' ail +

' flow could be made availabic cather from the LPSW of urcs of the CCW system.1 heir impicineniation usn cd

- Units 1 and 2 or from the high pressure service water hting plant equipment and parts of these strategies are

- (lipSW), which supplies the fire protection headets in alreadyimplernented at the plants amsidered in this

all threc units. The ifFSW normally takes suction from report "the only obvious disadvantace h the potential

the condenser circulating water crossover hne,I ut a fo; damage to the RPV and RCS piping from the
.

emergency couldown,if it h needed. !

!
I
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8 Maintaining Forced Circulation Tlirough the Core |

\

i

8,1 Description of tiie Strategy the setem io depressurlic fasica, cvet.tually aliewing
makeup from the anumulators and the low pressure in.

'

R!s sectLm considers the maintenance of forced How ICCIIU" 8D3#*'

under conditions that might "normall)* require shut,
Katassik (1989) recommends that operators continue

down of the RCPs. Duting the Dil.2 accident, opera. ,

running steam +ound boiler feed pumps until proper
'

lors shut down the last operating RCP at IN minutes
suction conditions can be re.cstabinhed. Dis recorn-into the accident becaun of vibrations caused by the two
mendation goes counter to accepted pracalce of stopping

phase fluid it was pumping. Prior to this shutdown, the a steamhiund purnp imtnediately and not restarting h j
B*l.2 core wu being successfully cooled by the forced

until proper suction conditions exist. Ile notes that he
' circulation of the two phase coolant. Upon pump shut- knows of no authenticated case of a high pic3sure
down,the core quickly uncovered, statted to heat up,

boiler-feed pump selring at full speed because of a Dash.
and then to degrade. Whcu RCP How was rocstablished

,

ing sucti n. When pumps base scited,it has been whileat 174 minutes into the accident, core degradation had
coasting down alter being tripped, lic proposes three

proceeded so far that the consolidated region of molten theoretical reasons for this assertion. First, with the
core was not cool ble and the tcE on of the core aboic 11l

pump running, there h sufficient driving torque to pull
fragmented due to thermal shock and zirconium burning through momentary contacts between shaf t and bearlog

,

,

'

into e porous debris bed, ciused by vibration. Second, the continuing preserne of -

fluid (albeit, steam) in the pump body tends to damp out
Competing criteria affect w hether RCPs should ccm, vibrations. Hird,as a pump coasts down after being
tinue to operate after a LOCA. De pump head may

tripped,it may pass through a critical frequency, at
cause inventory to be lost through the break as a liquid

which the resonance vibration will be wotse than usual
i flow, rather than a steam flow. Sina steam flow will be

because it is undamped by liquid in the pump. By con.
<

hmited by sonic choking ofIhe flow, liquid t'reak flow
tinu! rig te operate the pump under these conditions,it is +

will result in greater inventory loss. If the purnps are
simply being operated as a steam compressor. In an- i

tripp(d, tb8 ihe RCS will be s'agnant or naturally circ. other context, Karassik notes that cavitating flos, condi-|

ui4 r.g. if pressure drops in the RCS to less than the
ti ns in a pump can be mitigated somewhat by adding a

saturation pressure corresponding the average specific small amount of non condensible gas to the pumped
enthalpy in the systera, then water will start tlashing fluid (Karassik et al.1976). In some low-pressure
throughout the system. ne tesulting steam will tend to accider t scenarios, operators would have necess to the

( collect in system high points, perhaps interrupting any
nitrogen remaining in the accumulators after the waternatural circulation,1 the RCPs are running, the steam
in the accumulators has been blown-down into the RCS.

'

! resulting from the flashing will tend to circulate with the Karas<ik notes that this strategy for mitigating cmita-
' - rest of the coolant as a two phase mixture. tion is rarely used because of the di!ficulty in injecting

just the right amount of non-condensible gas.' In the absence of serious vibration, operators should at.
tempt to maintain some level of forced circulation,if A related consideration is the possibility that continued,

; only to buy time for othcr mitigative strategies. Consid-
operation of the RCPs, even just " bumping * them occa-

L

cration should be given to " toggling * or " bumping * the
sionally, may bias the flow and heat transfer regimes in

*

RCPs,i.e;, starting aa TCP, bringing it up to full speed, the RCS toward natural circulation and other regimes
then tripping it off and letting it coast down, his proc. offering significant lescis of heat removal through the
ess should bc ccmtinued as long as possible, perhaps to,

steam generatm Recently,di Marzo ci al. (1988)
tating be. tween sescralof the RCPs. As notert, running de<.cribed a thermal hydraulic regime occurring in small-
the pumps may cause the break flow to be liquid,in; break LOCAs. His regime,which ihey call laterrup-
creasing the rate ofinventory loss. His will also cause tion and Resumption Mode (IRM),was demonstra:ed

,

!

h.1 NUREO/CR.58%
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| Maintaining Ibrced Circulation f

.' i
-

1

| l'n a test facil!!y prototypical of a ll&W PWR. The 8,2 18]tirit. Specific lillpleIIIeritilliott
L

ti _ authors make the following obsenations atout this "

thermal hydraulic regime:
At the Zion plan!, RCPs could be manually started and i

,

i
1. It cannot be predicted on the basis of local con' allowed io coast down using notmal procedures. There !

4

Iare no spuihr restrictions in the procedures; howeser,if
j ditions in the RPV, the hop seals, the 0150, or the se.d coolmg has been lost and reestabbshed,it is im- *

; - hat and cold legs; the RCS has to be treated '

patant to thtottle hack the charging pumps so that the
j integrCly-

ual and pump shaf ts are not damaged by thermal shock. |
| Dermal shock of the RCP shafts could result in shaft-

2. %c (flow) interruption phr.se of IRM involves the .

deformat;on which could in turn damage the RCP tyj powth of satcrated or seperheated sicam bubbles in causing severe yhtations.i the sessel downcomer or the cold legs that are, tem-'
porarily, insulated from subcooled coolant.

De otnious advantage of this strategy is that it can de.

h - 3. The (flow) resung!! ion phase of IRM involves the
lay further core degradation and this,in turn, may *

p ovide the time to scuore of het functions that could
! breakdown of that insulation and rapid condema. limit the severity of the accident Since there has been
i tion of the bubbles,with the tesulting rnild water.

no study teported on the effects of' bumping' the Zion i
; hammer causing resumption of !knv through the RCl% it is difhcult to assess the trade.off telween using
; loop seals, the candy cane, and the 01S0'

this technique to delay further core damage n. the pos. ;
;

sibihty of disabling the pumps, thus making them un-; 4. The system shows signs of chaotic dynamics. ' Tests
available should plant conditions change so that they

,

; repeated at the samc initial conditiom, showed that <

itoulJ be restarted. If this strategy were implemented on
F bifurcations which alter the transient trajectory can one pump at a time, rotating amhng the pumps, the

occut.'
chances that all pumps would be damaged beyond use !

*

seems very remote.
| 1 The resumption phase produces efficient hear trans-

' fer in the OTSO, which is capable of rernoving all of At the Oamec plant,during a loss of offsite power, the
'

the heat that had built up in the system during the RCPs are load shed, llowever, with the latge capacity of
interruption phase lhe Keowcc bydroelectric units, load shedding is less ex-

,

I

tensive than for plants which use EDGs.
*

6. ' Increased water levelin the shell-side of the OTSGs
reduces the amplitude and the deratirm of these os.

'

Tbc Babcock and Wilcox (BAW) abnormal transientcillatory flows, operating guidelines (ATOG) prmide directions on Ihe
| best methods of operating the RCPs. The RCPs are

. Relevance of IRM to the present evaluation is specula' tripped during a small break loss of coolant accident
i tive it is possible that continued operation of the RCPs (LOCA)if the subcooling tuargin is lost. Ilowever, as i

and continued forced circulation in the RCS (even in long as the pumps continue to run the core will bc,
; " bumping * mode) may bias the system toward flow re-

cooled by the steam and water mixture circulating >

gimes such as natural circulation, * reflux * coolrng, or through the core. If the pumps are tripped at a later
1RM which offer effective heat transfer through the time, when little liquid remains in the RCS, the steam *

steam generators. More work is needed on the true lim-
and water remair.ing in the vessel and loops will sep- .

- iting conditions for RCP operation and the impact of arate. Steam will collect in the high points and water !

continued operation on loop thermal hydraulics under wdl collect in low points. If enough water does not col- '

accident conditior* lect in the vessel, the core will be uncovered, will not be -

i

- i

I h

5
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Maintainint Forced Circulation
;

,

f

adequatcly cooled, and core darnare will resell. Based criteria are piccmptive, h the sense that they provide i

Ion the above rationale, the B&W ATOG states that the for an early trip of the RCh in SBLOCA scenarios in
RCPs must be tripped immediately when the subcooling which a later,inadscrtent trip of the RCh would lead to |
Inargin is knt, but if the RCPs are not tripped immedi. rapid core uncovery and (ladding heatup. %c criteria |

ately (wdhin 2 tainutes of loss of subcooling margin) arc chosen so that they will require an RCP trip in the ;

they should not be tripped at a later time and at least spccific SBLOCA ucnarios, but not require an RCP |
one RCP in cach hiop should be optsated. If severe in- trip in SG'IR and non.LOCA transients. The docenent i

adequate core cooling (ICC) wnditions custs the BAW notes that best estimate analysis shows acceptable peak
ATOG directs that the RCPs must be restarted even if cbdding temperature lot all LOCAs and trarnients, i

mechanical damage can occur. ~lhe ATOG also surfests without tripping the RCPs, bet the onservative ;

* bumping' the RCPs (i.e., start and run a RCP for Appendix K criteria require RCP trip for the tpecific ;

10 seconds then r, hut it off) to stat t!rcstar t natural cire. ran8e of Shl OCAs sequences. In any case, RCP opera. |
ulation. If there is enough water in the RCS this should tion is required in the event of inadequaic core cooling ;

initiate natural circulatior. Under saturation wnditions (core exit thermocouple readings above 32MPF and
" bumping * may or may not start natStal circulation, but secondary syMem depressarization not succeeding or ,

it will help depressurite the RCS by condensing reactor imminent preuurized thermal shock (when the Rch
coolant steam in the $1 cam generators and allow more are used to mit the cold safety inject ilow with
HPl to flow into the system. If naturalcirculation doca previouslystagnant hot RCS inventory). If the RCh
not start after four *bumpf over an hour period, then have been tripped in response to a SilLOCA and the
the ATOG directs runnin;t one RCP ra long us one sequence later dcyrades to inadequate core cooling the |
OTSG is available as a heat sink. ERGS require restart of one or more RCW, esen if the

'

RCS is highly voided.
. At Sequoyah and Zion. cooling of the pump moter

*

windings is provided by air flow induced by an impeller &3 Eviilliatiori ofihe Strategy
attached to the pomp shalt. *1%s cooling air is cooled by
a heat exchanger after it has passed over the windinP The tapt6f ty with which the situation at TMI 2 octerior-
(thus, the heat exchanger is realj keeping the air in the ated after minute 1000f the accident when the last itCPy t

pump enck>sure cool). A toutine of * bumping' the was tripped olfauggests careful consideration of RCP r

pumps and letting them coan down would expose the opemtion guidelines that focus more on protecting the
windings to SJ10 sewnd; of high heating (because of core than protecting the RCP. The worst thing that can
high stattup amperage) followed by a couple of mmutes happen from continuing to operate the RCPs in cavitat-
of cooling with no electrical current in the windings. It ing und steam binding conditions is catastrophic failure
may be possible to continue this routine indednitely. of one or more of the pumps. 'Ib the extent that this (or i

these) failures create LOCAs, they will tend to depres- r
The Combustion Engineering EPGs CEN 15' surize the RCS, leading toward .he low pressure, large-

'

(p. If51ff) provides guidance for tripping and renareng LOCA requences that all contemporaty PWRs were de-
RCh that tends to kcop RCPs tunning m all sequences - 5(gned to accommodate,
except the large break LOCA and a specific size range of ,

' 'hot leg LOCA" Certainly, the thought that mac or mere RCPs were
destroyed in an acci.icnt that might have been controlled

The Generic issue document for RCP Trip / Restart by other meannhile protecting the RCh would not te
frund in the Executive volume of the Westinghouse [ pleasant c.ne for 1he utility management. Howescr, as
Owners Group ERG 5 (1983) gives the cicarest descrip~ discussed in Section 63, accident t nagement decisions !

tion of the Westinghouse Owners Group approach to should be made with appropriate consideration of the,
use of the RCPs during sevete midents. Basically, they downside risk of the various alternatives. If the accident [
recommend continuing to operate the RCps duririg all sequenc' has led to cavitation or steam binding condi.
upset und accident situations execpt for the initial tins 6 one or rnoie of the RCPs, then the conditional $
response to certain SDLOCAs, for which case several probability of core melt is already much larger than
possible RCP trip criteria t;re described. These trip ,

i

U NUREG!CR.5856 *
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. Maintainirig Rnced Circuh tion ,

'

i
i

!
t

undet nortnul cotditions. TW higher conditional prob- . The Westinghouse Emergency Ihsismse Guidelines,
abihty leads to 5.ignificantly higher economic and pubiec the CE CEN 152 and the l@W ATOO all reflect a
salciy tisks in the only televant context, that of the heightened awarctm of the need, under some accident !

- accident situation the operators are facing at that : mnditions, to operate RCPs under conditions of cavita. f

fnoment. These highet fiska should tchd to filt decision tion, flashing, and vib ation that would nosmally n &c :
'criteria away froin protection of valuable aucts, such as their shutdown.

the RCPs,and toward protection of the core, the con-
tainment, and the etnironment surroundirig the plant
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9 Feed amililced as a Severe Accident Mmmgement Strategy

9.1 Secomlary Feed and lileed A lmitntial ads crse cf reu oi ihis uraien is o,e possibii.
ity that feed and tleed coating of the secondary will sub.
Fu ucam renermoi tuto to thermal sho(L causing anThis strategy will not be described in detail sinte it is
Induced SGTR sequence,with its imphcation of con-

generally covered adequatcly by the EPGs and EOPs.
tainment bypast

9.2 l'lant-Specille implementation 9A Primary I',eed and lileed
Vendor EPGs and plant EOPs and abnormal operatine
procedures (AOPs) use secondary feed and bleed as a '

Dus urategy wiu not be described in detail sirac it is
generaHy coscrW a&quately by the EPGs and FOPt

strategy for continuing to ujol the RCS through the
steam generator,in the event that the gnain (ondenser is
not avail &ble. Secondary feed aad bleed dumpingsteatn

95 E!allt*N eeIlle IlllplemelitationDto the atmosphere and supplytag feedwater f rom any
available source,is preferred to primary Iced and blced,
wbich amounts to an operator induced 1.OCA. The Calvert Cliffs IREP PRA auumes th oughout that,

in transient imtiated and smal) break l_OCA accidents,

Secondary feed and bleed procedures are included in the the PORW are not capable of lowering the RCS pics-

Zion EOPs. sure below the shutoff head of the llPhl/R pumps
(1275 psi). For this reason, most of the core melt ink- -

At the Oconec 3 plant, the 7B% are nad for steaming sigmficant acrident sequences are high pressure
the OBOi and feedwater is typically provided by cmer- sequences irwolving an inability to implement primary

gency feedwater. Backups to the cmcrgency feedwater Iccd and bleed axiling. One potuble way of raising this

system include: 1) crass conncctiom from Units I and shutoff head a bit would be to align the dncharge of the

2,2) serm water, and 3) SSF auntiary scruce water low pressure injection pumps or the conMinment spray

system (ASWS). The SSF ASWS takes sucuan from the pumps to the suuion of the high pressure pump,which
Unit 2 umdenser circulating water line and is a com- should raise the shutoll heaa of the iIPSI/R pump to

-

pictc'y independent backap source. around 1425 psi. This usategy would appear to be leas-
ible both in the injection phase and the tecirculation
phee of an acudem,i ut wemld require comphrated op-

9.3 lsvaluation of the Strategy crator mamputations of auss-conntaing hnes.

Priman feed and bleed pmcedures are innluded in the
As noted previously, RCS heat rejeuion to the secon. Zion EOPL As alicady noted in Section 7.2, feed and
dary through the steam generators is the preferico u rat.

bleed coohng in the CCW wstem may maintein cooling
eg),11 tequires a pathway fo! RCS heat scraosal

to the (hargmg puraps thus maintaining the capability
thsouph at leau one steam generator. If posuble, this o
done with heat removal frorn the undary throurth the for primary fred and bktd using the chairing pumps

main condenser and with normal feedwatei supply. If and the PORVs or the letdow n flow.

heat cannot be rejected at the main tondensar, then
Foi the Oconce plant,il secondary side heat removal is

steam is durnped to the atmosphere and secondary in. not established, the O(once ATOG directs the estab.
ventor) is made up using whatew feedwater sourtes are

Ehmmt of HPI coohng This is accompbhed by ini.
availatIc (secondary feed and biced) If secondary Iced

Haung HPL vpening the prewuriur PORV, andand blecd is succentul,it should present core mrli.

%1 NI1 REG /CR4X$6
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Fec4 and Bleed

!

>

running one RCP per k>op (as long as adequate sub. ' and effectiveness depend on the availability of bleed '

cooling snargin is maintained).
pathways and sources ofirwentory makeup. At sorne
plants for sorne accident sequences primary feed and

Finally, some plants (Combustion Enginecting System- bleed may be blocked by the inability to depressurire the
N) plants) have no PORW. Ibr these plants, depres. plant sufficiently to permit sufficient inventory makeup.

,turitation must be implernented using heat removal The major disadvantage of primary feed and biced cool.
through the steam generators or by means of feed and ing is that it amounts to an operator-created LOCA,
biced mo!ing using the charging pumps, pressurlier contaminating, heating, and pressurizing containment,
spray, and letdonti system.

and requiring imentory makeup to prevent core un- ;
covery and core degradation.

9.6 Evalt:ation of the Strategy
*
,

Primary feed and bleed is a major contingent method of
removing heat from the primary system. Its feasibility

,

,
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10 Creation of a Core Damage Assessnient Capability

10.1 What is Mennt by Core Dainage Regulatory Guide 1.97 (NRC 1980) states implementa- |
Assessment Capability? O n approaches that the NRCis prepared to accept for ;

the provision ofinstrumentation to monitor conditions
in the plant and its emirons during and following an

n . 3 intended to be a collection of tools for assessing accident. The objectives of this monitormg are: I

- am drawing conclusions about the state of the core arut
the hCS by evaluating the availaHe information in its
entirety. It is not intended to require extensive rnodif' 1. provide information needed for the operators to

ications of additions to plant instrumentation. take pre planned manual actions to accomplish safe
plant shutdown;

After TMi 2, the NRC required utilitics to significantly
2. determine whether post accident actions and sys- I

upgrade their ability to identify and evaluate inadequate '
tems are performing their intended lunctions;

core cooling. All PWRs were eventually required to
have in place redundant, qualified, Class 1E instrumen*
tation to determine subcooled snargin, temperatures at

3. provide information to the operators to permit
them to determine is a gross breach of barriers to -

the core exit, and RPVcoolant leciet Anderson (1989)
radioactivity release might occur or has occurred;

has described industry responses to these NRC initia-
tivet Combusdon Enginecting developed a heated
junction thermocouplc (I!JTC) instrument for measur- 4 furnish data on the operation of important plant sys-

tems; and
ing RPV coolant level Westinghouse developed a dif-
ferential pressure-based level detector, the Reactor Ves- 5 provide information on the release of radioactive
sel Level Instrumentation System (RVLIS). After materials.
review and testing by the NRC, these systems were gise
preliminary, generic approval and have been adopted by He Reg Guide requires that tbc imtruments be de-
many CE and W owners. National Nuclear Corp. devel.

signed so that they are always on scale dutmg and aber
oped and tested at the Parley plant a level detector

an accident. Rey are required to survive the accident
based on ex-vessel neutron detector measurements- environment for the length of time their function is re-
his was resiewed by the NRC and judged not t quired. The Guide identifies the minimum number of
pro ide consistent and reliable measurement of venet
levels under all conditions ofinterest. A few plants have variables to be monitored by control room operatine

penonnel during and after an accident. It classifies in-
Installed level detectors, developed by 7bchnology for
Energy Corp., based on strings of gamma thermometers struments into five types and three categories. For the

arrayed in a vertical probe, prmiding indica tions of most important variables,'lipe A and Category 1, the

liquid or vapor conditions at a number of discrete eleva- Guide requires that the data monitoring lunction not be
susceptible to single failurcs; that the instruments be en-

tions. His splem has been reviewed and approved by 1

erg red from station standby power; and that continuous
the NRC. Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) plants are using

- differential pressure-based deiccters to determine both ndication be provided and recorded. Plants going into
'

RPV and hot leg / candy cane levels.
operation after June 1983 are required to meet the re-
quirements of the Reg Guide; plants going into opera-

Utilitics have tended to bring display of these iristru~ tion before that time are required to meet the require-
ments with some modifications.

ments into the controlit,om through the Safety Param-:

eter Display System, Utilities and vendors has e been rc*
hken together, these post TMl-2 actions are intended 'quired to test and modify the level instruments and core

cvit thermocouplc4 as necc.,sary to assure adequate reli-
to assure that a rich body ofinformation about the plant

,

'

ability and accuracy, will be available to help operators and Tbchnical Sup- >

port Center staff determine the appropriate course of

itti NUREG/CR-58%
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Core Damage Assessment

action during and after an accident. There remain, how- Superheated steam cuting the core before the therna
cver, numerous difficulties with awessing the status of a couple can respond. Tne under repicstntation is attnt,
degrading core. Incore instrumentation is mostly de- uted to intervening heat transfer from the steam to
signed to provide information about neutron llut lescis cladding and core internols high in the core prior to the
and mid-core or core exit temperaturex w hile it is im. sicam artising at the CET
portant to know that the reactor is subcritical, these flut
levels do not directly tcil the opcrator much about the Because of the joint scrnitivity of flut detectors to toth
status of a degrading core. Thus, the operator is leii neutrons and gammas, a 11ux detector located under the
with trying to draw conclusions about core darnage pro- RPV (or a gamrna detector low in the reactor cavity)
gression from measurements of various parameters would respond very strongly to relocation of rno!!cn
taken at some distance from the core. corium to the lower plenum. Prior to relocation, both

neutrons and gammas are substantially shielded from
All is not lost, howeser. Ibrensic analysis of signals the detector by the water in the lower plenum. After te.
from the ex4cssel flux dctcctors during the first four location, there is little shielding for cither the gammas
hours of the TMI 2 accident yielded a picture of reactor or photo ncutsont Ex-vessel flux detectors, k>cated
vessellesel consistent with that derived from the an- outside the s essel (at, above, or below the core mid-
alpis of other plant data (Wu et al.1989). This was pov planc), show a similar response, although much reduced,
sible because the ex-vessel detectors responded directly to core relocation. The source range monitors at TMI-2
to gamma radiation generated in the shutdown core and showed a doubling of sesponse at 224 rmnutes into the
to photo-neutrons generated by micraction of the accident, which correlated with temperature and pres-
gamma radiation with dcuterium in the coolant. Ibr sure indications of the rehication of molten corium to
both these signals, the source strength and the shielding the RPV lowei plenum.
are affected by coolant levelin the core and in the

downcomer. Adams and Berta (1980) indicate that self- Mass and energy accounting combincd with flow rates,
powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) can also provide pressures, and ternpcratures throughout the RCS and
qualitative indication of RCS coolant dernity and ves ci containment car potentially provide a very complete
1cvel. These SPNDs, present in the core of some PWRs, picture of break sizes and RCS irnentory. liydrogen
willindicate directlyif the reactor has not been shut- and gamma spectroscopy analysis of RCS uolant sam.
down. Ifit has been shutdown, the neutron signal will plcs c'm indicate cladding oxidation, clad failure, and
go off scale low, although there is some indication that iuel pella temperatures.
extremely sensitive amplifiers ('pico-amplifiers") can
measure this signal. With the reactor shut down, the implementation of this strategy would involve the crea-
SPNDs become much inore sensitise to temperature tion of calculational tools allowing the kinds of forensic
variation than they are to neutron fluctua' ions. As with analyses donc af'er the TMI-2 accident to be completed
the ex-vessel 11ut detectors, forensic analysis of SPND in real-thae during u future accident. This would be an-
signals provided a picture ofincore temperatures during alogous to tomography,it which a detailed picture of
the heat up, dry-out,and melt-down of the TMI 2 core plant status is "un oHed' trom a collection ofintegralr

(Broughton et at 1989) that is consistent with data from measurements. Specific subroutines can be developed
the core exit thermoccuplet to calculate 1) containment pressure and temperatutc

response to LOCA blowdowns,2) heat transfer to ves-
As ind cated above, all plants have core exit thermoccu- sel, RCS, aad in-conta;nment structurcs,3) hydroga
pleyCETs). They can proside vahu.n'c informatic i generation as a function of clad temperature snd sicam
about Ihe ctmdition of a degradmg core,although supply,4) ex-vessel flux detector response to neutron
Adams and McCrecry (1984) report a substantial time and gamma sources and vessel and downcomer lesel, etc.
lag and clad temperature under-representation in the The results of these calculations and other plant data
detection of cladding hearop by the core exit thermo. can be integrated with an expert splem which incorpor-
couples in the Loss-of Fluid 7bst (LOFT) facility. They ales physical, chemical, and temporal relationships that
attribute the time lag to a film of water coating the ther- have to be satisfied uning any developing accident. Use
mocouple, wh!ch has to be boiled away by the of the expert sptem woulJ cnfarce a consistent (i c.,

NUREG/CR 58% la2
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Core Damarc Assessment

consistent with the plant design, prior history of the 2. 'lping MAAP in with the plant computer,so that the
transient or accident, and the laws of physia, and chem- input decks are written automatically to sellect cut.

istry)interptctation of the ava lab!c data. rent plant status

For some phenomena, collections of measurements may 3. Creatinga " library"of MAAP suns that would de-
be delcimined by the geometric c(mfiguration of the pict the (calculated) plant response to a large num-
core and the recent history of water level,toolant ber of severe accident scenarius.

density, pressure,etc. This would be true of the collec-
tion of cx-core and incore flux measurements, for in- 4. Finally, *[w je are (urrently ctmdutting feasibility

stance. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) hase been studies on the potential ase of artificialintclligence

used successfully in similar applications of adaptise (AI) systems (including neuron hybrids) as a means

pattern recognition Similarly ANNs could be used to of collecting and presenting such a mns of informa-

create or " capture" functional relationships between tion.. The Al system could * learn * the library con-
~

plant parameters and measured variables, on the one tent, complete with identifiers for various key condi-

hand,and output variables descriptive of plant status tions,and be available to serve as a bxLup to

during an accident. An artificial neural network is on-line MAAP runs *
* trained * or " learns * these relationships by exposmg its

input and output " leads" to the matchinginput output ~lle neuronic hybods referred to by Klopp would be Al

data vectors and letting the learning algorithm gradually spiems containing ANNs as pattern recogr.iting comp +
build the mathematical f61 that ties the corresponding nents. The ANN components typically require length)

input and output together. This approach has be used trainmg, but, once trained, respond very rapidly to any

succc3sf ully to identify patter ns in noisy vis ual data or given input. As with natuial neural networks (i.e., ner-

audio data. Such patterns might be,for example, letters vous systems), they sometime make rmstates but

in optical character recognition, * targets * in radar or perform very well with noisy or degraded input data,
tekvision or sonar signals,or phonemes (or syllables)in conditions not unlikely during a severe accident.

speech remgnition. In the nuclear plant severe accident
context, the types of patterns we would like to be able to
identify include: 10.2 l'lant-Specific Implementation

1. the type of accident underway, as a function of the Westinghouse plants have exacssel flux detectors and
set of alarms and the values of basic plant variables movable incore fission (hamber flux detectois. The
and movable detectors could apparently be " parked * below _

the vessel to detect relocation. There are also core exit
2. the condition of the wre as a function of flux, ther' thermocoup!cs.

mocouple , flow, pressure, and level measurements.
Dabcock & Wilcox plants have exaessel flux dctectors,

As these words were being writt(n a journal article ar- fin 3 incore SPNDs, and core exit thermocouples. Many ,

rived m the mail (Klopp 1990) discussing industry ap' of the diagnostic criteria in the B&W Abnormal Tran-
proaches to individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) and sient Operating Guidelmes ( ATOG) emergency re-
to accident management planning. On the issue of cal- spmse guidelines (B&W 1982; B& W 1985) are based on
culational tools. Klopp discusses sevual pWible ap- core exit thermocouple readmgs.
proaches being considered. These include:

.
Combustion Enymccring plants have ex-vessel Out de-

1. Placing the Modular Accident Analysis Program tectors, fised mIore SPNDs and core esit

(MAAP) code at each on-site and off-site t her mocouples.
emergency response facility.

10.3 NUREG/CR-SS56
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|
I

IU.3 Entitiationi of tile Strategy ^ substantial cifort would be required to knit the tools
described together with data derised Irom experiments

ne creation of calculational tools to hcip operators and and code analyses to form an integrated tool that could

technical support staff understand the evolution of a help operators and technical support personnel under-

ses ere accidc nt is widely recommended, but, to date, not stand,in real time, an evolving accident. De challenge
is to create a tool that can do for tbc operators in reJimplemented. The proposed systein described in Sec.
time what the TM! 2 forensic analvm did in rnonths andtion 10.1 is more extensive than psevious recommc:ida.

tions, but uses components which ate well understood, ) cars of experimentation, tellection, code desclopment,

or on the way to beine, well-understood. The calculation and analysis. The potential benchts of transferring the

modules or subroutin'es are identical 10, or simplified deseloping understanding of sescre accident pheno-

versions of,inodules used in today's accident analysis mena from the research community to operating plants
te aho substantial.codes. The uses and limitations of expert systems are

becoming reasonably well-understood and the knowl-
edge needed to build reliabic and logically valid expert
systems is becoming more wi6c-spread throughout in-
dustry, academia, and the regulatory community. Artifi.
cial neural networks build on a body of rescarch dating
back 50) ears and hase been the subject ofintensise and
widespread research for the last ten years.

-
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11 Iluman l' actors Considerations in Severe Accident Management

11.1 Introduction noise hirh taJiation incis. hirh humidit), tour
iumes, smoke, and Au communications oselload

While considerable cIfort has been expended to study
the bchasior of nudcar power plants under severc sc-
cident conditions and to develop strategies to deal with Il.2 ApproaClles to Mitigttle ||UI111111
this class of accidents,less attention has been paid to the }7aClors l'robleins
human's role in (.arrying out the sescre accident strat-
egies being developed. In fact,many of the human fac- The followine approachts (an make a major'

tors considerat.ons discussed below are significant contnbution to an cifective socae accident management
enough to jeopardire the success of any severe accident p,ggy _._

'

strategy. Among (Fe most significant problems are:

l. Descloprnent of decision aids foi detesmi 'mg when
%c information available to plant personnet in the to invoke severe accident strategies.*

control room and Emergency Response Center dur-
ing a severc accident about conditions within the L Dncigment, teMint vahdation, and e - cation of
core and in containment is of ten scry limited and Job Performance Aids (JPAs) for se etc a(cident
may be unreliable' m @ hon

The implementation of severe accident strategies 3. Dnclopment of a training program for thoosmg
.

may require the auxiiiary operators, maintenante and implementing sescre arddent straterics
personnel,irntrumentation technicians, and othen
to per form tasks, such as diagnosirig faults and 1. The design, development, and testing of special
hically operating equipment under extreme omdi' equipment and tools to be used by personncI
tions,without adequate technical data, prior train- workmg under haiardous conditions awociated with
ing, or experience. severe accidents.

Managers at all levels in the organization wdl be*

faced with decision making situations unique to gg3 g g gg g. 3,g
snere anidents. _

Mitigating Approaches
Firm criteria will be needed for w hen (or if) deci-*

sion making authority passes from the opcrating $1nce sescre acddents by definit on to beyond the
crewi n duty at the time of the accident to the man- design basis anidents and of f normal events covercd by
::gement and tec hnical personnel assembling in the let hnical guidehnes arid pro (ederes, the mec hamsms
"Itchnical Suppoit Center durmg the accident. that have been descloped for utihties to respond to

emergencies may icquuc extenswc adaptation to the
Tne la(k of procedures and reliabic technical m- unique circumstances of scu re accidentt These*

fortnat on ab(,ut piant behavior under severe adaptations willinclude the doclopment of job
acciderit (onditions fundamentall) chantes 'hv roles performance aids ' hat differ m their basic orientauon
of plant personnel and the decision making pitwess f rom consentional EOPs. ihiding decisten aids such as

the Safety Parameter Displ.ty System (SPDS) may
Persontal may be required to work under (ondi- rcquire mcxhfication of the organuationalstructure*

tions of high physiological stress mduding heat, developed on the basis of NUIEGa5-1 for responding
to emergemy esents.

I1 I NUlmG/N585t.
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Iluman Factors

!

.

!

' Approach #1: Ikcision Aidsfor ikclaring Sesw *muld wncenttute on heutistics. i e, general Iules for
Accident Status assessing the plant state. The ef fectiveness of such deci.

sion h can be ev@ated in esercises in w hich per-
One of the most important factors in imp >mentmg any sont . Stempt to diagnose plant status and take actions (
strategy for sevctc accident management is deciding using m. decision aids.

!|
when and who makes the decision that it is time to deal

[ -with the situation at hand as a severe accident. This key he go.d in the developrnent of this decision aid would
' decision will determine when the focus of activitics will be to design, develop, and test telathcly sirnple deci.

shift from " normal" procedules for dealing with emer- sions aids in the form of graphs. nomographs decision t

gencies and off normal events to implementing strat- matrices, decision trees, simple thermal hydraulic cal.
egies to denith core melt, core displacement, and culation% os similar devices that would be independent ,

severe chal. iges to containment integrity. The lack of of the availability of plant computers or plant powcr. I

tchable information on the status of the core can make -

' this a very difDeult decision. Thus, problem recognition Approach #2: Job nnfomrance Aidsfor Accident
becomes a matter of making a judgmtat based on multi- Mitigation . !
ple data sources, most of w hich are indirect and of un. !

known validity. Once it is recognited that a severe accident is in prog-
_ .

ress. steps must be taken to minituire the probability of
Since hurnans are relatively poor at making complex de- major releases that endanger publiesafety. It h unlikely
cisicas under conditions of stress and limited infortna- that claborate step by-step written procedures would bc |

' tion (although hu aam are arguably better at it than usefut in severe accident scenarios even if they could be |
nnything else but post Iacto investigatmg commissions), developed. Rather, tne strategy should be to develop ;

, a useful approach would be to develop decision aids. . JPAs to facilitate accident management by aiding both |
Any dependence of these decision aids on particular the inductise and deductive reasoning processes of the

,

computational resources of plant instrumentation needs decision rnakers. The step by step sequences of actiom y

careful consideration, since both may be unavailabic in used in conventional operating procedures should bc
some severe accidents such station blackouts. There are minimized. The tendency to skip or alter steps w di be
several possible approaches to this dependence. A enhanced by the stressful circumstances of the accident;

- series of graphs or nomographs could be descloped that the in plant environment may not be conducive to pro;
'

represent various severe accident scenarios. These longed occupation by operators or provide the condh ;

- would be based on plant data that wuuld be available at tions for detailed actions.
some point in the event sequence, such as data trer,ds

.

'

= over time (e.g , temperature, pressure, status of injection %c most appropriate JPA would resemble the expert
systerns, etc.), Calculations can be implemented in pro- - systems that have proved so effective for medical diag-

,

;, grams than run on programmable calculators or battery- nostics. These J pas guide the person's thinking by a o
i; powered portable computers. series of questions and instructions. These system also

include the capability to supply to the user the logic be-
In order to develop a prob!cm recognition decision aid, hind each sequence should the user ask for it, if imple-

| a process of kncaledge engineering must take place, mented on computers, they can prmide multiple possi-
E This includes identil>ing the relevant phpical param- ble diagnoses and an c>tirnate of Ihe likelihomi of each

eters in the plant, time constants for consideration, ab being true. Desc J pas should be h>cated with Ihe sys-
_

ternate sources of data should the plant information sys tems and equipment in the kications where they arc ;

tems fail; and development of decision rules. This latter most hkely to be used.l
,

step would be based both on analyes of past severe
L accidents, on-going research, and modeling exet cises. More conventionalJPAs would he used for more con-

L As with all decision aids, the feasibility of a severc _
- for pumpingwater,irciructions may be required for |

ventional tasks. For cxample, in using alternative means

| accident problem recognition aid depends on the thor-
oughness of analpis. Since all possible contingencies making unconventional cross-oser connections and t

cannot be anticipated, the development of decision aids starting the pump. These instructions should be located
t

>

~

W
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lluman Pattors

with or on the pump and should make heavy use of and whnh are most hkely to be entcliable. 'lhe training

graphics to illustrate the process Any special tools would also deselop skills m pattern recognition using

must also be prepositioned. Detailed task analysis of hmited data and help ocate a iognitise mappmg" of the

personnel actions for cach accident mitigation strategy most likely status of the core and the RCX

wdl help to identify the most appropriate forrr, of JPA
to fe;ilitate personnel response. Within this mntext, A traming program that n somew hat analogous to the

the sescrity of the etnironment will need to be conud- type needed for severe a(cident management is the " con-

cred, since multiple human resources may be tcquired to fidence murse" type training descloped by the miUtary.

provide breaks for others who have worked up to their 7tc basic idea is that a group of people are presented

threshold level of cxposure to hcat, smoke, radiation, or with a scry difficult task and are risen very limited,
noisc. In this context,one of the plants considered in seemingly inadequate resousces. Their task is to desisc

this report has a procedure for connecting a portable innosatne strategies to achiese their goals. This type of

pump to one of the plant systems The nc(cwary flce trainmg muld be dcscloped for severe accident

ible hoses for making the connections are on h> cation scenariot
and color coded, red for the supply flow path and grcen
for the drain flow. This color 4 oding might still be dif- 'Iraining of rnanagement personnel those not directly

ficult to use in conditions of per visibihty. responsibic for operating the plant-represcnts a dif-
ferent sct of problems. People who hase studied the re.

Appromh #3 Desclop 7hnnmg Depomsfor Scicre sponse of management under sescre accident conditions

-tccident Management agree that many manaycis who function well under
normal conditions ate ill equipped to handle severe

Powcr pbmi penonnel recone a disersity of ttainmg. acadent situ;oions. Medvedes (lWl) argues that the

l'or purposes of this discussion,it willbe assumed that plant manager and the operating crew chief at Cherno-

the training received by the operators and othet tech- byl continued to order inapptopriate rt.ponses to the

nical personnelis suf ficient for normal conditions and acadent for approumately 24 hours, because they were

emergencies that do not meet the definition of a severe unwithng to believe accurate reports of conditions in the
accident. Included in this training are informatun and plant. Most experts agree that the most important func-

exercises designed to facihtate emergeng response lions of managers are to act as litters, buffers, an.1 facil.
itators for the operational personnel who are dealing

A training strat.gy for severe acadent mitigation would with the accident directly. The problem is that there has

encompass operating personnel and their supersisors, been httle or no research on the type of training needed

management,and support personnel, each of these staff to develop effectise strategies for these managers.

categotics will have f unctions in a severe accident that
may differ from their resp (msibilities during non severe Approach #4: 7hc desi.;n, derclopment, and resting of

accident conditions. spccial roots and equipment to be used by personnel work-
ing under hazardous conditions associated wh severs

Training for personnel directly involud with sever, ac cidents

accident management would emphawe an understand-
mg of the physical and chemical proecsses associa'ed Expencnces at TMl-2 and during the fire at Browns

with severe accident scenarios. It would form the basis Ferry rise us some insight mio the type of conditions

for understanding the mitigation strategics and for the that could be expected during sescre accidents.

decisions on which strategies to implement. This type of
trainingwould di!Ier fundamentally from comtntional During the fire at Brow ns Pr y, personnel were dis-

training by emphasizing the ability to conceptualize patched to the equipment room in the reactor building

what is going on in the vessel and in containment, based to lift leads and install jumpers. They encountered
on a liinited number of clues, some of whic h are of dense smoke and toxic fumes that reduced si".ibihty to

dubtous reliabihty. An important feature of the training inches. The requirement to wear breathing apparatus

would bc impartmg knowledge of whith data sources are made movement within confined arci.s di'ficult. It was

most likely to be rehable under a given set of condoions dilficult to find the right cabinet and even more dif6 cult

i13 NUREG/CR-58%
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Human Factors - ,

|
,

!

to identify the correct lead to lift or jumper. Communi- identified their impact on human perferrnance can bc :
cations with the control room were almost impossibic, assessed. The .. ed for special tools and equipment to '

so it was hard to determine that the cortett actions had protect ; ersonnel and make it possible for them to per- ,

| been taken. form the required tasks will also be identified. An ex. !

a ple of this type of personal protective equipment is !

During the TMI-2 accident, personnel were dispatched the ' cool suit' developed for use in the post TMI re-
to the auxiliary building nnd into the reactor building a coveryeffort. PNL recently submitted a draft report to "

number of times 10 operate ctmtrols, read therrnocouple the NRC craitled * Review of the impact of Environ-
voltages and take readings of radiation levels. Radiation mc ntal Factors on lluman Performance * This report ;
levels reached high lesels (> 1,0t0 tnR/hr) aad tempera. supports the preparation of performance specifications

'

_

turu irt the auxiliary building reached 170"E %e inves- for both special tools and personal equipment that may
tigators noted that radiation protection procedures were be required for severe accident management. !

extremely las and that actiors of the peuple whlic in
high radiation areas violated technical specifications. Prior to the decision to actually begin the development
Had the radiation protection rules been followed, entry of special :Cals and equipment, a detailed and exhaus-
into the auxiliary building would have been prevented or tive search shoold be made of items already developed
severely restricted. for other industries and the military.

.'

As the specific approaches and JPAs to be used by per- In any case,it is vital that good task and human >

sonnelin performing the tasks are developed,informa- performance information be obtained so that the !

tion on the environment in which personnel may hase to performance specifications reflect he real requirements
work will also be described. As these emironments are of the human dement of stratery plementation.

|

:

f

I
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-

!
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12 conclushms

The objective,of this rep (nt were twofold: hrst, to de- 3. Quality of the operator's knowledge of plant status,

termine the current tmderstanding and prac' ice it. the and particularly cote status,is deteriorating,

Pressurited Water Reactor (PWR) Emergency Procc-
Jure Guidelines (EPGs), as it may relate to sescre 4. nc core may sit 11 be critical.

accident management; and second, to identify and es al-
uate strategics for mitigating the cifects of severe 5. AC power may be urmvailable,with DC power

accidents during the in-vessel phase of the accident, degrading.

which is defined as being after the initiation of core deg-
radation and priot to the failure of 1he reactot vessel. h

h The situation in the control room may be chaotic,

is wcEknown that the EPGs are success oriented, and with personnel present who are not not mally in the

! hey indeed provide success paths to deal with many of control room and plant conditions that have been

the critical accident sequences discussed in the report. cxpc riented only during trainmg sessions,if at all.

In addition, many of the preventive (i.e., tendmg to pre.
vent the initiation of core melt) strategics idenufied in 7 Decision mding respomibilitu and authority snay

NUREG/CR 5474 have been implemented,cither en- not be clearly defined-

tirely or partially,in the EPGs.110 wever, the EPGs are
not desigacd to provide guidance to the operators in re Even with these deteriorating wndjtions, there are clear

sponse to the sevete core damage accidents in w hich actions that operators can take to prevent or mitigate

nothing works (or not enough things wor k) .ind core further plant degradation. First and foremost, get the

damage initiates. The functional operating guidelines
reactor subuttical,1f it isn't already. Sccond, get water

dealing with inadequate core cooling and containment into the vessel by any means possible (although there h

integrity do offer some gaidance that would be useful a hierarchy of prefeited means). Dird,il possible,

during the in-vessel phase of a severe accident. maintain the secondary sptem as a heat sink for the prt- /

maty system, Fourth,if elecitical power is degraded or
*

The sendor EPGs provide minimal guidance for she unavailable, do everything possible to restore it. Fif th, a

evaluation of human factors issues that willimpact the nurnber of relatively modest preventive and ruitigative

abihty of control reom operators and in-plant opera- efforts may have a significant impact on plant risk.

tions and maintenance personnel to carry out the ac- Rese include the flexibility to use pmtable AC power

tions required under accident conditions; e.g., high tem- generators and portable self poweted pumps to supply

peratures, moisture, and radiation lesels,with possibly water or power critical equipment. Also included is the
use of feed and bleed flow in the servim water system to

impaired visibility. The Westinghouse ERGS do note
some of the points at which utilitics may have dif ficult maintain coolir.g of the cenuitugal charging pumps,

decisions as to the capability of non <ontrol room stalf hente maintaining RCP scalinjc(tion and'or RCP seal *

to implement in plant actions, wohng. Sixth,if the wre is truly endangered,the opera-
tors should be prepared to sacrifice any other plant sys.

The fact that an accident has progressed to initiation of tems to the goal of minimizing the damage to the wie

core damage implies sorne or all af the ""' wing plant and the threat to containment.

conditioni:
ne arguments supporting RCS depressurization prior

1. Several major plant f ront line or support systems to vessel breach are persuasive Early depressurization

are unavailable or degraded. gets the plant closer to the accident conditions it was de.
signed for, but may accelet sie mie degradation by com4

2. Environmental mnditions in containment are de. parison with remaining at high pressure. The analpis of

graded, implying difficulty M carrying out some ilanson et al. (IW)) strongly suggests that late depres.

desired plant system manipuhoiont surintion is preferable to early depressuriation,

12.1 NUREG/CR-SSM
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. Conclusions -

i
,

{
. . - t

. preferable in the sense of leading to delapd initiation of Continuing to operate RCPs and maintain forced flow ;
core degradation and lowet hydrogen generation IIarly through the vessel (under conditions that put the RCPs ;

- or late depressurization should significantly reduce the at risk) may piesent or mitigate core darnage or mry buy !

risk associated with high pressure melt ejection and - time for actions to recovet or protect containment or |
. direct containment heating, protect the public. For some LOCAs, this choice may !-

increase the rate ofinventory loss from the break, thus ;

= 1mproved knowledge of the status of a degrading core requiring increased makeup flow. -

rnight improve the quality of accident management.
,
'

Dis improved knowledge will require calculational Thus, this work has idcntified several strategics,which
toch that can integrate plant data with knowledge of the' extend tv: yond the EPGs into the severe accident
plant design to choose those descriptions of plant r,tatus regime, that will mitigate the seriousness of events and
that are consistent with the data and the time history of their consequences during the in vessel phase of severe f

the saident..and do it all in real time. accidents. Further work in this area can be expected to . '

better define the feasibility,cffectiveness, and potential
Flooding the reactor cavity to the top of the RVP lower disadvantages of these strategies in the context of appli. |
head may improve heat removal from the outer surface cation to specific. plants.

'

. of the kiwcr head enough to prevent crecp rupture fail-
ure of the lower head after relocation of part of the
tuolten corium to Ihe lower plenutn.

t
,

!

|

r
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Appendix A

Westinghouse Large, Dry Containnient Plant - Zion

A.1 Critical Accident Sequences

Critical accident sequences f ar a large, dry containment . e t 'ae deiermined using information from NUREG/CR.
4550, Vol. 7, Core Damace Frequenn from Int.ttml Fremt l'his NUREO report documents the probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) performed on Zion Unit 1 in support of NUREG-1150. Ad'.iionalinfor mation was inferred from
the Westinghouse Owner's Group Emergency Respe nse Guidelines (ERGS),liigh Pressure Version. Revision 1,
September 1,1983. Zion is one of the Westinghouse "high-pressure" pbnts; that is, it has a safety related, fully
qualified, charging sptem available to inject water in accidents w here the reactor coolant system (RCS) picssure stays
near the relief valve setpoints.

A.I.1 Core Melt Risk

The following 17 sequences were identified in the Zion PRA as dominating the risk of core melt:

Z-1 less of component cooling water (CCW), causing loss of cooling to the RCP seal thermal barriers and
evemually inducing an RCP seal LOCA. In addition, loss of CCW flow to the charpmg and safety injection
(SI) pumps will cause their failure. CoMainment cooling remains available, but core damage results from an
inability to replace primary coolant. This sequence accounts for 79.4'll(!!) of the total core damage frequency
(CDF) calculated in the PRA. The sequence leads to early core damage and vessel failure with the RCS at
high pressure,with containment sptems functioning.

Z-2 Small-break LOCA (<2 in.) followed by failure of ti.e recirculation spiem to provide high pressure Si into
the primary system. The dominant contributor to this sequence is human error in switching the low-pressure
suction lines froni injection to recirculation. This sequence acccunts for :a6% of the CDF and leads to late
core damage and high pressure RPV failure with containment sptems functioning.

Z-3 Large-break LOCA followed by an independent failure of low-pressure S1 into the primary system duting the
recirculation phase. "Ihe dominant contributor is human error in realigning the low-pressure in)cction (LPI)
sysicra suction valves from injection to recirculation. This sequence accounts for 3 2% of the CDF and leads
to a late, low pressure RPV failure with containment systems functioning.

2-4 This scquence is identical to sequence Z-3 except the initiating esent is a .nedium. break LOCA. It accounts
for 3.2% of the CDh

Z-5 Loss of AC power; independent failure of auxiliary feedwater ( AFW) sptem; tailure of feed and bleed; failure
to restore offsite power in I h but recusery before 4 h. The dominant contributors to this sequence are human
_tror it, implementing feed C. Lleed and random failures of the AFW sptem. This sequence accounts for
L4'n cf the CDF and leat's u, early, high pressure RPV failure with containment systems functioning because
of the estoration of AC power.

A1 N U R EQCR-5x56
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Z-6 Large-break LOCA at.d failure of LPl. The primary entributor is human error in leaving certain motor-
operated valves (MOVs) closed after testing the LPl system. This sequence accounts for 0.9'l of the CDF and
leads to early, low preuure failure of the RPV with containment systems functioning.

Z-7 This sequence is the sarne as sequence Z-5 except AC power is restored between 4 and 8 h. Thir. sequence
accounts for 03% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure failurc of the RPV. AC power is restored early
enough to allow successful functioning of containment systems.

Z-8 Loss of AC power, causingloss of CCW and service water system (SWS); power restored in more than I h and
less than 4 h. An RCP seal LOCAis induced. CCW/SWS are recovered after restoration of AC power;
however, core melt has already occurred. The dominant contributors are hardware and maintenance failures
in CCW, SWS, and diesel generators (dos). This sequence accounts for 0.2% of the CDF and leads to early,
high pressure RPV failure with successful functioning of containment systems.

Z-9 Same as sequence Z4 except for the unrecoverable failure of the SWS. An RCP seal LOCA is caused by loss
of CCW,which is caused by the unrecoverable loss of the SWS. The permanent loss of the SWS also results in
failure of containment systems. Dominant contributors to this sequence are common-cause failures of the
SWS. This sequenes accounts for 0.2% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV and
early containment failure.

Z-10 Loss of AC power, causing loss of CCW and SWS followed by induced RCP seal LOC A; failure to restore
power in 8 h. causing failure of containment sprays and fan coolers. This sequence accounts for 0.l'1 of the
CDF and leads to early, high pressure RPV failure and early containment failure.

Z-11 Loss of AC power, causingloss of CCW and SWS; AC pw er restored after 4 h and before S h. This sequence
is similar to sequence Z-8. An RCP seal LOCA does occur and restoration of AC power does not occur soon
enough to prevent core melt. AC power is restored in time to prevent failure of containment. This sequence
accounts for 01% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure RPV failure with successful functioning of
containment systems.

Z-12 las of offsite AC power and partial failure of emergency AC power with no recovery wiGin 81:, causing
failure of SWS.This sequence is similar to sequence Z-10 except that RCP seal LOCA and the loss of CCW
are caused by loss of SWS. The failure to restore AC power within 8 h results in complete loss of comainment
systems. His sequence accounts for 0.1% of the CDF and results in early, high pressute failure of the RPV

Iand early failure of containment.
4

Z-13 Same as sequence Z 12 except coutuintnent fans fait directly as a resuh of the loss of AC power rather than as
a result of a loss of cooling to the chillers. Since AC power is not restored in 4 h, an RCP seal LOCA will
occur. This se.quence accounts for 0.07% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV with
putial spreess of containment sptems.

Z-14 interfacing systems LOCA. In 2his sequence two MOVs in the rrsidual heat removal (RHR) sptem fail to
isolate low. pressure piping from the high-pressure RCS Although the simultaneous failure of two MOVs is a
low probability event, it was included because this failure directly bypasses mntainment. This sequence
accounts for 0.07% of the CDF and can lead to either early or late failure of the RPV. Containment is
already bypassed at the time of core damage initiation.

Z-15 Failure of DC bus 112 causing loss of one power operated relief valve (PORV) and hos of AC bus 14A and
failure of AFW. Failure of DC t us 112 causes loss of main feedwater (MFW) and a teactor trip. Containment

NUREG/CR-5856 A.2
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systems succeed. Although feed and bleed might be feasible without any functioning PORVs, this sequence
includes loss of feed and bleed because of the loss of one PORV and the relatively hip,h probability of operator
error in operating PORVs. His sequence accounts for 0.03% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure
failure of the RPV with containment sptems functioning.

2-16 Same as sequence Z 11 with the SWS common-mode portion of sequence Z-12. SWS failure causes failure of
CCW. Since SWS cannot be restored, the CCW and injection pumps will not operate and an RCP seal LOCA
occurs. This sequence accounts for 0.03% of the CDF and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV and

,

early failure of containment due to loss of SWS and CCW

Z-17 less of olTsite power and degraded emergency AC power, causing CCW ! allure; failure to recover full AC
power or start faulted DGs in 8 h. In this sequence, an RCP seal LOCA occurs in a mar.ner similar m
sequence Z-8. This sequence is comprised of degraded AC power scenarios which allow the SWS and
containment fans and cooling systems to succeed. This sequence accounts for 0.03% of :he CDF and leads to
early, high pressute faliure of the RPV with successful func tion!ng of containment systems

A.1.2 Public Risk

Accident sequences that resulted in the failure of containment systems are considered to present a risk to the public.
,

' These sequences cie Z-9,2- 10, Z-12. Z.13, and Z-14,
.

A.1.3 Challenges to Safety Functions

There are six critical safety functions identified in the Westingoouse ERGS:

(1) Reactorsuberiticality.

(2) Core cooling.

(3) Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) integrity.

(.t) Primary system hcut sink (i.e., the secondary sptem).

(5) Containment integrity.
,

(6) Primaryspteminventory.

All 17 sequences in the Zion PRA represent a threat to some of the critical ufety functions. Other events that would .
also pose a threat to the safety functions are pressurized thermal shock (PTS), anticipated transient withont scram
(ATWS), and steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).

A.I.4 Threats to Safety Systems

Each of the 17 sequences in the Zion PRA poses a threat to safety systems. The PRA sequences represent the
combination of failures of a number of safety systems. Some events involving the failures of support systems also
represent a threat to safety systems,i.e., failure of CCW or SWS. station blackout, and SGTR. In addition, seismic
events, fires, and internal flooding threaten safety systems.

A.3 NUREG/CR-5856
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A.2 ERG Coverage of the Critical Accident SN1uences

A,2.1 Methodology

Critical accident sequences were identified in NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 7. Anahsis of Core Damace Frequency frcs
Internal Events: 7,on Unit 1. Each sequence was analyzed to determine what components and systems were affec:ed
(in many cases this was inc!aded in the PRA). The Westinghouse Owner's Group ERGS were analyzed to determine if
they provided information and direction to adequately handle or at least provide some help in responding to the
critical accident sequences. The Westinghouse ERGS contain both event- and safety function. based guidelines, and
both types were included in the analysis. The event-based guidelines have EXLy.z numbering; the safety function-
based guidelines have fly.z numbering (where X represents various letters and y and z represent various numbers)

The analysis showed that the ERGS provide significant guidance. particularly for those sequences that have a large
human erro.r component (such as segeences Z-2 and Z-3) This i3 not sm prising; since the ERGS provide guidance for
ihe developmerit of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs), which, by definition, specify appropriate operator
actions in various situations and scenarios. In addition to the PRA sequences summari/cd below, there are other

cents (e g., SGTR, ATWS, and FrS) that also represent threats to public safety, safety fenetions and safety systems.
These n :ats are identified in Sections A.I.2 through A.I.4. For these threats, the ERGS contain specific guidance.

A.2.2 Summary of ERG Guidance for Each of the Sequences in the Zion PRA

Sequence Z-1 (Loss of CCW)
'

s

The Function Restoration (FR) Proecdures FR-Cl and FR-C2 de;l wim inadequate core cooling and degraded core
cooling. The guidance in these procedures is limited to attempts to restore systems that will proside coolant to the
core. The only steps that would tempor .rtv prov de a limited amount of coolant are those for depressurizing and
injecting the coolant into the vessel frorn One M accumulators. At this point the FR Procedt.res exit la the evem-based
procedure, E-1, LOS3 GF REAC TOR OR SECONDARY COOLING. No additiona! hcip was found in this
procedure.

Sequence 7,2 (Small-break LOCA and high.preasure recirculation failure) .

Both FR Procedures and Optimal Recoseiy Guidelines (ORGs),which are the event-based guidehnes, provide steps
to reestablish high-pressure safety injection (HPSI). .

'

Sequence Z-3 (Large-break LOCA and low-pressure recirculation faihire)

The ERGS contain steps to establish and verify low-pressure injection. Although these steps do not explicitly state that
*

. the operators shoukt ensure that the suction valves are in the praper position, steps can be taken to initiate injection
,

by the LPI system.

Sequence Z-4 (Medium-break LOCA and low-pressure recirculation failure)

Same as sequence Z.3.

Sequence Z-5 (Loss of AC power, failure of AFW, failure of feed and bleed,
and power not recovered in I h)

NURLG/CR-5856 A.4
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Guidelines for loss of all AC power are contained in Section ECA-RO of the ERGt. We guidelines rely on the ability
to reestablish AFW or, failing that, to deptessutire and use feed and bleed. No gukbnce is given for the c(mditions in
this accident sequence.

Sequence Z-6 (Large-break LOCA and LP) failure)

As is the ccc with other sequences in which the primary factor cuntributing to the probability of the sequence is
human error, the ERGS provide steps to initiate the system required (i.e., tric LPI system) ne ERGS contain steps
for dealing with a large-break LOCA (ERG E-1), and these would be elfertive once LPI were testored. The actual
testing of MOW and the proper lineup for the MOW af ter testing should be contained in a normal operating
procedure or a surveillance procedure.

Sequence Z-7 (Loss of AC power, failure of AW.failcre of feed and bleed,
.

and power not recusered in 8 h)

Sequence Z 8 (Loss of AC power, temporary loss of CCW a nd SWS, power and,
systems restored between I and 4 h, but not before core damage occun);

Sequence Z-9 (Loss of AC power, per.uanent loss o' SWS and CCW) y'

J Guidelines for loss of powei are contained in Section ECA-0.0 of the ERGS. Ilowever, the ERGS do not provide
guidance for the combination of conditions described in these three sequencas.

Sequence Z-10 (Loss of power, loss of CCW and SWS, power not restoicd in 8 h)
.

This sequence results in both core damage and a severe challenge to containment. He ERGS do not provide any help
in dealing with the loss of all component cooling and senice water systems. Likewise, the ERGS provide no guidance

! for dealing with maintaining containment integrity without sprays and cooling fans. Presumably plant AOPs provide
guidance for response to loss of AC power, CCW, and SWS.

Sequence Z-11 (Loss of AC power, temporary loss of CCW and SWS, power and systems
restored between 4 and 8 h, but not before core damage occurs)

Sequence Z-12 (Imss of offsite power and partial failure of emergency AC
power, permanent loss of SWS, and power not recovered in 8 h)

nequence Z-13 (less of offsite power and partian failure of emi gency AC power, loss-

of SWS, containment fans failed, and power not restored in 8 h)

Guidelines for loss of power are contained in Section ECA-0.0 of the ERGS. However, the ERGS do not provide
guidance for the combination of conditions described in these three sequences.

Sequence 744 (Interfacing svsvms 1 ora)

ERG ECA 1.2,1,0CA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT, provides procedural guidance for actions to identify and isolate
a LOCA outside conts.inmerit. The major action categories in ECA-L2 are:

A.5 NUREO;CR 5856
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(1) Verify proper valw alignment.
(2) Identify and isolate brtak
(3) Verify that the break is isolated.

If the operator succeeds in isolating the LOCA, c(mtrol transfers to LRG E-1, LOSS OF REACTOR OR
SECONDARY COOLANT;if the LOCA cannot be isolated, then control transfers to ECA-1.1, LOSS OF
EMERGENCY COOLANT RECIRCULATION, since there will not be any inventory in the containm 'nt sump to
provide recirculation capability. Diagnosing the interfacing LOCA, identifying the h> cation, and isolatu.g the break
are difficult tasks, and the ERGS provide only minimal guidance.

Sequence Z-15 (Ins of DC bus 112, failure of AC bus 148, and failure of AFW)

ERG E4 REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION, and ECA-0.0, LOSS OF ALL AC POWER, protide m

guidance on switching from normal to both emergency AC and DC buses gisen loss of main and auxiliary feedwater. p
ne ERGS contain guidance in a number of places on the oneration of PORVs.

Sequence Z-16 (Ins of AC power and permanent loss of SWS)

No ERG guidance is available beyond handling the initial power failure and subsequerd loss of SW and CCW. As AC
power is not restored before 4 h, an RCP seal LOCA occurs and coolant continues to be lost with no guidance that will
prevent core damage. Recovery of AC power within 8 h results in containment success. -

Sequence Z-17 (Loss of AC power, CCW failure, and power not restored in 8 h)

Guidelines for loss of power are contamed in Section ECA-0.0 of the ERGS. However, the ERGS do not provide
guidance for the combination of conditions desenbed in this sequence.

A.3 ERG Coverage of"A" Strategies

he "A' strategies were studied extensively by Brookhaven National Laboratory and Pacific Northwest Laboratory
during FY 1984. The results of this study are documented in NUREG/CR-5474, Assessment of Candidate Accident '

Manacervent Stratecies. This section uses the strategy numbering system of NUREG/CR 5474 and evaluates the
extent to which the Westinghouse ERGS cover the proposed strategies.

Strategy 2.1 (Reduce Containment Spray Flow Rate to Conserve Water for Core It jection)

ERG ECA-1 1, LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT RECIRCULATION, prosides for ter minating flow to
c(mtainment sprays and throttling core injection flow to conserve refuelmg water storage tank (RWST) invet tory, in
Mtuations in which the operators cannot establish recirculation flow. The same ERG also provides for the use obil
available fan coolers to reduce the need for containment spray.

Strategy 2.2 (Enable Early Detection, Isolation, or Otherwise Mitigate the Effects of an Interfacing Systems
LOCA)

The Section A.2 evaluation of Sequence Z-14 describes the ERG coverage of the interfacing systerns LOCA.

Strategy 23.2 (Refill Refueling Water Storaye Thnk with Borated Water)

NUREG/CR 58% AL
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Step 2 of ERG ECA 1.1, LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT RECIRCULATION, requires the operator to add -
rnakeup to the RWST to extend the time it can be used as a suction source. The ERG notes that details of makeup :

water sources will be plant specific, but the reactor makeup water control system and the spent fuel pit cooling system
E would be typical sources. +

_
. Strategy 2A (Ensure Appropriate Recirculation Switchover and Manual Intervention Upon Failure of Automatic

Switchoser),

[ ERG E 1, LOSS OF REACTOR OR SECONDARY COOLAbrf and ES-l. TRANSFER TO HOT LEG '

{1
RECIRCULATION, contain steps to establish and verify recirculation. ECA- 1.1, LOSS OF EMERG ENCY ,

COOLANT RECIRCULATION, contains steps for manual establishment of recirculation,
I '

d The ERG ECA-1.1 gives detailed guidance on response to a failure to estantish recirculation 110w. It is entered from:
'

f-

1. ERG E 1, LOSS OF REACTOR OR SECONDARY COOLANT, Step 12.which requires venfication of the
capability to use cold leg recirculation flow. However, a note in Step 12 specifics that verification implies

*

verifying the availability of the required equipment and not its proper alignment.
, :-
;

L 2. ES-1.3, TRANSFER TO COLD LEO RECIRCULATION, Step 3, which requires alignment of the safety
i'~ injection system for recirculation.

3. ES 1.2, LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT, Step 3. requires transfer to EDA-1.1 if the LOCA outsice
containment cannot be isolated (in this case, * appropriate' recirculation switchover is not to switch ovet, since

- there is no inventory in the containment sump).- [

. Strategy 2.5 (Ensure Adequate Plant Heat Removal Capability by Emergeng Connection (s) of Exhting or '

Alternate Mter Sources)

ECA 1.1, Step 16, instructs the operator to try to add water to the RCS from an alternate source. The ERG notes that
the possible alternate sources will be plant-specific and offers the reactor makeup water control systern, delivered using
the normal charging pumps and the centrifugal charging pumps (i.e., the safety-related charging pumps), as a ty pical

, ; alternate source.

- There are steps in E-I that have non-specific guidance to use non-safety related pumps and coolant sourcesJ No
specific guidance on the use of sources such as rivers, takes, or reservoirs was found in the ERGS,

'

LStrategy 3.2.1 - (Enable Emergency Bypass or Change of Protective Trips for In.jection Pumps)-

~ No ERG steps specifically implementing this strategy were found, but it is consistent with guidance to operate the
|RCPs in situations requiring them to protect the core, even though the normal support conditions for RCP operation
are not met.-

,

Strategy 3.3.2 - (Use Non-$afety Related Cnarg:ng Pumps for Core injection)-
. .

.

.

: ECA 1.1, Step 16, instructs the operator to try to add water to RCS from an alternate source, The ERG notes that the -
possible ahernate sources will be plant specific and offers the reactor makeup water control system, delivered using the

,

,

(< A.7 NUREG/CR-5856
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normal charging pumps (which are non-safety-related) and the centrifugal charging pumps (i c., the safety related
' charging pumps),as 4 typical alternate source. ERG E-l makes reference to switching to alternative means if charging
. pumps are not running. The operator is then directed to " plant specific information" for means of reestablishing

*

.- necessary charging flow,
'

i

Strategy 3.4 ' (Use Alternate Seal Injection (e.g, Hydrotest Pump) When Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling is
'

Lost) _-}
t

No ERG guidance implementing this proposed strategy was found. The general approach taken in the ERGS to loss- h
of RCP seal cooling is to trip the RCPs, secure the seal cooling sptem block valves, attempt to cool dow n the RCS,

,

and exercise extreme care when reestablishirig seal caoling flow in order to prevent damage to Ihe RCP by thermal
siresses. Most causes of seal cooling failure (11., k>ss of AC power, loss of CCW, a nd loss of SW) would affect
alternate sources of seal cooling also.

,

Strategy 3.5 -(Use Condensate F umps or Startup Feedwater Pumps for Steam Generator injection)

ERG FR.H.1, RESPONSETO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK, Step 2.dnstructs the operator to attempt to
establish AFW Dor to one steam genera!q (SG). If that is unsuccessful. Steps 5 and 7 direct the operator to try to
estaNish SO 6ced now using the h!FW pumps (Step 5) or the condensate pumps (Step 7).

,

Strategy 4.1 - (Conserve Battery Capability by Shedding Non Essential I.nads)

= ERG ECA-0.0, LOSS OF ALL ' C POWER, Step 14, directs the operator to conserNe DC power hy shedding non-
essential DC loads as soon as practical.

. Use Portahle Battery Chargers or Other Power Sources to Recharge S_tation Be teries) ECA.D.0, Stepo Strategy 4.2 -- (
14, also states " consideration should ebo be given to securing a portable diesel powered battery
charger to ensure DC power availability /'

Strategy 43 (Enable Emergency Replenishment of the Pneumatic Spoply for Safety Related Air Operated
Components)

iERG ECA G 1, LOSS OF ALL AC POWER RECOVERY WITHOUT Si RE' QUIRED, makes reference to
determining the availability of instrument air and loading an air compressor if necessaryt ;

cStrategy 4) . - (Enable Emergency Bypass or Change of Protective Trips for Emergency Diesel Generators)

ECAAO, Step 7, directs the operator to dispatch personnel to locally restore AC power using piam-specific .

procedures. The ERG has no explicit recomn.endation to bypass or change DG protective trips.

Strategy 4.5 ' (Enable Emergency Crossne of AC Power Between 'Evo Units or to an 04. site Gas Turbine

Generator),

No reference was found for this strategy in the ERGS.

Strategy 4.7 ~(Use Diesel-Driven Firewater Pump for ... Steam Generator injection or Containment Sprajs)
':

<
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ERG FR H.1, RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK, directs the operator to try to re.estah|ish feed
| Dow to one SG using the AFW system, the MFW system,or the condensate system (in that order). No mention was

found of the possibility of using the diesel-driven firewater pump for SG feed flom

Strategy 5.1 (Reopen Main Steam isolation Valves and 'Ibrbine Bypass Yahes to Regain the Main Condenser as a
He-at Sink)

ERO FR-H.1, RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK, Steps 5 and 7, and E-1, LOSS OF
REACTOR OR SECONDARY COOLANT, mention attempts to establish SG coolant flow, using first the MFW
system and tiien the Condensate system, but no specific reference is made to attempting to establish a 00w h>op by
manually opening the main steam isolation valve (s) (MSIV) or turbine bypass salves (TBVs).

St rategy 6.1 (Provide Additional Supply of Borated Makeup \Wter for Long-Term Accident Control)

ERG FR S.1, RESPONSE TO NUCLEAR POWER GENER ATION/ATWS, Note on Step 13 directs the operator
to continue boration to obtain adequate shutdown margin during subsequent actions. Furthermore,"boration should
continue by other means,if possible? Other than this step, there is no apparent guidance for securing additional or
alternate sources of borated water,

a

A.9 NUREG/CR-5856
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Westingliouse Ice Condenser Containment - Sequoyali

Critical accident sequences for an ice condenser plant were determined using the information contained in a number
of NUREG/CR reports supporting the development ofNUREG-1150. Dese reports document the probabilistic risk
assesstaent performed on Sequoyah Unit 1. They include (with abbreviated titles):

NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 5 - Core Damage Frequency from Internal Events,
NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 2 - Severe Accidern Risks and the Potential fos

i .

Risk Reduction.
NUREG/CR-4700, Vol.2 - Containment Event Analysis for Postulated

| Severe Accidents.

Additionalinformation was inferred from the emergency procedures guidelines in the Westinghouse Owners Group
Emergency Response Guidelines (High-Pressure Version), Revision 1, September 1,1983. Sequoyah is one of the

| Westinghouse "high-pressure" plants; that is,it has a safety-related, fully qualified, charging system availabic to inject
water in accideats where the RCS pressure stays cear the relief valve setpoints.

B.1 Critical Accident Sequences

B.I.1 Core Melt Risk

Eight accident _ sequences account for approximately 93% of the core melt risk calculated in the NUREG-1150 PRA
. for the sequoyah plant, as reported in NUREG/CR-4550, W1. 5:

S-1 ' S2H - A small-break LOCA followed by failure of core injection in the recirculation phase. E'ectrical power2

and containment heat removal and spray are availabic The major contributing cause of this accident is operator
failure to switch over to recirculation flow. His sequence accounts for 34% of the core melt risk and leads to
high pressure failure of the RPV.

S-2 Tec w. Failure of the CCW system, which leads eventually to a reactor coolant pump seal LOCA and failure of
emergency iujertion and containment spray. Electrical power is av:'ilable, but neither containment heat removal
nor coratainment spray function are. The major contributing cause of this accident is commun cause tailure of.
the CCV/ pumps. This sequence accounts for 31% of the core melt risk and leads to late, high pressure failure of

. the RPV and late containment failure.

S-3 S H - A small-break LCCA,followed by failure of the low pressure recirculation system (i.e., failure of the low2 3
head pumps,which take water from the containment sump and deliver it to the suction header of the high-head
recirculation pump, or failure of the associated valves). Electrical power and con:ainmet:' heat removal and
spray are available. This sequence accounts for 11% of the core melt risk and leads to high pressure failure of
the RPV with successful functioning of containment systems.

B.I NUREG/CR-5856
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S-4 S H F-This is sequence S-3 followed by failure of amtainment spray. Elecuical power is available, but neither7 3
containment heat removal not contaimnent spray are. The major cause of this sequence is common cause
failure of low-pressure rcetrculation and containment spray (in recirculation mode). This sequeme accounts for
9% ofine core melt risk and leads to high pressure failure of the RPV and late failure - Icontainment.,

,

S-5 T D WD F- This is a station blackout, causing an RCP seal LOCA (due to loss of seal cooling and seal injec-3 3 3

tion flow). Because of the less of all AC power, core injection, containment heat removal, and containment
spray are not available. The cause of this sequence is the initialloss of offsite power transient, followed by inde
pendent or ct ,mc ause failure of the emergency AC power system. This sequence accounts for 3.3% of the
core melt risk and 1 cads to a late, high pressure failure of the RPV and late containment lailure.

S-6 S H - An intermediate-break LOCA, followed by loss of high. pressure recirculation flow. This ! cads to ang 2 '

inability to inject water into the core during the recirculation phase, causing a core melt. Unlike the previous
five sequences, howewr, the RPV is expected to be at low pressure by the time core melt has progrosed to the
point of RPV breach for this sequence. Electrical power, containment heat remou!,and t ont unment spray are
available. The major contributing cause is operator failure to switch over to recirculation flow. Thb scquence
accounts for 1.9% of the core melt risk and leads to a low pressure tailure of the RPV with succewful function-
ing of containment systems.

S-7 Toc L P Loss of DC bus 1, followed by independent failures in the AFW system (the low of the DC busi 3

causes failure of one of the PORVs). Loss of AFW requires feed & bleed cooling, w hich tails because only ene
PORV is available. Electrical power is available, except for the failed DC bus, as are contamment heat removal
and containment spray, De major contributor to this sequence is the initiating loss of DC bus. Ttus sequence
accounts for 1.37c of the core melt risk and leads to an early, high pressure failure of the RPV wim successful
functioning of the containment sptems.

S-8 Tna L P -loss of DC bus 11. The rest of the description of this sequence is idenucal to that for sequence S.'3 i

B.1,2 Public Misk

Sequences important from the public risk standpoint for Sequoyah include S-2, S-4, S-5, and the following sequences: -

Intermediate- or large. break LOCA folhwed b3 ailure of the ice condenser system. Containn4cnt will failS.9 f
because of the failure of the ice condenser. Because of flashing in the sump, sore injection ruay failin the rectr-
culation phase of the accident. NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 5 assigns a conditional probability :: R 13 that core
rectreulation fails given containment lail.re, NUREG/CR-4$$1, Vol. 2, revn wers assigned probabihttes in Ihe
range from 0 0310 0.4 to failure of core heat removal due to containment failure.

S-10 - Event V (interfacing sysicm LOCA) followed by additional failures resulting in cote damage ikcause of the
LOCA ouNde containment, containment is already breached at tne time ofinitianon af core damage.

S-11 SGTR fellowed by additional failures resulting in core damage. As with sequence S 10, containment is already
breached at initiation of core damage.

,

NUREG:CR-5X56 5.2
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B.I.3 Challenges to Safety Functio:Is

The safety functions defined in the Westinghouse ERGS (High Pressure Version) are:

(1) Reactor subcriticality.

(2) Core cooling.

(3) RPV integrity.

(4) Primary system heat sink (i.e., the secondary system),

(5) Containment integrity.

(6) Primary system inventory.

All of the enumerated sequences, resulting in core damage and perhaps containment failute, involve challenges to one
or more safety functions. Other sequences that challenge safety functions are:

S-12 PTS challenges RPV integrity.

S.13 Excessive heat transfer hom primary splem to the secondary system due to shell. side depressurization chal.
lenges reactor subcriticality, RPV integrity, and eventually other safety functions S-14 Loss of SG heat sink chal.
tenges the primary sptem inventory and core cooling safety functions.

515 Pressurizer nooding (i.e., solid primary coolant system) chal!enges primary sptem and RPV integrity,

ATWS challenges the reactor subcriticality, RPV integrity, and care cooling safety functions.S-16

B,1.4 Threats to Safety Systems

Each of the 16 sequences developed above poses a threat to one or more safety systems. The PRA sequences all
involve the failure of one or more safety systems, in addition to the developed sequences, seismic events, fhes, and
internal ficoding all threaten safety systems.

The most significant threat to safety systems is the station blackout, sequence S-5, since it eliminates all safety injection
(except for the accumulators), the charging pumps, containment spray and heat removal, RCP seal injection and seal
cooling two trains of AFW, all pumps, and all MOVs.

Another significant accident sequence for Sequoyah is the 104 of CCW seque nce S-2,w hich causes the eventual loss of
all safety injection, the charging pumps, the RCP seals, containment spray, and containment heat removal.

A fmal sequence posing a threat to safety systems b:

S-17 loss of the service water systern,cauaing the loss of room cooling, loss of cooling for the AFW pump motors,and
loss of shell-side now in the heat exchangers for the CCW and containment spray (in the recirculation mode).

NUREG/CR-5856B3
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B.2 ERG Coverage of the Critical Accident Sequences

- Sequence $-1 (Small-break LOCA with loss of recirculation phase injection)

Emergency Response Guideline E-1 describes how to respond to a small- break LOCA including possible repressuri-
zatica of the RCS tecause the safety injection flow is excessive or the SG heat sink is lost. ERG ES-1.3 governs the

,

transfer to recirculation core injection when the RWST tank has reached the switchover setpoint. ES-1,3 has six steps; 1

Caution 1 for Step 1 notes that Steps 1 through 3 must be done as quickly as possible, because of the limited amount of l
water in the RWST below the switchover setpoint. ERG ECA- 1.1, LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT REClR- !
CULATION, provides guidance in the event of loss of recirculation phase safety injection. It gives three possible |symptoms ofloss of recirculation flow: '

(1) Loss (failure to open) of ooth sump recirenlarion isolation valves.<

E

'(2) Loss (failure to start) of both low-head SI pumps.
L

(3) Inadequate sump inventory due to LOCA outside containment or depletion of RWST without a
corresponding increase in sump level.

'
There is no clear indication how the operator will find his/her way to ECA 1.1 if the loss of emergeng rceirculation is
due to operator failure to switch over when required. ECA 1.1 has five major action categories:

(1) Continue attempts to restore emergeng coolant recirculation.

(2) Increase / conserve RWSTlevel.

' (3) Try to add makeup to RCS from an alternate source.
.

(4) Depressurize SGs to cool down and depressurize RCS.
1

(5)' Maintain RCS heat removal.

Recommendations supporting Action 2 include eliminating unnecessary containmeni spray and Ihrottling safety inlec-
' tion ikwv. The only alternate source suggested is the normal plant water control system with injection via the charging
pumps. The 24 steps of ECA-1.1 pnwide relatively detailed guidance for the operator facirm tem of r< ire att P%tion Dow.

L Seqmace S-2 (Loss of component cooling water)

Although the Reference Plant Dese;iption recognizes the importance of the CCW system, there is no direct guidance
in the ERGsfor tecponse to Loss of CCW. Presumably, each plant has Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOPs)
instructing the operator on response to a loss of CCW The functional ERGS FR-C.1, RESPONSE TO
INADCQUATE CORE COOLING, and I'R-C.2, RESPONSE TO DEG RADED CORE COOLING, provide three,' major actionsi

_ (1) Reinitiatitm of high-pr%sure safety injection (which w|Il not work in this case).
|

(2) Rapid secondarydepressurization (which might help temporarily).
[. (-

NUREG/CR-5856 IB.4 '
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i
o .
(3)' RCP restan and/or opening pressurizcr PORVs (which also might help temporarily);

- Sequence S-3 (Small-break LOCA with loss oflow head recirculation trains)
-

_

The evaluation given for ERG coverage of sequence S-1 applies here also.
.

Scquence S-4 (Sequence S-3 with loss of containment spray)

The evaluation given for ERG coverage of sequence S-1 applies here with the added note that Step 4 of ECA 1.1
' requires the operator to start both the normal and emergency fan coolers,which will provide some containment heat

*
'

removal and steam condensation.

Sequence S-5 (Station blackout) :

The ERGS ECA-0.0, ECA-0.1, and ECA-0.2 address loss of all AC power, both when safety injection is required and
..when it is notc. Westinghouse states that these guidelines specifically nddreas the generic aspects of items a, e, f, and g

_

of NRC Generic Letter 81-04, * Emergency Procedures and 'D'aining for Station Blackout". The three guidelines run to .|g
about 250 pages.

'

'

i-
' ECA-0.0 has five major action categories:'

L l (1) Perform immediate actions; i.e., checking RCS isolation, verifying secondary heat sink.
.

'

,- (2) Restore AC power.
.( ..

(3) Maintain plant conditions for optimal recovery. .-

=

' ((4) Evaluate the energized AC emergency bus (after recovery of emergeng AC).
.

-

,

( . .. ..

;(5) Select appropriate recovery guideline after reatoration of AC power.
_

' The guidelines note 10 to 15 key operations involving proposed local (i.e., outside the control room) operator actions
: that utilities must evaluate based on plant-specific constraints such as availability and accessibility of equipment, per.
|sonnel available for in-plant operations, communications capabilities, and personnel safety.-

mep $ of FCA fl0 instructs the operators to take actions to restore emergency AC power from the control room. Step --

7 requires local operator actions to restore emergency AC power. The ERGS provide no guidance when evaluation of
the loss of offsite power and the loss of emergency AC nggests that none of these actions are likely to be successful in

y tiriely manner. If the station blackout proceeds to com camage,it continues to be imperative to restore AC power.
Most plausible mitigative actions during the in-vessel phne of a i ore melt require AC power.

'

|
k

' Sequence S-6 (Intermediate-break LOCA with failure of high-head recirculation)"

The evaluation of ERG coverage given for sequence S-1 applies here.

Sequences S-7 and S-8 (Loss of vital DC bus)

f B.5 NUREG/CR 5856
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Re ERGS provide no direct guidance for this sequence. Presumably, the plant AOPs provide guidance for the loss of
vital support systems.

Sequence S.9 (Intermediate-break,or larger, LOCA with failure of the ice condenser)

This sequence challenges containment integrity because the (clean) steam and water (and no hydrogen) trom the break
may overpressurize the containment. The functional ERG FR-Z.1, RESPONSE TO HIGH CONTAINMENT
PRESSURE, specifies the following major action categories:

(1) Verify containment isolation and heat removal.
(2) Check for and isolate faultcd steam generator.
(3) Check for excessive containment hydrogen and determine appropriate action.

_

Action 3 is not relevant to this sequence (at least, not until cladding damage occurs). Actions 1 and 2 may mitigate this*

sequence, depending on the size and location of the break and the extent of the ice condenser failure.

Sequence S-10 (Esent V with additional failures leading to core damage)

ERG ECA-1.2, LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT, provides procedural guidance for actions to identify and isolate
a LOCA outside containment. The major action categories in ECA-L2 are:

(1) Verify proper valve alignment.
(2) Identify and isolate break-
(3) Verify that the break is isolated.

If the operator succeeds in isolating the LOCA, control transfers to ERG E-1, LOSS OF REACTOR OR SECON-
DARY COOLANT, if the LOCA cannot be isolated, then control transfers to ECA-1.1, LOSS OF EMERGENCY
COOLANT RECIRCULATION, since these will not be any insentory in the containmcrt sump to provide recircusa-
tion capability. Diagnosing the interfacing LOCA, identifying the location, and isolating the break are dilficult tasu,
and the ERGS provide only minimal guidance.

Sequence S-11 (SGTR with additional failures leading to core damage)
-

Guidance for responding to an SGTR is provided by ERGS E-3. STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE; ES-3.1,
POST-SGTR COOLDOWN USING BACKFILL; ES 3.2, POST-SGTR COOLDOWN USING BLOWDOWN,
ES-33. POST-SGTR COOLDOWN USING STEAM DUMP; ECA-3.1, SGTR WITH LOSS OF REACTOR

~ CCCL.CC IU3CO Ci " 'ECOCFJi CI ;;i'ZD, CCJ '.2,;CTE 7Ji~~H ~5; QRZ.iTOR COOLui- *

SATUR ATED RECOVERY DESIRED, and ECA-33, SGTR WITHOUT PR3SSURIZER PRESSURE
CONTROL The guidance is extensive; the seven ERGS run to approximately 750 pages.

The major action categories in ERG E-3 are:

(1) Identify and isolate ruptured SG(s).

(2) Cool down to establish RCS subcooling margm.

(3) Depressurize RCS to restore inventory.

(4) Terminate safety injection to stop primary-to-secondary leakage.

4
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(5) Prepare for cooldown to a ccM shutdown condition.

Although they provide adequate guidance for terminating the SGTR with the plant in a safe condition, these ERGS, as
all the others, are success- oriented and do not say much about mitigation of accident sequences in which additional
failures have led to the initiation of core damagc.

Sequence S-12 (PTS challenging .,PV integrity)

The functional ERGS FR P.1, RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK CONDITION,
and FR P.2, RESPONSETO ANTICIPATED PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK CONDITION, provide
guidance for the management of overcooling conditions and over-pressurization at low temperatures.

Sequence S-13 (Excessive heat removal from the primary sptem)
-

The functional ERGS FR-P.1, RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK CONDITION,
and FR-P2, RESPONSE TO ANTICIPATED PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK CONDITION, provide
guidance for the management of overcooling conditions and oser-pressurization at low temperatures.

9

Sequer:ce S-14 (Loss of secondary heat sink) i

The functional ERGS, FR-H.1, RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK; FR-H.2, RESPONSE TO
STEAM GENERATOR OVERPRESSURE; FR-H3, RESPONSE TO STEAM GENERATOR HIGH LEVEL; -

FR-HA, RESPONSE TO LOSS OF NORMAL STEAM RELEASE CAPABILITIES; FR-H.5, RESPONSE TO
STEAM GENERATOR LOW LEVEL, provide responses to a variety of events threatening immediate or incipient
loss of secondary heat sink.

Sequence S-15 (Pressuriier flooding)

The functional ERG FR 1.1, RESPONSE TO HIGH PRESSURIZER LEVEL, provides guidance for the event of
pressuriter level increasing and incipient solid primary sptem.

Sequence S-16 (ATWS)
-

De functional ERGS FR-S.1, RESPONSE TO NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION /ArWS, and FR.S.2,
RESPONSE TO LOSS OF CORE SHUTDOWN, guide the operator in responding to ATWS conditions.

L. p a 1 C ( L m J A;; ic wn;c;) m

The ERGS provide no guidance on operator response to loss of service water.

11.3 ERG Coverage of the "A" Strategies

Since the same Westinghouse Emergency Response Guides (High Pressure sersion) apply to Sequoyah as Zion, mfor-
mation about ERG coverage of the "A" Strategies can be found in Section A3.

FL7 NUREG/CR-5856
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Coinbustion Engineering Large, Dry Containment - Calvert Cliffs 1

Critical accident sequences for a Combustion Engineering (CE) large, dry containment plant, were determined mainly
from the information contained in NUREGiCR-3511, interim Reliability Eva.luation Program: Analysis of the Calvert
Cliffs Unit i Nuclear Power Plant, Volume 1. Main Report. The degree of coverage of these critical sequences and of
the *A strategies by the CE EPGs was determined by reviewing CEN-152, Combustion Engineering Emergency Proce-
dures Guidelines, Rev. 3.

. _ _

C.1 Critical Accident Sequences

C.1.1 Core Melt Rish

NUREGiCR.3511 cites the following accident sequences as dominating the CaNert Cliffs-1 (CC-1) core melt fre-
quency. Many of these sequencu are impacted by the low shutolf head of the CC-1 IIPI pumps (1275 psia), which
causes feed and bleed cooling to faH in many high-pressure accident situations.

C-1 ATWS(PSF) - An ATWS occurs that leads to primary spiem failure. This sequence is considered likely to
lead to containment failure from overpressure and/or hydrogeti burn. This sequence contributes 20% of the
core melt frequency and leads to early RPV failure and early containment failure.

Tge- Failure of DC bus 11 causes a trip of the plant, failure of tha power comersion sptem, failure of AFWC-2
pump 13,and degradation cf the safety sptems. Tne plant scrams successfully, but AFW faits subsequently
due to additionalindependent failures. With no secondary heat sink, core inventory boils oft through the
PO.tVs. Containment fails due to overpressure or a hydrogen burn. This sequence contributes 16% of the
core melt frequency and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV and early ctmtainment failure. ,

-

S;l1 - Small.small. break 1.OCA followed by successful scram, AFW operation, and 11 PSI operation. WhenC.3
the refueling water tank depletes and switchover occurs, high-pressure safety recirculation fails leading to core
uncovery and core melt. Containment systems succeed and cool containment _ carly on, bt.t containment fails
due to oserpressure or hydrogen burn. This sequence contributes 11% of the total CMF and leads to early,
high pressure RPV failure and early containment failure.

S;FH - Same as sequence C4 with the additional failure of the containment sprays in the recirculation mode.C--!
The core melts due to lack of recirculation phase makeup; the cont /linment fan coolers provide some contain-
ment cooling, but containment fails due to hydrogen burn and/or overpressure. This sequence contributes 9%
of total core melt risk and leads to early, high pressure RPV failure and early cimtainment failure.

T;1 Imss of the power consersion system (PCS) causes a piant trip,which is followed by an independent lossC.S
of AFW The reactor scrams successf ully and containment syt.tems work,but feed & bleed cooling fails due to

C.1 NIIREG/CR.SS56
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the low head of the llPI pumps RCS inventory boih oli through the PORVs and Ilie core mcits. Contain-
ment fails due to hydrogen burn and/or overpressure. This se41uence contributes 6% of the CMF and leads to
an early, high pressure tailure of the RPV and early failure of containment.

C4 T KU/T KQ/T KU/T KO - These sequences involve a transient with failure to scram followed by either fail,4 4 3 3

ure of boration or a stuck open PORV. The core melts, because power continues to be generated or because
pressure stays too high for successfulllPSI makeup to the RCS. Containment fails by hydrogen burn and/or
overpressure. These sequences contribute 13% of the total CMF and leads to early, high ptessure failure of
the RPV and early failure of containment,

a
C-7 T ML - A transient is followed by loss of the PCS and AFW systems. The reactor scrams and containment sys.4

tems function. Because of the loss of secondary heat sink, the RCS boils off through the PORVs and core
_

n. cit ensues. Containment fails eventually due to hydrogen burn or overpressure. This sequence contributes
5% of the CMF and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV and early or eventual failure of
containment.

C-8 T OD*CC - Loss of offsite power followed by a transient. induced LOCA; AFW works but HPSI and the con-i

tainment systems fail. The core melts due to lack of RCS m keup; containment is expected to lail due to over-
,

pressure. This sequence contributes 4% of the total CMF and leads to early, high pressure failure of the RPV
and early containment failure.

C-9 T l- Loss of offsite power followed by failure of AFW. Because of the loss of seconr .6 hem tink the 4CSi

boils off through the PORVs. Containment faih due to oserpressure and'er hydrop mun.. Ttai sequenoe
accoimts for Wo of the CMF and leads to early, high pressure fai:ure of the RPV and esesuaal fatic v
containment.

C-10
SBO - Station blackout followed by successful operation of the turbine drisen AFW pump's) until battery
depletion some 4 h into the accident. RCS boiloff causes core melt; becaos of the ruie. Mackout no con-
tainment systems are available. Containment fails from overpressure. This terueu e ammms for 3% of the
CMF and leads to late, high pressure failure of the RPV and late failure of co., darnent.

C-11 T ML - A transient requiring pressure reliefis followed by kos of the K , and i FJ. The reactor scrams and3 ~

containment systems succeed. IJass of secondary heat sink causes boi if of tin RCS through the PORVs.
Containment faib due to hydrogen burn and/or overpressute. This sequmre cort ibutes 1% of the CMF and
leads to early, high pressure faih.re of the RPV and even>ual failure of containment.

C-12
S D' . A small-small-break LOCA followed by loss of HPSI and eve,tual core melt due to no RCS makeup2

during the iniection phase of the accident. Containment synems succeed but containment eventually fails due
to overpressure and/or hydrogen burn. This sequenct exounts for 19 of the CMFand leads to high pressure
failure of the RPV and eventual failure of c tiaintr^ t.

C-13 - T LCC - A loss of offsite power followed by tailure of AFU and the containtrem systems. The RCS inven-3

tory boih off through the PORVs due to lm et she secondary heat inL Comainment fails due to overpres.
sure. This sequence accounts for 1% of th( %t and leads to early, high pressure failuie of the R PV and
esentual failure of containment,

2
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l

C.I.2 Public Risk - |

!

Using data from Thb!c 8.3 of the CC-1 PRA. NUREG/CR-3511, Vol.1, the most significant contributors to public risk
are those sequences dominating the probability of early containment failures leading to large releases.

NUREG/CR-3511 indica.tes that the probability of containment failure due to steu explosion is dominated by two
sequences:

,

C-3, S2H, Small-small break LOCA with loss of recirculation injection.

C-4, S2HF, Sequence C-3 with additional failure of containment spray.

- The probability of early failures due to overpressure or hydrogen burn is dc,minated by five sequences:
l

C-1, ATWS(PCS), ATWS with immediate RPV failure.

C-2,TDCL, Loss of DC bus 11 followed by loss of AFW. '

C-3, S2H, Small-small-break LOCA witn loss of recirculation injection.

C-4, S2HF, Sequence C-3 with additional failure of containment spray.

C-6, miscellaneous ATWS sequences without early RPV failure.

In addition to.the sequences noted above, the following two sequences are considered significant to public risk:

C-14 Event V (interfacing system LOCA) followed by additional fadures resultiiig in core damage.

!

C-15 SGTR followed by additional failures resulting in core damage.'

C.I.3 Challenges to Safety Functions

- In the Combustion Engineering Owners Group EPGs, CEN-152, there are ten safety functicas identified as necessary
to mitigate events and contain radioactivity. These safety functions are divided into four classes as follow 3:

i

(1) Anti-Core Melt Safety Functions.
,,

1

|- (a) Reactivitycontrol. '

|
Ib) RCS inwntory control.

|; (c) RCS pressure control.
k

| ..- . (d) Core Heat Removal.

(e) RCS Heat Removal.

| - C.3 NUREG!CR-5856
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(2) Containment Integrity Safety FuncFons.

(a) Containment isolation.

(b) Containment temperature and pressure control.

(c) Combustible gas control.

. (3) Indirect Radioactivity Release Contro!.

(4) Maintenance of Vital Auxiliaries.

The previously enumerated sequences,all of which result in core damage and perbaps containment failure, involve
challenges to one or more safety functMn3. Other sequences that challenge safety f unctions are:

C-16 PTS challenges RPV integrity.

C-17 - Excessive heat transfer from primary system to the secondarpystem due to SG shcIl side depressuti7ation
challenges reactor subcriticality, RPV integrity, and eventually other safety functions.

C-IS Pressurizer flooding (i.e., solid primary coolant system) challenges primary system and RPV integrity.

C.I.4 Threats to Safety Systems

The most significant threat to safety systems is the station blackout, sequence C-10.11 eliminates all safety injection
(except for the accumulators), the charging pumps, containment spray and heat removal, RCP seal injection and seal
cooling, two trains of AFW, all pumps, and all moter- operated valves.

Also significant for Calvert CUfs is tite loss of DC bus 11, sequence C-2, causing a plant trip, failure of the PCS and the
AFW motor-driven pump 13,with degradation of the safery sptems. Failure of DC bus 21 has similar, although not
quite as serious, conseguences.

Additional sequences threamning safety systems are:

C-19 Failure of service water system train 12 causes loss of main feedwater pump lube oil cooling and condensate
booster pump lube oil cooling, resulting in a plant trip. Safety systems affected by train 12 failure are the con-
tainment air coolers 13 and 14 and DG $2.

C-20' The salt water system provides secondary (shell-side) coobng of the CCW system and the serviu water system
and cooling for the ECCS pump room coolers.

Finally,scismic events, fires, and internal flooding all threaten safety spiems.

C,2 CEN-152 Coverage of the Critical Accident Sequences

The critical accident sequences identified in the preceding section were evaluated to determine if they were adequately
covered by the CEN-152 guidelines. CEN-152 contains Optimal Recovery Guidelines (ORGs) and Functional

NUREG/CR-5856 C4
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|Recovery Guidelines (FRGs). He ORGs are event-based and require operator diagnosis of the event; the FRGs are - 1

symptom. based and are entered if operators oar ut able to diagnose the event or if the appropriate ORG does not suc-
|cessfully manage the event.

This review verified that the generic procedural steps of CEN.152 act to mitigate many of the dominant severe aca
, dents sequences for Calvert Cliffs-1. H_owcver, the introduction to CEN-152 ndes: * guidance for the management i

; . of degraded (nre conditions is not included. There is insufficient analytical base for this gcidance." !q_
i

Maintenance of vital auxiliatics is listed as the last cLiss of safety functions; ho:vever, loss of offsite power was fourth
out of seven items in the dominant sequence list. Also the loss of DC bus 11 (special transient initiator) was third on .
the list his could be construed to imply that not enough httention is placed on maintenance of vital auxiliaries in
CEN-152. In actual practice aintenance of vital auxiliaries is considered immediately after reactivity control and
then concurrently with each safety function. .

A
ff| f , Specific information regarding Ihe coverage of the numbered sequences: (all page .ind section references are from

CEN 152, Rev. 3, unless otherwise indicated)
B
|.
.

L Sequence C 1 (ATWS causing primary system failure)

.. Sequence C-6 (Other ATWS sequences) -

- The CEN-152 Functional Recovery Guideline (FRG) on REACTIVID' CONTROL (pp,10-50 to 10-75) directs the
operator to take the reactor suberitical by aticmpting (in the order given):

(1) Manualinsertion of the control rods. '

- (2) Boration of the RCS using the chemical volume and control system.
I

(3) Boration using the safety injection system.

(4) Control element assembly drive down (manually energize control assemblies ar.d drive them into the core
.| _ using normalcontrol rod insertion mechanisms).

The FRG stresses the importance of continuing to attempt to esiablish staberiticahty.

Sequence C-2 (Loss of DCbus 1I with loss of secondary heat sink)-

Sequence Cd (Loss of secondary heat sink)

Sequence C-7 (loss of secondary heat sink) '
~

'"
Sequence C-9 (Lass of offsite power followed by loss of secondary heat sink)

F ; Sequence C-11 (Transient requiring pressure relief followed by loss of secondary heat sink)

' Sequence C-13 (C-9 with additionalloss of containment systems)

.-

C.5 NUREG!CR-5856
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The EPG on LOSS OF FEEDWATER RECOVERY (pp. 8-1 to 8-20) provides instructions for re establishment of
feedwater flow and appears through the associated safety function status check to be ah!r to lead the operator into set-
ting up feed and bleed coolin;,u hen necessary.

,

Sequence C-3 _(Small-break LOCA with recirculation failure)
.

Sequence C-4 (C-3 with additional containment splay failure)

Sequence C-12 (Small-break LOCA with loss of HPSI)

The EPG on LOCA RECOVERY (pp. 5-110 5-30), Step 45, directs the operator te verify automatic switchover to re-
_

circulation flow ano to manually initiate recirculation if automatic switchoser fails. It provides no guidance in the
event both automaticswitchover and manualinitiation fail. The FRG on containment temperature and pressure con-
trol contains instructions for the use of the containment fan coolers in either normal or emergency mode, but no speci-

e

fic instructions on what to do if containment spray fails.

Sequence C-8 (Loss of offsite power with induced LOCA, followed by HPI and containment systems failures)

CEN-152 provides no generic guidance on the maintenance of vital auxiliaries, indicating instead that plant-specific
guidance is needed. The EPG on recovery of a LOCA and the FRGs are intended to help the operator diagnose and
respond to the inadequate core cooling that results from Ihe failure of the HPI system. i;L

s

Sequence C-10.. (Station blackout) l

CEN 152 provides no explicit guidance for station blackout situations, rather indicating that restoration of vital AC
and DC power require plant- specific actions and criteria. CEN-152 guidelines for LOSS OF FEEDWATER
RECOVERY (Ch. 8) and LOSS OF FORCED CIRCULATION RECOVERY (Ch. 9) both assume availability of
electrical power.

-

Sequence C 14 (Interfacing system LOCA)

The break identifica' ion chart (p. 5-23) provides the logic for identifying a LOCA outside containment; procedural
controlstays with the EPG on recovery of a LOCA(Section 5 of CEN-152). Most ofIhe subsequent steps assume a
break in containment;in particular, Step 46,which initiates the switch over to recirculation flow, does not caution
against initiating recirculation flow when the LOCA is outside containment.

Sequence C-15 (SGTR)

The EPG on recovery of a SGTR (Section 6 of CEN-152) provides specific guidance for this event.

Sequence C-16 (PTS)

Section 1.7.1 of CEN-152 provides guidance on PTS.

NUREG/CR-5856 C.6
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Sequence C-17 (Excessive primary-to-secondary heat transfer)

The EPG on recovery of an excess steam demand event (Section 7 of CEN- 152) provides guidance for these overcool-
ing or steamline btcak events.

,,

Sequence C-18 (Pressurizer flooding)

Most of the ORGs and the FRGs contain specific guidance on the maintenance of appropriate pressurizei level.

5equence C-19 (Failure of scrsice water sptem train 12) Sequence C-20 (Failure of the salt water sptem)
_

CEN-152 contains no guidance on maintenance of vital auxiliaries, indicating that such guidance should be plant-
specific.

C.3 CEN-152 Coverage of the "A" Strategies
.i

Strategy 2.1 (iteduce Containment Spray Flow Rate to Conserve Water for Core injection)

Specific guidance provided only to reduce or terminate flow u[un pressure d' op in containment,

Strategy 2.2 (Enabic Early Detection, Isolation, or Otherwise Mitigate the Effects of an Interfacing Sptems
^ LOCA)

More guidance is needed in the EPG to make the strategv successful. As noted in the Section C.4.2 summary of EPG
coverage of Sequence C 14, the break identification chart provides logic for identifying and interfacing Systems
LOCA, but the EPG ou LOCA RECOVERY (Ch. 5) assumes the break is ijn containment.

Strategy 2.3.2 (Refill Refueling Water Staragelimk with Doratol Water)

Not covered in the EPGs.

Strategy 2.4 (Ensure Appropnate Recirculation Switchover and Manual intervention Upon Failure of
Automatic Switchover)

' EPG guidance is adequate. The LOCA RECOVERY ORO (Ch. 5), Step 46, has the operator:

(1) continuously moriitoring RWTlevel.
-- (2) verifying initiation of recirculation if the level falls to 10%, and

(3) manually initiating recirculation, if necessary.

C.7 NUREG/CR.5856
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Strategy 2.5 (Ensure Adequate Plant lleat Removal Capability by Emergency Connection (s) of Existing or
Alternate %bter Sources)

The EPGs do not provide adequate guidance.

Strategy 3.2.1 (Enable Emergency Bypass or Change of Protective hips for injection Pumps)

The EPGs do not provide adequate guidance.

Strategy 3.3.2 (Use Non-Safety Related Charging Pumps for Core injection) _

EPG guidance is adequate,

I

Strategy 3.4 (Use Alternate Seal Injection (e.g.. Hydrotest Pump) When Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling is
Imst)

The EPGs do not provide any guidanec

,;;rted 4 ("w Candca9+ Pmja or 6tartup Feedwater Pumps for Steam Generator Injection) 2

No guidance is provide for recovery of feedwater using Condensate pumps or Startup Fexdwater Pumps.

Strategy 4.1 (Conserve Battery Capability by Shedding Non-Essential Lnads)

Strategy 4.2 (Use Portable Battery Citargers or Other Power Sources to Recharge Station Batteries)

Strategy 4.3 (Enable Emergency Replenishment of the Pneumatic Supply for Safety Related Air Operated
Componentr)

Strategy 4.4 (EnaNe Emergency Bypass or Change of Protective Trips for Emergency Diesel Generators)

Strategy 4.5 (Enable Emergency Crosstic of AC Power Between Two Units or to an Onsite Gas Turbine
Generator)

CEN-152 provides no guidaace for these five strategies, but rather indicates that plant-specific actions and criteria are
required.

Strategy 4.7 (Use Diesel Driven Fir: water Pump for... Steam Generator injection or Containment Sprays)

The E.PGs do not provide any guidance.
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Stratcry $.1 (Reopen Main Steam isolation Who and hrbine Dypass Whes to Regain the Main ConJernet
as a lical Sink)

Guidance is provided in the CEN 152 LOF guideline, but not in as much depth as in the Combustkm Enrinterjp,;
bhanced Pchnotory Mray3).

,

Stratqy 6.1 (Provide Additional Supply of Borated Makeup Wales for Long&rm Accident Control)

The EPGs do not provide any guidance.

_
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Appendit D

! Ilabcock & Wilcox Large, Dry Containnlent Oconee 3

Critical accident sequences for the Babcock & Wilcos (B & W)large, dry containment plant were determined using the
information contained in the Octmec PRA (NSAC-60), which documents the probabilistic risk aucument perfortaed
on Oconec Unit 3. Additionalinfortnation was inktred from the Abnorme! hansient Operating Guidehnes
(ATJGs) and the Emergency Operating Procedures Ttthnical Bases '' oeument.

Oconec Unit 3 has two unique, plant-specific features that dire (tly impnt the determination of critical sequences,
One feature is the standby shutdown facility (SSF),which is a separate, bunkered installation that prosides a sceure
means for attaining and maintaining hot shutdown conditiorn for all three Oconee units. The SSFwas primarily
designed to pravide wre cooling for incidents ofindustrial sabotage, bres,and theoding but can also be toed ta pro @le
an alternative rneans of cooling after other types of events. The SSF can proside a backup supply of fochater to the
steam generaton, for sewndary side heat removal and can injev W naintiin suf Utient inventory in the reactor cool-
ant systern (RCS) to sustain natural circulation and cool the reactor wolant pump (RCP) seah. Ti.e SS F aho has its
own elettrical power system,with a dedicated diesel generator. This lacility provides an adJitionallevrI cf backup to
numerous safety functions, not found at most plants,and thus affects ths probability of a core rneh event occurring for
many sequences.

The other unique feature is the emetgency power sources for Oconec: the Keowee Ilydroelectric Station and the tre
Steam Station combustion tuibines. Powcr from Keowce is provided by an oserhead path u hich wnnects one of the
two Keowee units to the Keowee mah stepup trartformer,which in turn is mnr.ceted to the 30 LV swisthyard to pro-
side power thmugh the Oconee Unit 3 5tartup transformers (CT3). If the overhead path is unasail.ible,either Keowee
unit can be connected to a 13.8-LV underground path that prsnidn power to Oconce transformer CTL 1hese sources
of emergency electrical power were determined in the Oconee PR A to be more r(liable than a dicsci generator set.
However,should both Kecm;c units be unavailable for emergency power generation, either of two Ixe Steam Station
ecmbustion turbin's can proside power to Ownee transformer CT5 via a HR).kV overhead path. This level of redun-
dancy and diversity in the emergency electrical power system is uncommon and results in a highly teliable emerguey
power source. Detefore, the impacts of a lou of ofIsite power (and the probabihty of a station blackout) are peatly
diminished in the Oconce "RA.

D.1 Critical Accident Sequences

D.l.1 Core Melt Risk

Ten ateident sequence groups account for upproximately X9% of the core melt risx calculated in the Oconee PR A:

01 T BU - The normally operating low-pressure scruce water (LPSW) system faih so provide coohng to the 11P1g
pumps,which provide RCP sealinjection,and to the CCW system,which provides RCP seat cooling. The RCP
seal injecion/ cooling r,xovery actions that fail include:

(1) Using the LPSW system,by crow-connecting it with either the high pressure sersiec water ()IPSW) system or
the LPSW spiem of anot5cr Oconee unit.
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(2) Opening the local HPl pump i PSW .hscharge piping a .d cylmg the HPl pumps to picsent pump
oserheating.

e

(3) Initiating the SSF,w hich can proside RCP' - icdson,in time (wilhtn 30 minutes of H1 | lailure as a rcsult
3of HPl pump motor cooling failure) to pr . w 31 P sealleakage.

Thus, the operations stafI fails to ree:,tabhst a of cooling prior m the ini:iation of RCP seal leakere,
without the oblity to ma'.e up the loss of inveic.ory since the 1IPl system relics upon LPSW cooling. This
sequence accounts for 2Wlof the core melt risk from internalinitiators.

O-2 AX A large-bren LOCA is followed by success of the LPI system and the core (h od tanks, but the operations3

staff cither fails to implement low. pressure recirculation from the emergemy sump wP hin 30 minutes ,ir f ails to
throttle the high flow conditions that may develop during recirculation, thus unusing the LPl pumps to cavitate.
These sequences ticcount for 159 of ti.e cose melt risk from internal initiators.

OJ TWS In these sequences the turbine trifa, but (because an insufficient number of control toe drop irito the
core to render the reactor subcritical) the reactor falls to sheldown. At this point one of two sequences can oc-
cut that result in core melt;

(1) The main feedwater system faib to continue supplying the steam generators an t either borated water b not
injected to remier the reactor subcriticalin time to initiate a stable cooled state or a long.tctm stable cmling
mou is not maintained.

(2) The reactor cote is within a certain regime,with respect to core life and its cf fcct on moderator temperature
coefficient (coefficient less than 959 ), such that a pressure transient large enough to cause a RCS LOCA
occurs arid either the injection systems fall to provide insentory makeup or the long term stable emling mode
h not maintained.

These r.cquences account for 1l'rt of the core melt risk from internalinitiating esents.

O.4 SY X - A small-break LOCA is followed by successful HPL The small break LOCA aho causes the initiations3

of the reactor building sprays,whose operation is not terminated after they are autornetically actuated and the
reactor building pressure is reduced. Esentually (in 2 h) the reactor building sprays deplete the borated watet
storage tank (BWST) injection-water inventory, High-pressure reci:culation from the cmergency. sump iaih due
primarily to operations staff error. This sequence accounts for 9% of the core melt risk from internalinitiators.

O-5 TgBU A large feedwater or condensate line break results in a loss of main and emergency icedwater because
the main and emergency feedwater share water sources. The operations staf f then fails to implement HPl cool.
ing (i.e., feed and blecd) and emergency feedwater from th-e SSF h tot initiated within 30 minutes. This se-
quence accounts for 9% of the core ruelt rhk from internalimtiators.

O-6 T BU - A loss of int trument air occurs (as the initiating event, as a result of a loss of offsite power, or as a result6

of sptem faults after a reactor / turbit.c inp)_ Main feedwater ar.d the emergency feedwater system motor-driven
pumps are not available because the instrument air is lost. The emergency feedwater sptem steam-driven pump,
which can operate using remote manual actions, fails to continue operation after depletion of the upper surce
tank (i.e , anmher suction source is not provided by the operations staf f). The feedwater sptems are noi recov-
cred and neitt er HPl cooling not emergency Icedwater from the SSF is initiated. This sequcnce accounts for 9'4
of the core melt risk from internalinitiating events,
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O "r RUn - A stratn pencrator tube rupture (SGTR)is folkmed by an llPl hilure to maintain RCS inventory %c
11P1 f ailure is the ersult of operations stait crror or hardwarc laults asmented with the llPl suction sab es the
ItWST itstit, ot the single ItWSTsuttion sahe (I P 28) un sequence aucunts for 2% of the cote mdt ink ,

1

fiorn internal initiators.

T;!!!3 - A loss of main feedwater oucurs and the emergency fcedwater sysicm fails as a sesult of operation > stafI04
errors or hardware tailures (dominated by imufhcient levelin the upper surge tank for suction requiremerits)
The operations staff then f aih to mitiate feed and bleed wohng or reuner a sour (c of Icedwater by restoring
inain f(edwater or providing a suction sounc from the other two Osonce umts. This sequence accounts tot 2'
of the wrc tacit ink from internalinitiating ocntt

09 RXg0 - A steam generator tube rupture oault if a main steam relief valve on the alfc(ted steam ponerator
talk to close, rearculation from the sump is not an option unce the break is efiedively outside containment. In
this stenario,long.lerm woling f:oh because the injection phase irnentory is not maintained by wntinually
refilling the 11WST so as to allow extended injc(tion and desay heat removal using the low pressure system If
the secondary-side remains intact (t e., the mainateam idief valve doses), core incit commences illow-pum,ure
injection and sccirculation tail to fundton dormg the retirculatmn or decay heat remosal rnodri of operati:m.
He LP) system can f ail as a result of various hardware faults, operations staff errors, or f ailures of the LPSW
system that cools the LPI pumps. Rese sequences acwunt for 29 of the core melt risk from internalinitialmy
events,

0-10 VR - %is sequence is unique in that it is a single event; a daruptive rupture of the reador plessure scssel
(RPV) by a failure mo'' hat precludes core refh>oding Thus, none of the safety systera are effectise af ter the
initiating esent. This scquence acwunts for 2% of the core melt ink from internalinitiatort

All other sequences individually contribute less than 2% of the core melt thL ! rom internal mitiating eventt

D.I.2 Public Risk

Sequences important from the public thL standpoint for Ownee mdude most of the sequences important to wre mcit
risk. Sequence 04 is the only sequence that does not appear to make a umtribution to pubhe ihk %is is primarily
due to the fact that this sequen(c does not directly affect the performance of the contair. ment systems The following
sequence aho becomu important to public tisk:

011 15LOCA - %e interfacing system LOCA occuts when an interf ace betaccn the high pressure RCS and the I.PI
system is breached. The resultant LOCA allows the RCS water and any water injected for makeup to flow out
the teactor buildmg, thus bypassing wntainment. Mitigation f aib directly as a rt sult of the breach (e.g , the 1 P!
pumps are damaged) on fails later because there n no water in the sump for reurcul: tion. The dominant loca
tion for an interfacing system LOCA is at the suction linc f rom the RCS.

D.13 Challenges to Safety I' unctions

The safety functions derived from the Ownee PRA and the abnormal transient operating guid(lines are as follows:

(1) RCS integrity.
(2) RPVintegrity
(3) Reactor subtriticality.
(4) RCS heat removal (via sewndary system).
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(5) RCS picuure relief,
(6) Core heat removal.
(7) RCS makeup.
(8) Long term heat removal.
(9) Reactor buildingcooling(heat removal).

Allof the enumerated sequences, resulting in cue rnell and pcthaps containment failure and public risk,imolve (hal.
Lenges to one or more of these safety functions.

D.I.4 Threats to Safety Systems

%c most significant threat to safety sptems at Oconce Unit 3 is the loss of 1.PSW, Scquence 0-1, since numetous syn
tems rely on this system for usoling, including:

(1) The motors of the pumps in the iIPI,(mergency feedwater,and scactor coolant systerm
(2) De heat exh:.ngers of the dreay beat removel sptem.
(3) The heat exchangert of the CCW system

Other seqtences that threaten nutnerous safety systems include sequences O-5 and 04 An additional sequence pos.
ing a threat to safety systems ts:

012 T OU - A loss of ofhite power is followed I.y h. cal power failutes, resulting in a loss of all AC power (i.e., a sta-3

tion blackout). The only system availeMe for RCS heat removal in the steam-drisen emergency feedwater pump,
which falls through hardware faults cr cycrations stalf errors. Once all feedwater is lost,Inc safety relief valves
are challenged and eventually open to discharge liquid, af ter which one or rnore valves fail to reclose. De
induced LOCA cannot be mitigated due to the loss of all AC power.

D.2 ATOG Coverage of the Critical Accident Sequences

The Abnormal ~Ramient Operating Guidelines (ATOGs) are symptom-based guidelines and as such do not distin-
gnish the events by their initiating events. IUnher, the symptoms or plant conditions are used to guide the at:ionA of
the operations staff. The ATOG used in this sidy was deseloped prior to the fullituplementation of the SSF, there-
fore, there os no teference to the SSF in the A100.

Sequence 01 (" oss of LPSW tausing RCF scal leakage without makeup)

A krss of LPSW ncnt is not addreswd directly in the ATOG. In the INADEQUATE CORE COOLING guidehne a
step instructs the operations staff to trip a RCP if the LPSW is tosi and not restored to the RCP motor within
3G minutes. The need for RCP seal coohng is not cleatly indicated m the guidance and the only relcrence to the
rebance of numciom systems on the LPSW system is in the system auxiliary diagram (SAD) section, whKh has the
components re41uired to r.upport cach of the spterm.

Scquence O-2 (Large-bree.L LOCA with failure of low-pressure rrrirculation)

A large-break LOCA will protably result in au merheating tramient ctmdition for which guidamc is provided in the
LACK OF HEAT TR ANSFER guideline (guidelme 11114 An indication <>f a large LOCA is that the RCS pressure
drops and the core fhed tanks are dhcharging to the RCS CP 101 provides instructions for long-term core cooling
following a major LOCA. Dere are instructiom ' o align to the sump for recirculation if the BWST lo- lo level alarnst
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(i.e., level drops to 6 f t) and aim proudet instr uction to throttle 1 P1vahes to preunt pump taitation. Should low-
prssure recirtulation fut, the operatmm staff nill enter the IN ADEQUATE CORii COOLING gcidance.

Sequeme 0 3 (llamient without si ram)

The guidante related to transient without scram esents deah primarily with the steps for wntrol rod mscriion and
boration to shutdown the scaction. Should main feedwates fath emogency feedwater would be auuated to crone an
ovctheating transient does not o(cur. In the case w here both inain fredwater and emergency f ccowata fad,id ! tool.
ing would I e initiated as dincted by the LACK OF llEAT TRANSFliR guideline (guidthne lil D) and the sequence
n similar to 5.cqueme O-5.11 a 1.OCA i: induced, the same guidthne is used and the Mquence is similar to
sequente 0-2.

Sequence O-4 (Small-break 1,0CA without h!gh prenure recircalation)'

The guidthnes that address the potenttal for RCS imentory losses do not proside instrucuons for shutting down the
reactor building , prays to conserve the DWST inventory used by the 1111 sptem to provide makeup to the RCS. Gui-
dance is provided for initiating high-preuure recisculation, using the 111 sptem to provide putnp suction. Should
Meh-prenure accirculation fail, the operanons stafI wdt enter the IN ADEQUKfE CORE COOL.lNU guidchnes. At
this point,if failed systems cannot be recovered, the operanons staff will atterupt to den rease the pressure of the RCS
by ope:Jng the PORV and high pdnt ven'ts in order to make the core flood tanks and LPI sptem available for core
coohn;

Sequence O-5 (Large feedw iter / condensate hne break with failure of IIPI coohng)

A large feedwatt r line break, which f aib both mam feedwater and emergency feedwater, will result m an over heating
tr ansiert (i c., a luk of heat irander, guidthne lil-B). This esent h addreued in the ATOG and is one of the xcnarios
discuurd in depth n Part 11 o the ATOG. The guidance espects the kiss of natural circulmon to occur Mr anr

extended h s cf fuJuter. 'ibe carrective actions foi a loss of all feedwater are to attempt to restore feedwater; tailing
to do so, starting iiPI cooling. Direction is given to actuate two HPl pumps and run them at full capacity w hile man-
ually opening the PORV. In adJttion, all but oac RCP should be tripped, thus reducing the heat hiad while still main-
taining forced core cooling Upon k>smg all subcoohng margin, all RCPs arc tripped. Upon failure of iIPl cooling,
the operations stall will enter the IN ADEQUATE CORLi COOLING guidelines, At this point,it faikd systems can-
not bc recovered, the operahons staff will attempt to decrease the psessure of the RCS by opening the PORV and high
point vents in order to make the cure ihmd tanks and 1 Pl System availahte for cote cooling.

Sequente O-6 (luu of mstrument air with failure of primary or secondary cooling)

The low of instrument au results in a rchance on the emergency fecJwater system steam drian pump for ucendary-
side heat temoval Upon failure of this pump, the sequer:ce and guidance is essentially the same as the loss of all feed.
wa* *,desenbcd m 0 3 m an oserhcating transient-

Sequence O-7 (SG'iR w nh f ailure of !!PI)

Here is a specific guidcline (guidchne ill-D) for the occurrence of a SGTR and the SGTR scenatio is discussed in
detailin Part 11 of the ATOG. Identificanon of the tube rupture is probably frem the steam line or wndenser air
ejector radiation alar m if the primary to-secondary heat transfer is enessive, the operations staff is directed to follow
EXCESSIVE IlEAT'IRANSFER, guideline !!1.C, as expeditioudy as pnsiNe and then to retuin to the SGTR guide
hne af ter heat trarofer is stabdued. Guideline ill-C results in the isolation of the f aulted steam generator and the use
of the functionirg steam generator for secondary-side heat removal Upon return to the SGTR guideline, the
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operations staff begitt. to cooldown and depressurue. If the IiPI splom fa!h, the operations stalf will enter the
INADEQUATE CORE COOLING guidance. At thh [vmt,if failed systerm cannot be remvered, the operations stall
will attempt to decrease the picwure of the RCS by opening the PORV and high joint sents in older to make the wre
flood tanks and 1 Pl system available for core moling *

Sequence O 8 (Loss of MFW with fadute of primary or sewndary cochng)

A loss of main and emergency feedwater will result in an oserheating transient. Thh sequc nce and related guidarme h
? essentially the same as tha: given for O.5.

Sequence OS (SGTR with failure of long-term heat ternoval)

There is a specibe guideline for the occurrente of a steam generator tube rupture,which is one of the scenarios discus-
sed in detailin Part 11. Indication of 3n 50111 is probably given by the steam line or wndenser air ejector radiation
alarm. If the prim ry-to-secondary heat transfer is enessive, which would be the case if a main steam schef vahe is

stuck open, the operations stalf is dircrwd to folPv EXCESSIVE !! EAT TR ANSITR, guideline ill C, as expedi-
tiously as possible and then to return to the SGTR guideline alter heat transfer is stabilized. Guidcline Jil C results in
the bolation ut the faulted steam gencrator and the use of the functioning sicym generator for secondarpside heat
removal. Upon return to the SGTil guideline, the operations staff begins a rapid moldown if the SGTR leak rate is
greater than the capacity of one normal makeup pump. There is no guidance mentioned in Part I of the ATOG to con- "

tinually replennh the 11WST to avoid enteling the recirculallon phase if the main steam rehef vahe n stuck open;it is,
however, recognized in Part l' .he ATOG that recirculation from the sump during a SGlR is not [mssible and
means to replenish the DWS~. . ay need to be estabihhed iflong-term heat removal faih, the o].crations statt will
enter the INADEQUATE CORE COOLING guidance. At this point,if failed systems cannot be recovered, the oper-
ations staff will attempt to decrease the pressure of the RCS by opening the PORV and high point sents in order to
make the core flood tanks and LPI system available for core cooling.

Sequence 010 (RPV rupture)

Due to the catastrophic nature of thh event no actions can be taken to mitigate the aeddent or release. The ATOG
does not address this event since there are no mitigating actions thM could be taken. Actiora to I tnit the potential for

~this type event are irnplied by trying to avoid thermal shock and brittle fracture opera:ional regimes. Steps include
throttling the HPl flow when subcooling margin h restored and restarting a RCP. Starting the RCP will mit the Hr.
water with reactor coolant, thus raising the temperature of the water and preventing brit tle itacture.

D.3 ATOG Coverage of the "A" Strategies

Stratyy 21 (Reduce Containment Spray Flow Rate to Comme Water for Core
Irjection)

The KrOG does not recommend a strategy to reduce or terminate the reactor buildtug sprays to conserve the water
available to the core injection sy tems from the BWST 1he need to provide for replenkhing the llWST is referred to
in the case of a SGTR, where the RCS in entory does not reach the sump. The A10G emphasi/es bemg in the decay
heat removal mode before depleting the BWSI

.
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Strategy 2.2 (Enable Early Detection, Isolation,or Otherme Mitirate the lific(ts of an Interf.ning Systems
LOCA)

De ATOG provides direct guidance on identifymg and isolatmg various types of I_OCAL lbr isolatable LOCAs, the
locating symptoms and isolating sabes are identiSed. the LOCAs are idenutied as non isolatable: SOTR, open pr es-
suri/cr safety valvcs,1IPl injection line bicak, HCP pump seal LOCA. and RCS instrumentation hne break. Ibr these,
locating syttiptonis are provided. Specific guidarce is provided for the occurrence of a SGTR.

Strategy 23.2 (Refill Refueling \Wter Storage hnk with Borated Water)

De ATOG recognites the need to replenish the BW5 Tin situauons where there is not adequate inver. tory in the
sump His is directly addressed for the case of SGTRs, though the 30urce(s) of this additional borated water is not _

identified.

Strategy 2A (Ensure Appropriate Recirculation Swiithover and ManualIntenention Upon Failure of Automatic
Switchoser)

The ATOG secognites the need to serify that the switch over to recirculation is achieved. Two general causes of ret u.
a

culation failure are identified: loss of sump water and loss of both suction paths from the sump %e loss of sump
water can occur because the RCS inventory does not accumulate in the sump (e.g , during a SGTR) or the sump water
is diluted from a non borated source,which requires the sump water to be borated and the dilution to be terminated.
De loss of both suction paths can octur as a result of clogging or if both sump valves fail to open. The clogged valves
may be ekated by back flushing the line. If the sahes fail to open, local manual operation of the valves is surfested.
llo^eser,it is accognized that kical attempts to open these vahcs mr; not be possible because the radiation lesch may
be too high.

Strategy 15 (Ensure Adequate Plant Heat Removal Capability by Emergency Gmnection(s)of Existing or
Alternate \Wtcr Sourecs)

De Oconce SSF can provide a backup supply of fecdwatcr to the steam generators for secondary. side heat removal
and can inject and maintain sufficient inventory in the RCS to sustain natural circulation and cool the RCP seah. The
SSF also has its own electrical p(mer system, with a dedicated diewi generator. This f acility provides an additional .

level of backup to numerou: important safety systems. %e ATOG used in this study does not identify this backup sys-
tem because the SSF was not fully implemented at Oconce at the time the ATOG was deseloped.

Str ategy 3.2.1 (Enable Emergency Bypass or Chalqe of Protective bps for inje(tion Pumi s)

This strategy is not discussed in the ATOG.

Strategy 33.2 (Use Non-Safety Related Charging Purnps for Core injedion)

The ATOG specific rules for initiating ilPI state that if one HPl pump faih to start then the snakeup pump is put irm
sewice, taking suction from the BWST in addition, the $5F aho provides an independent baticp to the llPI system.

Strategy 3A (Use Alternate Seal injection (e g.,liytirotest Pump) When Reactor Cnolant Pump Seal Coohng n

Lost)
,

if RCP sest cooling is lost, the operations staff will trip the RCPs and attempt to recover seal coohng. The SSF pro-
vides a backup to this fimetion and essentially implements the strakgy at the Oconee Nudear Station.
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Strategy 3.5 (Use condensate Pumps or Startup fredwater Pumps for Steam Generator trijectum)

At Oamec, this stratcry is ewentially implemcnted since the SSF tan be used to provide feedwater to the ucarn gener.
alors for secondary +ide heat renwval. Since the SSF has a dedicated dicsd encrator, this feedwater souf re is notI
dependcnt on siic AC powct.

Stratepy 4.1 (Conserve flattery Capability by Shedding Non.Ewential 1 oads)

Ris strategy is not discussed in the ATOO.

Strategy 4.2 (Use Portable llattery Charycts or Other Power Sources to Recharge Station liatteries)

his strategy is not discussed in the ATOG.

Strategy 43 (Enable Emergency Replenishrnent of the Pncernatic Supply for Safcty Related Air Operated
Components)

This strategy is not discussed in the ATOG.

Strategy 4.4 (Enable Emergeng thpass or Change of Protecthe tips for limergeng Diesel Ocncrators)

This stratcry does not apply unce the KeowN liydroelectric Station is the emergency AC power snutte for the
Oconec Nucicar Station.

Strategy 4,5 (Enable Ilmergency Croutie of AC Power Between ho Units or to an Onsim Gas Turbine

Generator)

The emergency power sounc for all three Oconee units is the Keowec flydroclectric Station, whic h supphes powc via
a 230-kV line to the Oconec switchyard. In addinon, the Lcc Steam Station combustion turbines can proside backup
einergency AC power if the Keowcc Hydroelectric Station is uruvailable. A crosslic between Os once units is thus not
necessbry.

Strategy G (Use Diesel Driven Firewater Pump for . . Steam Generator injection or Containment Sprap)

De strategy for using a pump that n inaependent of on<ite AC power for steam generator injection h coentially
implemented at Oconce since the SSF can be used to provide the feedwater and has its own dedicated diesel generator.
%c ATOG does not diseau the use of an independent sourec for reactor building sprays.

Strairgy5.1 (Reopen Main Steam isolation Yahes and Turbine Bypass Yahes to Regain the Main Condenser as a
lleat Sink)

Ris strategy is not discussed in the A10G

Strategy 6.1 iProvide Additional Supply of Borated Makeup Wat(r for Long?Ictm Acadent Control)

His strateRv is similar io the stratecy involvine replenishine ibe itWST bonor 1 v*or' ia* m~
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Appendix E

Apliemlix E

hble of Acronyms

AC alternating cunent itPF high-pressure melt ejection
AFW auxiliary feedwates HPSI high-pressure safety injection
Al knificialintelligence HPSI/R high-pressure safety injection / recirculation
ANN artificial neural network mode
AOP Abnormal Operating Procedures llPSW high-pressere senice water

~

ASWS Auxiliary Senice Whter system
ATOG Abnormal Transient Operating Guideline ICC inadequate core cooling
ATWS anticipated transient without scram IPE Indhidual Plant Evaluations

IREP Interim Rehability Evaluatwn Program
B&W Babcock & W.lcox IRM Interruption and Resumption Mode
BNL Brookhaveri National Laboiatory
BWST Borated Water Storage Tank JPA job performance aid

CC-1 Calvert Cliffs 1 LVA kiknelt amp
CCP centrifugal charging pumps
CCW Component C<x> ling % Ster system LOCA loss of coolant anident
CE Combustion Engineering LOF loss of fccdwater
CEOG Combustion Engineering Owner Group LOFT Less-of Fluid Test
CET core exit thermocouple LOSP Loss of Off,ite power
CFT core flood tank LPI Low Pressure injection

LPSW Lew Pressurc Senice \Wier system
DC direct current
DCH direct containment heating MAAP Modular Accident Analysts Code
DO diesel generator MFW Main Feedwater

_

DST demineralized water storage tank MOV motor-operated salve
MSIV Main Steam Isolatica Valve

ECCS cruergency core tooling system
EDG cmcr gency dicel generator NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
EOP Emergency Operadng Procedure NRC/RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
EPG Emergeticy Pumlurcs Guidelinc NSAC Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
ERG Emergency r sponse Guideline

ORG Optimal Recovery Guideline
FCI fuel coolzt.t interaction OTSG once-through steam generator
FP Fire Protection system
FR Functional Restoration PCS Power Consersion System

-FRG Functional Recovery Guideline PNL Pacif.c Northwest Laboratory
FSAR Final Safety Analpi< Report PORV Pilot (or Power) Operated Relief Valve
FY fisc31 year PRA probabilistic ri<,k assessment

PTS pressurized thermal shock
HJTC heated junction thermocouple PWR preuurited water reactor
HPI high-pressure injection

E.1 NUREG/CR 5856
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Appendix E

RCP Reactor Coolant Pump SPND self powered nt utron stclector
RCS Reactor Coolant System SRY safety relief valve
RCVCS Reactor Cwlant Wlurne Cont 01 System SSI: Standby Shutdown Facility
RilR Restdual licat Removal system SSF Standby Shutdow n I acility
RPV Reactor Picssure Vessel SW Service Water system
RVLIS Reactor Vesselleic! Instrumentation SWS Service \Wt-r system

system
RWST Refueling \Wter Storage 'Ihnk TliV halwoe liypass %he
RWST sciucting water storage tank Th11-2 Three hiile Island, Unit 2

SAD system auviliarydiagram U 235 uranium-D5 isotope
SBO station blackout UPS unihtcr ruptihic power system
SCRAA1 scrarn, a rapid shutdown of the reac:or USNRC U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
SG steam generator
SGTR sicam generator tube rupture W Westinghouse
Si safety injedior. WOG Westinghouse Owners Group
SPDS Safety Parameter Display system

NURECJCR 5856 E.2
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